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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Monday, September

VEAU
VOL. CLXX. No. 81.
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D

AGAINST

19, 1921.

Was War Experience Responsible
for Crime Laid at Youth's Door?

RAILROAD SHOPMEN VOTE

TO STRIKE

NING JOUB.NAL.

UQU EKQUE

.CITY

P

.

will need only one vote to deterII be done."
mine what
This announcement was greeted
with applause.
Answering a quesshop
tion, Mr. Jewell asserted
crafts would have the
ef other organizations, including
the big four brotherhoods, If a
strike were called and urged his
audience to prepare ror actidn
Against Wngo Reduction.
The strike vote, completed
1. was announced as showing a
votistitutlonnl ' Majority
against
the wage reduction, which went In
to effect July 1. This was th2
first official confirmation of the
result.
Condemnation of the operations
of the labor, board and of its decis
Ions was voiced by all speakers.
Mr. Jewell charged that tne railroads were attempting to use the
board to take an unfair advantage
Mr.
of the Industrial situation.
Jewell said he would demand of
a
meet
It
once,
"for
the board that
situation In a practical way," and
announce
remaining rules
v

tt

"When the board announces the
substitute rules, our committee will
take a ballot," he said. "If the
rules are not satisfactory and the
ballot says so, we will tnke the re
suit to the railroads. If they re
fuse to grant our reasonable de
mands, they will have to stand responsibility and answer to the people."
General charges that the rail-

Tomorrow the people of this state will vote for a
United States senator. This is a most important event.
It is one of those occasions which tests the
ability of
democracies to survive. "The voice of the people is
PLAN the voice of God," so far as we are concerned. Thair
'
decision is always final. The people as a whole make

Acceptance

(By The Aaaocluted

Left to right: B. J. Daugherty, Harvey W. Church and Carl Ausmus.
tiful car, and I guess I should have details which they say savor

OF

Treti.)

IN BELIEVED

Pueblo, Colo.,
Sept. 18. Jack
Elanchard, 30, automobile truck 2
found dead this
driver, was
morning, his nofty Hanging from
the truck in the street near the
TO HAVE
place he usually parked his truck
for the nrgnt. Ho was employed
by a local lumber company and
returned to the yards with the truck
last night shortly after dark. He
apparently had been dead many
hours when his body was discov-eieThe exact cause of the death
was not ascertained but from the Deputies Sheriff Shoot and
position in which his body was
Capture a Pair Thought to
found, it is possible that he atHave Stolen $30,000
tempted to get out cf the truck and
Us foot caught between the clutch
From Sells-Flot- o
Show.
and tho brake and he was thrown
downward, his head striking tho
The
Aaaocluted
(By
Trent.)
Also it Is possible that
ground.
Vancouver. Wash., Sept. .18,
heart disease was the primary
cause of death.
Deputies sheriff early, today shot
and captured two men believed to
be robbers who stole $30,000 from
ONE GIRL IS KILLED,
o
a ticket truck of the
ANOTHER WOUNDED IN
circus here Friday night. PractiFIGHTING IN BELFAST cally all the money was recovered
from tho robbers' cache, Which
was found by a farmer late yes
(By Thr Aaaorlnted Press.)
Belfast, Sept. 18. One girl was terday while hunting in nearby
killed and another gravely wounded woods.
in revolver firing in Vire street
When the farmer stumbled upon
today. Church goers were obliged the money
ho notified tho deoutles
to scurry to shelter.
Soldiers
remained at the cache
turned machine gLns on various sheriff,twowhomen
until
When
appeared.
points infested by gunmen.
ordered
to
they started
Vere street and
the district to run andsurrender,
were
one
Inthe
roundabout, continued in a ferment hip and the other shot,
the body.
until the curfew.
The wounded
The wounded men refused to
girl died.
their names. Physicians said
An outbreak
occurred In Sea- - give
both
would recover. A third man,
ford street, in the Sinn Fein district said to
bo implicated in the
of East Belfast. A bomb was
has not been found.
thrown and there was much revol
ver firing, but military and police MEN ARE IDENTIFIED AS
quickly suppressed the trouble.
RUBBERS OF SHOW TRUCK

ROBBED

CIRCUS

.

Sells-Flot-

rob-bor- y,

roads were opposing demands of
the unions as part of a movement FREIGHT STEAMSHIP
which, he said, was backed by
DISABLED, ABANDONED
"nine billion dollars or more" were
made. The object, ho declared,
(By The Associated Preae.)
was "to crush union labor."
New York. Sept. 18 The freight
steamship Maiden, badly damaged
ARE PLEDGED TO OREY
ORDER OP FEDERATION' last night in collision off Montauk
Point, with the freighter Jonancy.
Cleveland. O., Sept. 18. Cleve- was abandoned today In a sinking
Her crew was taken
land members of six railroad crafts condition.
affiliated with the American Fed- aboard the Jonancy.
The coast guard cutter Gresham
eration of Labor, at mass meeting
today pledged themselves to obey reported by wireless tonight that
orders of the railroad federation. the Maiden had been taken in tow
Machinists, bollermakers, car re- by the coast guard cutter Acushnet
pairmen, blacksmith sheet metal and the tug Scott. The two boats
workers and electrical workers at- were trying to beach the sinking
tended the meetings.
vessel, the message said.

U. S. PROPOSAL FOR PROGRAM FOR
LIMITING ARMAMENT CONFERENCE

STIMULATES INTEREST IN JAPAN
Nipponese, It Is Believed, Is Giving Earnest
Consideration to Topics Concerning China
and Siberia, As Well As Egual Opportunities in Commerce and Industry.
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Toklo, Sept. 18 (by tho Assoc!-- I the the Washington
conference,
ated Press.) Receipt of America's has stimulated a new discussion
on
in
the
which It is and interest
tentative proposals
conference,
expected to build a program for which already Is great. It Is believed Japan Is giving earnest conto American
Ideas
sideration
concerning China and Siberia, and
as
such
topics
equal opportunities
In commerce
and Industry, the
general question of preferential
economlo rights and the questions
FORECAST.
or concessions, monopolies and tne
Denver, Colo., Sept. 18. New extension
of railways.
Mexico: Generally fair Monday.
Interest has been aroused by the
extreme east suggestion to discuss the general
somewnat warmer
portion; Tuesday, fair.
issue of commitments relative to
Arizona: Fair Monday and Tues- China and Siberia. In diplomatic
day; not much change In t
circles it is thought that the United States deems It advisable
perature.
to
bring about an examination of all
"
LOCAL REPORT.
engagements entered Into between
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
China and the
whereby
hours ended at S p. m. yesterday, the powers have powers,
secured rlehtsand
recorded byt the university:
interests In China and? Siberia or
82 have been entrusted with underHighest temperature
IvOwest
61 takings in those countries. . Such
21 an examination would have as its
Rangs
Mean
72 aim the prevention of future mis67
6
a.
m.
at
Humidity
,"
understandings.
46
Bummarlzinir
Humidity at 6 p. m.
the
Trace viewpoint, tho newspaper nraitinr
Precipitation
Yamato
Maximum wind velocity
36 says Japan stands for
reDirection of wind
Southwest lationship with China asspecial
a neighCharaoter of day ...Tartly Cloudy bor,
.

WEATHER

.

...

Proposal

Throne and the Empire,
Premier's Claim.

DEATH UNKNOWN
(By The Aaaocluted

V

Would Be Disloyalty to the

FIND CHAUFFEUR
CAUSE

of

Vancouver, Wash., Sept. 18.
Ray Moore and Bert Orcutt, shot
by officers near here early today
were identified as two of the men
o
who robbed a
circus
truck of more than $28,000 near
Vancouver last Friday, The identification was made by members of
the circus party which the robbers
held up, and the men's names were
learned from two women found
near the scene of the shooting
whom officers said accompanied
them to that point.
According to the officers, they
had spent
nearly all last night
watching a cache where a farmer
had found a quantity of money,
supposed to be taken in the robbery, when an automobile containing two men, two women and two
children drove up. When they got
out and approached the cache the
officers ordered them to put their
hands up. They ran and the officers fired at them.
At the Jail both the wounded
men refused to talk. Considerable
questioning elicited the statement
from the1 worn en that they were
Mrs. Moore, wife of one of the
men, and Miss Christine Gross, and
that the children were those ot the
Moores.
The whole party, they
said, came to this vicinity from
Seattle.
Sells-Flot-

U. S. ARMY ENGINEER
TO CONFER REGARDING

FLOOD
'

(By The Aaanrlated Treai.)

SEAMAN ON AMERICAN
GUNBOAT IS WOUNDED
(By The AMtfrlaled rreaa.)
Pekin, I Sept. 18 (by the Asso-

ciated Press). Renewed attacks
on Ichang, a treaty, port In Hupeh
province, by Szehuen forces, are
reported In a wireless received by
the foreign office from Iehang.
The attacking forces were driven
out of the city when Gen. Wu Pel
Fu arrived with reinforcements.
A seaman on the American gun
boat Cillalobon was wounded during a bombardment of Gen. Wu Pel
Fu'r transports by Szethuenez ar.
tillery,

detection?
Church's confession states that
after taking one of the victims

down into the basement of Ms
home at the point of a gun and
i
beating him to death, he went
airs, ca 'mly waited for the other
victim to enter the house, and the.i
murdered him in the same manner.
Pschologists point to a score of
up-s-

of a
mania motive.
"Insanity," one said. "Certainly,
insanity. It would have taken a
butcher without a heart to have
done those things. There are so
many things that point to a murderous mania."
So the
ask, Is
investigators
Church insane? And, if he did the
killing, how does it come that now
he laugbs and talks in a manner
perfectly natural? Did his experience as a soldier In the world war
numb his senses to the point th.it
he is calloused to human suffering,
to the sense of repulsion felt by
man regarding J
every normal
murder in cold blood?
Church Is twenty years old.

8,000 PERSONS VIEW

THE BODY

OF MISS VIRGINIA RAPPE AS IT

LIES IN STATE IN LOS ANGELES
For Six Hours Men, Women and Children File
Past the Casket and Look Down Upon the
Still Figure, In Connection With Whose
Death Fatty Arbuckle Is Held in 'Frisco.
(BT THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Los Angeles. Calif., Sept. 18.
friends, will be placed In her hair
and coinage.
Eight tlyn'sand. persons. It was
A number of Los Angeles pastlmated, today visited the bier of
Miss Virginia Rappe, motion pic tors today and tonight in the course
ture actress, for whose alleged of their sermons devoted considmurder Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle erable attention to the Arbuckle
Is held in the San Francisco city case.
prison, it had been announced by
the undertaking
company which
has charge of Miss Rappe's body
that it would lie In state today between the hours of 10 and 4 and
that those who wished might view
it.
In single file a long line of
men, women and children filed
ABE QUIZZED III
past the casket, stopping a moment
to look down upon the still figure,
clad in a white satin shroud and
with flowers In the hands.
"Poor girl," they murmured, or
CASE
"How beautiful she looks."
The casket was banked with
flowers, including a floral blanket
of 1,000 tiger lilies sent by Miss
Rappe's fiance, Henry Lehrmann, Several Women Who Herenow in New York. Across the lilies
tofore Have Not Appeared
lay a white satin ribbon bearing In
Are Questioned
gold letters: "To My Brave SweeBy Distheart, from Henry."
trict Attorney Brady.
The funeral will be held at 10:30
o'clock tomorrow at the undertak(Br The Aaaocluted F.eaa.)
ing parlors. The services will be
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 18.
private. The Rev. Frank Rouden-busrector of St. Stephen's Epis- Several women who heretofore have
copal churcn of East Hollywood not appeared in connection with
Interwill conduct the services.
of murder on file here
ment will be at the Hollywood the charge
Koscoe C. (Fatty) ArbuckBefore the burial the against
cemetery.
screen
le,
were questioncomedian,
shroud will be replaced by an ed,
today
by District
Attorney
evening gown, said to have been Matthew
his assistants
fashioned by Miss Rappe, and who are Brady, and
handling the case.
flowers, the gift of motion picture
Until Brady announces the re
sults of today's conference with the
women, It will not be known If
they will appear as witnesses
against Arbuckle. Their names
were not made public.
spent a quiet Sunday
The Journal wishes to direct in the Jail cell
has been his
tho attention of the public to the. residence since which
a week ago last
cleanness of the Bursnm camwhen he was arrested on a
night
paign. Chairman O. L. Phillips charge of murdering Miss Virginia
has set a new standard of deRappe, motion picture actress, who
cency for New Mexico In the
ciea, according to accusers of Armanagement of politics. He Is buckle, following a drinking party
to he congratulated. The public in his hotel suite here, and as a
Is to bo congratulated also, that
result of mistreatment by her host,
tho republican party lias develrbuckla will, remain in his C'ili
until Thursday, when his piellm-irar- y
oped a lender of Phillips' type.
Senator Bursnm showed good
examination
begins on a
was
fnlth in his professions, by inmurder complnint,
which
Ills
to
to
sworn
Maud
manage
Bambina
viting Phillips
by Mrs.
Delmont, a member ot the party in
campaign.
Phillips' fundamental policy the actor's rooms.
lias liecn to lie constructive. He
Brothers sec "Fatty."
A. C. Arbuckle, of San Francisco,
Hanna nor
lias not assailed
As far n? and W. H. Arbuckle, of Fresno,
Manila's supporters.
brothers of the' film star; visited
lio lias been consulted, lio Iiiif
g
him in his cell in the hall of Justin
forbidden any
hat
here
As
late today. They talked for
a
criticism.
result there
half an hour.
been a new type of republican
Mrs. ltoscoe
The only deviation
methods.
Arbuckle, known
professionally as Minta Durfee, is
has been in cases beyond Philto
arrive In San Francisco
expected
lips' control. They are of nilnoi
late tomorrow from New York to
Importance.
assist in her husband's defense.
a
Ho lias conducted
as nearly without camAccording to. word received here
stayed In Chicago ten hours
paign funds as is possible. Tlir she
last Friday looking up acquainttotal. Including help to countj ances
of Miss Rappe.
s less
than
organizations will
The Arbuckles have been sepa$20,000. Ho has not expended an
about five years, accord-li- g
Illegitimate dollar. Any talk ot ratedto for
friends.
a big slush fund is utterly
false. Nono will be used.
Phillips is depending almost PREPARING QUARTERS
wholly upon volunteer worker
to get the vote to the polls. II
FOR SESSIONS OF THE
any ono will work on electlor
"JOBLESS" CONFERENCE
o
not
has
who
signified
day,
or will volunteer the nse of an
'
automobile, he should communi(Br The Aaaoclnteil Prrae.)
cate With the local county chairWashington, Sept. 18. Quarters
for
the sessions of the national unman.
Bursum's campaign methods' employment conference are being
this year have been clean beprepared in the commerce department building and will be ready by
They are eviyond reproach.
dence of his future purposes e September 26, the probable date r.f
the
comma
first meeting, officials said toshould
These) methods
confidence of tho public
night.
A large conference room Is beDecent people should help in
ing furnished on the same floor of
proving them more effective the
building that Secretary Hoover
than tho old methods, by joining
to roll up a huso majority foi has his office," and commutes
rooms adjoining it are being made
Bursnm next Tuesday.
ready.

....

H

MESSES

ARBUCKLE

h,

CLEAN.

Arc-uckl-

com-pnlg- n

',

Is

Trraa.)

London, Sept. 18 (by the Associated Press.) Premier Lloyd
George In a telegram sent today to
Eamonn de Valera, declared that
unless the Irish leader's claim to
the right to meet the British representatives as the head of an Independent sovereign state is withdrawn, a conference with Sinn
Fein delegates is impossible.
The telegram follows:
"I have received your telegram
of last night and observe it does
not modify the claim that your
delegates should meet us as represent ;ives of a sovereign and independent state.
"You made no such condition in
advance when you camo to see me
in July. I invited you then to meet
me, in tho words of my letter, as
tho chosen leader of the great majority in southern Ireland, and you
accepted.
Can't Alter Proposals.
"From the outset of our conversation, I told you that wo looked
to Ireland to own allegiance to
the throne, and to make her fu
ture as a member of the British
commonwealth. That was tho basis of our proposals, and we' cannot alter it.
"The status you now claim in
advance for your delegates is in
effect a repudiation of that basis.
I am prepared to meet your dele
gates, as I met you in July, in the
capacity of tho chosen spokesman
for your people to discuss the association of Ireland with the British
commonwealth.
"Mv colleagues and I cannot
meet them as representatives of a
state
sovereign and Independent
without disloyalty on our part to
the throne and the empire. I must,
therefore, repeat that unless r the
second paragraph of the letter of
the twelfth is withdrawn a confer
ence between us Is impossible."
The Second Paragraph.
The second paragraph of Mr. do
Valera's letter of September 12
follows:
"In this final note we deem it
our duty to reaffirm that our position Is and can only be as we have
defined it. Our nation has formal
and
ly declared Its independence
Itself as a sovereign
recognizes
state. It is only as representatives
of that state and as its rhosen
guardians that we have authority
or powers to act on behalf of our
As regards the principle
people.
of government by consent of the
governed in the very nature of
things, it must be the basis of any
agreement that will achieve the
purpose we have at heart that Is
final reconciliation of our nation
with yours. We have suggested no
interpolation of that principle
save Its every day Interpretation,
the sense, for example, in which
it was understood by the plain men
and women of the world, when on
January 5, 1918. you said: 'The
settlement of Europe must be
based on such grounds of reason
and Justice as will give some promise of stability.
Therefore ,lt is
that we feel that government with
the consent of the governed must
be the basis of any territorial settlement in this war.' "
MAY CALL A MEICTINO

OF THE HAIL EIRE ANN

Dublin, Sept. 18 (by the AssoPremier
Press.) When
Lloyd George's telegram arrived
tonight it was too late to summon
a cabinet meeting, and, according
to the publicity department, no
statement could be Issued tonight.
Mr. Lloyd George's request for
withdrawal of the offending paragraph of Mr. de Valera's letter is
believed to Involve the resummoning of a full meeting nf the dail
eireann, for when Mr. Lloyd
George originally afforded an opportunity for private withdrawal
by Mr. de Valera, tho cabtnet preferred to submit the matter to the
dail. The paragraph was then discussed and approved.

ciated

NEGRO IS LYNCHED.
.
Greensboro, N. C, Sept. 18.
was
a
Ernest Daniels, young negro,
taken from the Pittsboro Jail today
It Is alby a mob and hanged.
leged he was found in the room ot
woman
a young white
Friday night.

mud-slingin-

PREVENTION

Pueblo, Colo., Sept. 18. Major
General Beach, chief engineer of
the United States army, arrived
here this noon to confor with Lieutenant Colonel Caples, city commissioner, and local engineers relative to pliyis for preventing future
floods in Pueblo. He will stay here
several days it Is understood and
will make a thorough Inspection ef
the proposed
flood .; prevention
schemes.

gone back and cleaned up the basement instead of riding around. It
didn't seem so terrible to me. I
wanted the car."
Could a sane man, even one coldblooded in the extreme, have killed
two men just to gain possession of
a car, when automobile theft is
without
easy of accomplishment

v

IEICE

no meetinTUnless
attitudejs changed

Chicago, Sept. 18. (Special.
a sano man have committed
the crime with which Harvey W.
Church, held here for the murder
of B. J. Daugherty and Carl Ausmus, Packard automobile salesmen,
is charged?
Church has confessed
to the double murder, according to
the police. But even had he not
done so the evidence against him.
all of It circumstantial, has been
forged, link by link, into such a
chain that conviction for the crime
Would be certain.
Church's confession reveals that
the murders were committed in order that he might gain possession
of a $5,000 automobile.
"After 1
had them both killed," the confession reads, "I drove around tn
the car. It certainly was a beau

JOUL1

REJECTS IRISH

Independent State.

the six federated shop crafts unions
but will
of J'
against the railroad wage reduction
ies pending
defer action until promulgation of working
before the .railroad labor board, when another vote will
be taken on acceptance or rejection of the rules. This
omiTiPomfnf was officially made bv B. M. Jewell, head
of the shop crafts organizations, at a mas3 meeting of
Chicago shopworkers today.
"Believing that a stronger fight'

DEAD;

AS IT LOOKS TO THE

E

De Valera Must Renounce
His Claim to Meet the
British As the Head of An

When Thev Are Promulgated Another " Me
Will Be Taken on Their Acceptance RejeIs Made
ction; Announcement
Orally
the
Head
cf
Sh?
M.
B.
Jewell,
By
grafts
Organization.
ngingto
Thirst. Sent. 18. Kailroad shopmen.
: to strike
have :

could be made, if a strike 18 called,
with preservation of the shopmen's
working rules as a goal led to the
decision to withhold a strike call
for the present, Mr. Jewell said.
Ha and other union speakers counseled the men to wait until the
entire wage and rules situation
was before them.
Rather than
rush into a strike which Mr. Jewell declared, the railroads desired.
Walt for Opportune) Time.
"We can make a real fight on
the rules proposition when we
might not have the full support
of other branches of railway employes on a wage fight alone,"
he said. "We must wait until the
time is opportune. You men who
have been on strike before don't
want to rush blindly into this
thing. But If the labor board releases all remaining rules to be
acted on at one time, we will have
the whole matter before us. We

1 Mint

IN

DEFER ACTION UNTIL PENDING
WORKING RULES ARE EFFECTIVE

EDITION
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LEADER'S

GUT ORDERED ON JULY

CITY

LIBEL SUIT
DEVELOPMENTS
Mr. J. M. Raynolds, presiof tho First National
Bank, filed an amended complaint f'aturday In his libel suit
against the Morning Journal
and Carl V. Ma gee.
We prefer to withhold extended comment until after the
election tomorrow. Tho amendments take much of the personal element out of the controversy and present but one viIs the right of
tal question:
free speech concerning the bud
conditions In New Mexico to be

dent

abridged through tho Intimidations of overpowering littgu-tlin- f
;
The amendments develop the
truth of a most significant rumor which has been n float for
two weeks, to the effect thnt
the First National crowd had
mndo peace with thel undent
enemies. Matron and Wood, attorneys, and had employed this
firm In this litigation. Murron
nnd Wood filed the amended
complaint for Mr. Rnynolds.
Further Interesting developments may bo expected soon.

(

ar u wtv into t

The danger comes from the failure of the people
to speak at all. Your ballot is your voice in the affairs
of state. Vociferous protests against conditions, in the
interim between elections, is unavailing.
You sneak
authoritatively orjy on election day.
The man or woman who fails to go to the polls on
Tuesday is not a good citizen, unless prevented by unavoidable causes. This duty is the most imperative obligation of citizenship.
Regardless of your views as to who should be senator, or what disposition should be made of the constitutional amendments, it is your duty to solemnly register those views at the ballot box. Do not fail the state
today, whether you are republican, democrat, independent republican or socialist. But take your conscience
with you into your voting booth. The result will leave
us safe, if this is done.
The Journal favors the election of Holm O. Bursum
as senator and urges upon the people that they vote
constructively, for the present and the future, and not
destructively, in order to punish a dead past. Constructive citizenship is New Mexico's hope.
Every minor grievance which ingenuity can concoct
has been placed before you to influence your vote
against Senator Bursum. In one breath, for instance,
Bursum is blamed for mixing into educational matters
at the Normal University and procuring the dismissal
of Dr. Roberts as president. In the next breath, he is
blamed for not mixing into educational matters and
preventing the adoption of new text books in the state.
The democratic doctrine, as far as Senator Bursum Is
concerned, is, "Damned if you do and damned if you
don't." The plain fact is. Bursum had nothing whatever to do with either of these blunders, both of which
the Journal condemns. As well blame him for a hail
storm or an early frost. Yet you are asked to decide
who shall sit in the senate and cope with our great
problems there by passing upon such unfair, unreal and
irrelevant questions as these. It impresses the Journal
as silly. Specific instances of grievances in the management of New Mexico will be a proper charge
against the republican party next year, when it asks to
be continued in charge of the state's affairs. The only
bearing Bursum's election can have on state affairs is
whether or not his selection now will tend to fasten
bad conditions the more tightly upon us. '
Let us look at that question a moment. The reactionary group insists that the republican party in this
state has done and can do no wrong. Such a position
is foolish, because every one knows that it i3 untrue.
The party in the past, having fallen into reactionary
hands, has oppressed the people of this state. The
growth of the state, the education of the people, release
from the domination of the few over the many, have
been retarded for years. It will take time to break up
this condition. Much progress has been made in" the
past year. More will be made in the next year, the
Journal believes. How unwise for the reactionaries to
try to make Senator Bursum carry the accumulated "ex-cebaggage" of all the reactionaries of all the years
by insisting that he and his associates have always
acted wisely and by undertaking to defend a group-recoupon which he is not standing and for which he
is only partially responsible.
All of the democratic activity has been brought
about by the effort of the little reactionaries to have it
appear that Bursum stands on this reactionary group-recoof the past. Before they did this there was no
place for the democrats to begin, and, until this was
done, they did not begin. Bursum, free and upon a progressive platform, the democrats had not the courage
to attack. Bursum, put on the defensive for the sins of
everybody, invited attack. Providence deliver a man
from his fool friends!
We believe that Senator Bursum has always been
ahead of nis associates in progressive legislation, but
not far enough ahead of them to escape criticism. He
has gone as far as he could with political safety. A
sort of progressive expediency has controlled his conduct. He has traveled as fast as the public sentiment
of his party required, but has tried to take his reluctant, reactionary friends with him.
Last year Bursum forced a reasonably progressive
platform. Mr. Fall bitterly condemned him for this.
In the campaign Bursum slowed down in order to line
up the reactionaries for the ticket. In the legislature
he whipped up and used his influence to redeem party
pledges. His wishes were ignored in one or two instances. He was not as supreme in power as some
would have the public believe. But he acted vigorously
and in good faith.
Senator Bursum put an even more progressive plank
in his platform this year. He has said within a week
that he strongly favors the keeping of all party pledges.
His native caution keeps him from saying, in the campaign, as much as some would like for him to say. But
he is pledged by every bond of honor to a rejuvenated
and progressive party. He is entitled to use his own
rather slow, but successful methods to lead his party to
ss

rd

rd

,

his view.
The big
sum any longer.

leaders are not for Bur-The little reactionaries are
and irritated. It will be discouraging, indeed, if now progressives of all parties
fail to step to his support and give him a great vote of
confidence. Progress will receive a setback from which
it cannot soon recover if Bursum is not encouraged in
his stand. Such is the situation in the state.'
Nationally, Bursum is the only one in sight who can
help New Mexico recover her prosperity. He is acquainted in the senate; he belongs to the majority par
ty; he is a consummate negotiator; he knows our needs.
Judge Hanna would be a useless ornament at a itme
when we need action. We say this without reflection
upon Judge Hanna's ability.
The Harding administration is entitled to a vote of
confidence from New Mexico to help us in our interna
tional armament limitation conference. If the othet
nations feel that the American people is not supporting
the administration, its hand will be weakened. New
test this fall
Mexico affords the only official state-vot- e
Hardshown.
be
can
of
the
the
which
people
temper
by
ing should be given a chance, as the president of all the
people, to bring the great blessing of armament limitation to the world.
In the face of the great constructive needs of New '
Mexico; in view of the great national and international
issues at stake, how childish and narrow it would be
to fail to support Senator Bursum, because of some mito support
nor, specific, local irritation. Be big enough
'
'
Bursum.
ultra-reactionar-

half-hearte-

y

V

He has gone too far.

d
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GRATEFUL

F(M

S. HELP

(By The Asanrinted Pr...V
Erivan. Soviet Republics of Armenia, Sept. 18. Paxton Hibben, a
representative of the Near East relief, has just had an interview
with the soviet president of Armenia in which the president told
him that tha feeling of tho Arfor
toward Americans
menians
their help was "something deeper

than gratitude."

Air. Hibben
explains that the
president of
president la really the abbreviation
the revcoma, a double

of "revolutionary committee." and
that this committee corresponds to
what would be called in most other
countries, "the cabinet."
The Armenian
president came
Into an office where Mr. Hibben
was talkinfr with two members of
the cabinet. The relief agent
the incident thus:
'.,
A Soldier Enters.
in the casual
'"The door opened
way that people have of buttins 'n
office and
nnd out of anybody's
breaking into anybody's conversation in this communistio land and
a common soldier entered In the
cotton khaki, high black boots and
shirt outside his pant. His head
was Shaven like that of any soldier
It was what
of the Red guard.
writers call ' a bullet head.' He
sat
and
down, his
pulled up a chair
elbows on the table, listening.
" 'What do you want to ask the
president?' asked one ofat the minthe man
isters, waving his hand
dressed as a common soldier, without mark of distinction of any kind
on him. We made very little progress until I asked him about the
American relief work in Armenia;
then he opened up a bit." Mr. Hibben quotes the Armenian president
as saying:
One Disaster Alter Anoiner.
must have
"Ynii Americans
heard so much about the sufferings
of Armenia that I can quite unaer
otnnri thnt vou should say to your
unlvea:
'What's the matter with
fhoaa Armenians that they are al
The only
ways starving to death?
trouble is that you cannot understand because in the United States
you do not know wnat nas oeen
rnn on out here in Transcaucasia
nor what has taken place in Armenia Itself since 1914. It has all
been Just one disaster after another
In a succession so hideous that it Is
almost unbelievable.
The president reviewed the chapters of Armenia's tale of woe the
world war. Turkish and Russian
Invasions and Armenia's war with
The final Turkish horGeorgia.
in April last,
ror, he said. wa only went
on:
five months ago. He
"In all these Beven years from
one
not
been
1914, there has
of neace or security for any
body. Not a chance to get on our
feet. Everything destroyed.
burned. Everybody, homeless. Everybody starving. A regular hell.
"There's a free Armenia today.
And when everything's said and
done, there will be a free Armenia
Tf Via. rrmr. A rreat many lives and
an incredible deal of suffering. But
it's worth it.
ronntrrl on America.
all through this struggle
v "But
we Armenians felt that we could
munt. and we did count, on you
You alone were disin
You
terested in your relief work. didn
t
didn't mix in politics and you
us.
try to exploitav that we are
grateful
'T,it
Is nothing. What we feel about it
something deeper
Is of course,
.than mere gratitude. It is hard to
we feel. But
that
is
it
say what
the Armenian
you go out among American
and
vou. an
to
them you are
you will find that
different from other
m whnnver vou want of them
Vnr,
have to the last man of
.mi
them. You don't need a passporti
or credentials or anything
n ra
an American. That s
enough.
vsM HMn Now.
"We've only had peace in this
are
country five months, now.all we
of us,
working our heads off, on its
feet
to try to put the country
undo the
again. But you cannot
years of
terrible damage of seven
We
months.
destruction in five
we ever
more
nnw
than
v,,i
us.
have, for it's now or never with
We've got our chance but we can t
to
have
swing it alone. We haveIn
year.
help from somewhere.
Jf no new disaster hits us, we should1,
be all right. But until them, we
you Americans have been the only
inenuB we nave cui.y

mo-mi- nt

isrino

--

e'sf-Vrti-
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s'p.lFNTIFIC RAISING
OF BABY IS PLANNED
it.

i

Tha Auorlatrd

cunitvntnr.
o

Praia.)
Okla.. Sept. 18.

the
mgiiri' fnttaee at here
A. and M. college

Tne
Okla.'

today
homa
is complete, lor it nas a uu before
one essential which in years
inetructorsfl in homo economics have
n.Mnnlalnf 'VflJ ladling.
thA
college baby, was
boradopted' this year, or rather, chilrowed. Torn tho Oklahoma
City,
dren's home at Oklahoma
fcr the school yeax
lie la to be kept
Plans are under way to make
died when
this boy, whose mother month
ater
he was ten days old, a
she was deserted by the father
the most scientifically raised, child
in the state.
Half a dozen senior girls for six
tne
weeks at a stretch will makeown
fcome makers' cottage their
cook the meals, make the beds,
his
prepare David's diet, make
clothes in short, play "foster
mother" to him. Meanwhile an
matron will keep a practised eye on the cottage and David
The Japanese and the Dutch fcave
one peculiar custom in common?
.;,. ..;
that of marriage by proxy.

VOTE for HAIINA

Vote

Early

We will convey you to
1

the poll,. J

Telephone 647 or 947
(Political Advertisement.)

VOTE YES

Amendment No. 3.

VOTE NO

This amendment authorizes the legislature to exempt
from taxation to the exthe property of
tent of $2,000- - It "does something" for the soldier
who has property, but does nothing for his property-les- s
buddie. It seems Inequitable.

VOTE NO

Amendment No. 4.

Amendment No. 5.

VOTE YES

This amendment provides an adeqnnte bndget system, which will bring tho financial affairs of the
state to a business basis and effect great economics.

VOTE YES

This amendment provides for a board of three commissioners In the land office and Is Intended to correct the evils which have grown op In the manage
mcnt of this great trust

VOTE YES

This Is the Infamous school tax limit amendment,
which would greatly cripple our publlo schools. It
must full.

VOTE NO

This amendment permits special elections in cities to
voto bonds. At present bonds can not be voted npon
except at regular elections. The cities need this
power.

VOTE YES

Amendment No. 6.

Amendment No. 7.

Amendment No. 8.
No- -

9.

Amendment No. 10.

This amendment allows county superintendents of
schools to succeed themselves In office for an indefinite number of terms. It seems wise.

VOTE YES

This amendment permits the Issuing of $2,000,000 of
good ronds bonds. This Is necessary and wise.

VOTE YES

Amendment No. 11.
Note.

school; Dr. Franklin C. McClean,
formerly of the faculty of the Uni-S.
OF
versity of Chicago; Dr. Adrian
Taylor, formerly of Johns Hopktm
Medical school; and Dr. J. Preston
Maxwell formerly medical misL sionary In China.
Personnel of the Staff.
Americans
There are fifty-fou- r
and thirty-seve- n
and Europeans
teachand
on the hospital
FOR TODAY Chinese
ing staff of the college and the
nurses' training school.
Lecturers from different parts of
the world will visit the college to
Its sclentlfio work, which
College Has Been Erected in stimulate
is to include not only training for
Medre- China
Peking By the
hospital work but medical

DEDICATION

MEDICALSCHQO

SET

.

n
Pekln, Sept. 18. The great
Union .Medical college, which
has been erected by the China
medical board of the Rockefeller
Foundation, is to be dedicated tomorrow and noted scientists and
medical men from many countries
are here either to take part in the
ceremonies or to attend' an international medical conference to he
held in connection with the dedication.
The Pekln Union Medical college has been in process of erection and construction since 1915.
It is the chief agency through
which the Rockefeller Foundation
aims to promote the progress of
western medicine in China. It Is
an outgrowth of the Union Medical
college, which was founded by the
and
joint effort of six British
Amprlcan missionary societies in
1906, aftoh tho boxer outbreak.
The China medical board of th
foundation lias assumed the full
support of the college which is
chartered under the laws of the
state of New York.
Purpose of tho Board.
Th purpose of tho China medical board is to make the college
a rallying point for scientific medical training and research not only
In China but throughout the far
east. It will maintain constant relations with Europe and North
America through a system of visit
ing professors. Graduate students
from other medical colleges are
expected to resort to it. Practicing physicians and medical missionaries in China may receive
from it stimulation and support.
The campus of the college which
is located near the heart of Pekln and the Forbidden City, was
formerly the site of the palace ana
garden of a Chinese prince.
Fourteen hospitals and labora
tory buiidinKS have been erected
thereon and these have been
decorated in tho conventional Chinese fashion In bright colors and
with the elaborate cornices typical
of imnerial palaces and temples.
The college plant consists of
laboratories of anatomy, physioloa pathology
gy and chemistry,
d
hospital with
building, a
about thirty private rooms, a large
department, a hospital
administration
unit with quarters
for resident physicians and In
ternes, a nurses' home and plants
to supply water,
heat, electric
light and power and fuel gas. The
buildings are fireproof and modern in every detail of Interior arrangement and equipment and yet
are In harmony with the best traditions of Chinese architecture.
The cost of tho buildings has not
been mado publlo but as they were
constructed during the war, it is
been very
understood to have
large.
Graduate Requirements,
Graduation students that suc's
cessfully complete a
course In medicine and, at the
meis
the
present timo, English
dium of instruction but ultimately
the Chinese may be required. Special courses In all departments ar
open to medical graduates ot all
nationalities.
The faoulty has been assembled
from among men of iilgh standing
In the United States, Europe and
China. Dr. Henry 8. Houghton,
Its director, was formerly profes
sor of troDlcal medicine and dean
of the Harvard Medical school of
China. Dr. Ralph B. Seem, acting
hos
superintendent of the college
pital, is now director or tne Albert. Merrltt Bllllnirs hospital .Of
the University of Chicago, with a
leave of ibsence for this year.
Others of the college faculty ars
Dr. T. Dwlght Sloan, formerly superintendent of th University of
Nanking hospital; Dr. Davidson
Pe-kl-

Among the members of the
board of trustees are John D.
Rockefeller. Jr., and Dr. George E.
Vincent, president ot the Rocke-

feller Foundation.
In connection with the ceremonies of dedication, addresses
will be delivered bv Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., Dr. Vincent, Dr. S. S.
Goldwater, of New York City; Dr.
Richard M. Pearce, of the Rockefeller Foundation and by Dr. William H. Welch, of Baltimore, Md.
Brief addresses of welcome will be
made by Chinese government ofof
ficials and representatives
medical societies tn China.

HANLON AND WHITE TO
BATTLE MONDAY NIGHT
(By Ths Associated

Frm.l

(Just A Few Side Lights.)
After a terrible arraignment of H. O. Bursum
B. S. Rodey, Saturday night, and a plea by
Hon.
by
Judge Rodey to the audience at the close of his remarks to defeat Bursum at the polls, and an ovation
to Mr. Rodey, Mr. Larrazolo was presented.
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troubled with eclat le rheumatlim
I
In my left leg from my hip to my ankle

io that I wei unable to lit or Hand tor
mora than a few minutes. I had to be
At
chanting my poiltton constantly.
night. It would take me as hour or
more to set to eleep. After enduring
much uf(ern, I dleooY.red a remedy
that completely cured tne, and I have
had no return of tha pain. I am now
offering this remedy to thoie afflicted
with rheumatism, believing It to be a
benefit to mankind. If you are troubled
with rheumatlo palm In any part of the
body, do not fall to writs me. Addnee,
H. I CQVFF1EM, Lot Angeles, Calif.
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Buy Stoves

BPKt'IAl.181 IN OCULAR
KKFKAUriON.
Fourth. Phone 1057--

107 8.

Rodey said in his Albuquerque speech that
"every banker, mine owner and job hunter or holder is for Bursum!" All of said class number only a
very small fraction of the total of 105,000 votes in
New Mexico. This claim reminds us of the story of
the fellow who sold two car loads of frogs and
when the time for delivery came there were only
four frogs. He "sold them on the noise they made."
Bursum sought a political agreement with
They "measured one another." Bursum
asked Larrazolo "his price." Larrazolo advised
Bursum of "his price." Did they agree or "sell out"
to one another? If so, who pays?
Lar-razol-

o.

Larrazolo said, in his .Santa Fe speech, by way
of reference to his connection with the independent
republican movement i "I am with you heart and
soul." I am going to be at the head of the movement until the republican party is purified."

AS TO BURSUWS RECENT
Br

it has been said that Bursum promised Carl

Magee to "stay out" of local politics. Did he make
such promise? If so, what about Bursum's efforts
at or agreement with Larrazolo to promise a fifty-fift- y
division of the republican "pie" and "offices."
Did he make such promise? Could Bursum "stay
out" of state politics in New Mexico? Could Bur-sumake any such fifty-fift- y
delivery?
m

Once stung, twice shy. How many times have
you been stung by Bursum and his promises? Vote

LIST

Better Kodak Finishing
Koils Developed........... 10c
15c.
Packs
So

Larrazolo said in his Las Vegas speech that
when he demanded of Bursum that he "break off
with" Hawkins and Sully that Bursum said "he
couldn't do that," but that he would be "guided by
circumstances in the future."

ciRcutyion

and
YOU'LL NOT BE SATISFIED
TILL YOU OWN A MOORE

C. H. CARNES

Developed
Printing each

;

one-ma-

'Cause It Pays to Buy Quality When You

PRICE

.

Larrazolo said in his Santa Fe speech that "Bursum was chief of the republican bosses." "I don't
n
care how we do it, just so we break this
rule." "You (speaking of Bursum) and those with
you must quit playing the role of kings." "You
(speaking of Bursum) must abandon corrupt polity
cal methods."

fialil
t

.

We'll Be Glad to Show You

V

REDUCED

Gov. Larrazolo made it clear in his speech that
division of
he had demanded of Bursum a fifty-fift- y
the political "pie" and "offices" from the republican party, and that Bursum agreed to grant and
's
give it. Is it not pertinent to inquire of even
POWER and RIGHT to fulfill such a promise? Only a "political Czar or King" would even
presume such. CAN BURSUM OBLIGATE AND
DELIVER THE REPUBLICAN PARTY? Will you
answer by your vote Tuesday? We believe that

for Hanna.

to 60

Bursum has given you higher taxes, costly school
books, expensive government and bum laws. Vote

rhe BARNUM STUDIO jI
Central

for Hanna.

The most economical cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Boilermaker end Welriere
MM B. Beeood Bi.
Tel, 187--

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in water as
needed.

As a medicinal antlseptlo for
douches In treating catarrh. Inflammation or ulceration of nose,
throat, and that caused by feminine ills It has no equal. For
years the Lydls B. Pink ham Medicine Co. ha recommended
In their private correspondence with women, which proves
Its superiority.
Women who have
been cured say It Is "worth Its
weight In gold." At druggists. BOo
large boi, or by mall. The Paston
Toilet Co Boston, Mast,

M1MHOUKAPH

rypttWHITKH

CAB&ON PAPERS

Bursum has nothing but promises and fake
claims of credit for what others did. Put the skids
under him and vote for Hanna.

I

I
I

Burns the Fuel From
Outside Toward the Center.
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panish-America-

you will.

1 There are differences in stoves which can add much
to your comfort this winter.
Don't make the mistake of again buying one of the
old style heaters which aided a chain of colds for
your family last year.
Let the modern Moore Circulating three-wa- y
purify
the air in your home and keep an even temperature
throughout; :
Do you know that state Jaws are requiring this way
of heating in' many places?

Poom 181.

&

Beatb Be

Shield
r Wind
J n

Rheumatism

K

It)

ore extremely fond
and this despite the
a dog turns from
disgust.

.

Mr. Larrazolo, in effect, said : "You will be disappointed in my remarks after such an eloquent
speech as that of Mr. Rodey. I cannot speak of the
candidate as Mr. Rodey did because I am compromised with Mr. Bursum. I am here to explain certain things. Mr; Bursum called at my office in EI
Paso and asked an audience with me. I granted it.
Bursum asked me if we could not adjust our political differences and 'get together.' I said to him
that I believed we could. Bursum then said to me,
'What is your price?' I advised him that 'my price',
is that 'you promise to nominate all republican
basis in New Mexico
candidates on a fifty-fift- y
!
- xl
La unc-ua- n Vlr vi
ms- canui- - a
inai is, iiiai you promise mai
n
to this 1
and
dates be
citizens,'
Rurstim AorreerJ. - Larrazolo sairJ with much emnha- - r3
sis in his speech: "Will he keep his promise? I
hopeihe will! We will see! Keep up your independent republican organization." The other pledge
that was exacted of and given by Bursum was that
Bursum would deal honestly and squarely in politics
and that he would not prostitute' the voters in New
Mexico by purchasing their votes as he had and did
with the delegates to the state republican convention in this hall one year ago. Larrazolo said in
this connection: "Will he keep his promise? I
hope so! We will see! Keep up your independent
republican organization."

Bur-sum-

w

.

ttl

five-year-

a graduate of the Unlvsrsl-t- y
of Toronto and formerly of the
Canadian army medical corps; Dr.
Ralnh G. Mills, formerly of thej
staff of Johns Hopkins Medical

I

d

Cured

FOR SOFT COAL

Circulation, Not Radiation Is What Your
Health Requires From a Heater.

V. 8. TEAM IS LEADING.
Camp Perry, Ohio, Sept 18.
Scoring 7,785, the United States
team was leading the English team
tonight by 132 points in the interbors
national small
rifle team
match for the Lord Dewar trophy.
The English team score, 7.608, Is tMiut stock OT aaw and learnd-banthe only one received. Canada and Blorolas ! tna alt. Bicycle ttree sod
Australia also are competitors.
luppllee. antpert repalrUir Luweet prices.
vu.
BBOAD
BIUIlLJ

250-be-

.Black,

a certificate may be looked upon
as giving the holder a certain stanIt also adds
dard of qualification.
an element of protection to tho
business man, since in order to
hold a certificate the accountant
must have passed a rigid examina
tion in auditing theory and prac
tice, accounting theory and practice and business law, besides have
certain educational
qualifications,
men
presenting certificates from
of recognized standing as to their
moral qualifications, and have had
at least one year's experience as a B
practicing accountant.
These
requirements certainly
cannot be regarded as too strict,
since the ordinary courseaf a puh- lie accountant a work may require
that he undertake an audit to review the work of the employes of
a business and prepare a report,,
that shall accurately set forth
tneir activities so as to give inr 1
proprietors a picture of the year 11
operations; that he be a specialist
In the preparation of Income tax
returns; that he may be called
on to apply correct accounting
principles to business law, perhaps
in a case of bankruptcy, or a dis
solution of partnership, settlement IB
of an estate, etc.; that he make a
special Investigation at the In
stance of a court, or in oenair ot
minority stockholders In a corporation, or the creditors of a business
that may wish to make an assign
ment. In other words, the. public
accountant may be called upon at
any time to cover a wide range of
business activity, and his experience must be such that he may aH
be able to apply correct accountlne 1
principles which do not change to
business activities that are never
twice the same.
The first examinations under the
law are to be held In Albuquerque,
on November IB, and no doubt all
accountants in the state who have
the preliminary requirements will
to me 1
present tneir applicationsblanhe
are
board as soon as the
prepared. Such blanks may be
nrocured from the secretary and
be filed with the secretary by November 1, 1921.

Denver, Colo., Sept. 18. Jimmie
favorite, of
Hanlon, lightweight
Denver, and Charley White, Chicago, who has made himself a reputation in the ring with such men
as Freddy Welsb and Bennle Leonard, present lightweight champion,
will battle here tomorrow night t
the Stockyards stadium.
It is o
be a home coming affair for Hanlon, as he has just returned from
a series of victories in New York.
White fought Leonard at BenRoma Arabs
ton Harbor last summer and though of
stew,
he did not win he put up what facthyena
that even
Leonard has described as "the best
In
meat
losing fight he had seen In a long hyena
time" So Denver and eastern
Colorado fans look for tonight's
p,to be a good one.

Special

DECISION TO PALMER.

ONLY ONE REAL STOVE

Amendments No. 1, No. 5. No. 6 and No. 1 are the "vital four."
Vote "Yes" on these without fall. No. 8 Is pernicious; be sure to
vote 'No." Vote for No. 11 and permit good roads building.

ical Board of the Rockefeller Foundation.
'
(By Th. Anorlated TrcM.) ,

BENNETTTRQPHY

Ros-wel-

Tills amendment paves the way for the enactment of
laws pnttlnff real power to control pnhllo utilities
Into the hands of the corporation commission.

Amendment

WEST FOR

Muyater's car will prove a handicap.
Owing to the direction of the
wind, the aeronauts are likely to
be carried over the English channel or the Atlantio ocean. Fourteen balloons started.
Up to midnight the Belgian Aero
club had no news of any of the

Juarez, Mexico. Sept 18. Kid
Palmer of Philadelphia was award,
ed the decision of the referee In
bout
Questions of American Insti Soldier Becomes Entangled the last round of a
with
Celmars of Toledo,
in the Ropes and Is Car- Ohio, Johnny
tute of Accountants to Be
here this afternoon. Palriiei
throughout and with twenty,
ried Aloft; Man Is Hauled led
Used; Certificates to Be
five seconds to go In the fina
heads
round, the men bumped
Into the Basket.
Issued.
while engaged In furious
and Celmars was knocked out
The last session of the
(By The Aeaoclatcd Praei.)
Brussels, Sept. 18.- - Under Inter- The men are middleweight.
passed an act establishing a
state board of accountancy. New mittent showers and strong easter COULD HARDLY STRAIGIITEN
Mexico was the last state In the ly winds, contestants In the bal
UP
When the kidneys are overworkunion to pass such an act, but this loon race for the James Gordon
ed
or
disordered
Bennett
and fall to throw
left
trophy
today.
is only natural in view of the
The English balloon Banshee, outtyaste matter from the system,
sparsely settled condition and the
it causes aches pains, lame back,
piloted by the English aeronaut swollen
fact that it was the last commonankles, sore Joints,' dizziBaldwin was sent off at 4:20 p.m. ness,
wealth given statehood.
floating
specks, etc J. W
wind
gave tho pilots Seabock, Chester, Pa., writes: "My
strong
In accordance with the law, the The
and Usell, kidneys and back hurt me so when
considerable
trouble,
governor appointed as members of Italian entrant, withdrew owing to I
got out of bed tn the morning 1
the state board W. G. Logan of Al- - damages to his balloon.
could hardly straighten up. Had
nuquerque. w. V. Oano of Albu
a
In
American.
Ralph Upson,
to rub the small ot my back before
l,
querque and R. D. Jones ot
balloon loaned by Lieutenant De
whose terms expire on Jan- Muyster, a Belgian aeronaut, was I could walk. I could hardly butmy shoes. I haven't felt the
uary l, 1924, 1823 and 1922,
third to get away and disappeared ton
soreness sines I took Foley Kidney
in a southwesterly direction.
Up
sold everywhere,
Pins,
The board has organized by the son's balloon did not fill the conelection of W. V. Gano as presi- ditions required by the Aero club,
dent and R. D. Jones as secretary-treasure- r. and he was compelled to withAt Its organization meet- draw.
Lieutenant De Muyster,
ing It also decided to adopt the ex- howover, loaned him the licl- -.
.
amination questions provided by gica I
iternara von Hoffman, flying
the American institute of Ac
countants to be used In the exam the City of St. Louis, got away at
Or- 4:05 p. m. and W. T. Van
ination of all applicants lor
mand, In the City of Akron, at
The American Institute of Ac 4:30 p. m.
Owing to the wind, the balloon
countants is a development of the
The GUI patented lock-ste- p
old American Association, of Pub- of the French aeronaut M. Bien- lcaklese joint stays lcaklcss even
llo Accountants, and since its or- alme was damaged, but he was
to
start.
lnehe
after It opens 8 to
ganization in 1912 has been ac able
A soldier who was assisting In
as a result of cylinder wear.
tively engaged In raising the stan
down
entrant
the
holding
can
Piston
Belgian
Gill
get
Nithing
past
dard of ethics and business, pracin
'Beigica became entangled
tice of publlo accountants In the
Rings,
was
carried
the
and
aloft.
ropes
united States. As a consequence
man was hauled into the basnearly all states now use their ex- The
Gill Piston Ring Co.
ket.
examiIn
amination questions
the
Aeronautic experts say that the
708 W. Central.
Phone 4177-- tt
nation of applicants for certifi
cates, and among these states there extra passenger in Lieutenant. De
are reciprocal agreements In re
gard to the registry of certificates.
Of course, there are many competent and reputable accountant?
who do not hold certificates, and
who are not members of the American Institute, but the possession of

VOTE YES

This amendment was Intended to permit the state
superintendent of public Instruction to hold office an
Indefinite number of consecutive terms, However,
It contains provisions conflicting with proposals
arid 7, which might nullify them.

III

BE IN NOVEMBER

VOTE FOR H. O. BURSUM FOR UNITED STATES
SENATOR.
Amendment No. 1.
This amendment (rives to women voters equal rights
with men In holding office. It should pass unanimously.
Amendment No. Z.
This amendment prevents aliens who are ineligible)
to citizenship from owning land or leases. It Is intended to anticipate and prevent an oriental Invasion.

S LEAVE

TO

ACCOUiMTAWTS

until election day. We naturally regard these recommendations ns wise. ITowevcr, we nrg"
npon all tho rtnty to vote regardless of whether or not yon arn-- e
with ns. Here Is the opinion of the Journal:

,

. Mix In Politics.

raj

Every dttiMt shnnld vote on Septemner SO. It Is important
that every one vote for senator: it Is vital that all express their
convictions on the proposed dinners In our fundamental law.
These proposals are somewhat confusing. The Journal h decided
to carry a list of recommendations

President Says Americans
Alone Were Disinterested
In Relief Work; and Didn't

,

FIRST TESTS OF

September 19, 1921.

Anderson

a

PRINTER

BINMHKS '
STATIONERS

SOS

Wert Gold Are.

JHE EXCHANGE
118420 W. Gold Ave. 210.212 S. Second St.
T. L. and E L. McSPADDEN.

Do you want the same old Bursum and the same
old bull? If not, vote for Hanna, clean government
rand a live one in the U. S. senate.

The voters have got Bursum where they want
Make it unanimous for Hanna.

him.

Hanna has fought your fight for good
Elect him U S. senator,; ;
;
;

(Political Advertisement)

.

"
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,
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To Republicans, and all Who
Stand For Decent Politics s
You may receive one of the envelopes being widely distributed from sources
opposing

Senator Bursum's election, containing a large number of anonymous printed slips and circulars:
If you read these enclosures at all, read them thoughtfully. You will see at once that these
anonymous circulars, to which officers of state and local democratic committees do not care
to sign their names, contain the same old list of misrepresentations, falsehoods, slanders and
personal abuse used against Senator Bursum in former campaigns by the same agencies as are
now distributing them, and in behalf of the same cause.
x

Some new misrepresentations and falsehoods have been injected into this discreditable

anonymous propaganda, at the last minute, such as stories that Senator Bursum has committed
himself with this or that political alliance; or has associated himself with this or that political
group in "promises" or "deals" for future campaigns. These stories, like the rest, are false.
You will recognize

at once that the cause which must resort to misrepresentation,

mud-slingin-

g,

personal abuse and deliberate falsehood in the closing hours of a, campaign and which
finds it necessary to employ anonymous circulars therefor, is in desperate straits and that it
must find itself without substantial argument or basis of honorable opposition.

The committees in charge of Senator Bursum's campaign, by his direction, have refrained
from any form of attack upon any opposing candidate. Senator Bursum is making his campaign for election to the United States senate upon Jiis record of service performed and upon the
basis of service to be performed and his equipment and ability to perform it. He has made no
commitments of any kind as to his future course in public life other than those involved in his
pledge of his best, most earnest and most indefatigable effort to discharge his duties as,a senator
to the best interests of the people of this state. That has been his platform. That will be his obli
'
.
:
gation.
;

We call your attention to this last hour attack, its discreditable character and the dishonorable method in which it is being made, because we feel that all supporters of Senator Bursum;
all men and women who believe in the square deal; all who stand for decent politics and clean
campaigning, will be moved by it to make an extra effort tomorrow to get out every vote' for

Bursum, not only because he deserves such support, but as a rebuke to these discreditable, canv
......
V
paign practices.

These committees have confined their campaign efforts to placing Senator Bursum's record before you. It is an honorable record of useful service. It merits your enthusiastic support.
The election of Senator Bursum by an overwhelming majority is the cause to which these committees have devoted their voluntary time arid effort, because its accomplishment is for the best
interests of our state. In that cause we ask your active, vigorous support tomorrow, from the
opening of the polls until the victory New Mexico needs has been achieved,
.

STATE ASSOCIATION OF BURSUM CLUBS,
.

By DAVID ROSS BOYD, President- "
REPUBLICAN CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE,
By

0,

L. PHILLIPS, Chairman.
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National League.
New York

Pittsburgh

BOSTON
Wins a Double
header From Boston; Long
. Hits, Bunched Effectively,
Assist Victors.

Cincinnati

!".

(By The AiMclottd
Cincinnati, Sept. 18. Cincinnati
won two games from Boston
by

heavy batting. In the first game
both Watson and Morgan were hit

Markle pitched well
opportunely.
in the pineries. Both clubs fielded
badly. Long hlta, bunched effectively, proved too much for the
Boston pitchers in the second
game. Daubert made a home run,
a double and two singles.
Score First frame:
R. H. E.
000 101 0103
8
3
Boston
Cincinnati .. .020 011 SOx 6 12 8
Batteries:
Watson,
Morgan,
Oeschger and O'Neill; Markle and
Wingo.
.
Boston.
Second game: AB. H. H. PO. A. E.
4
0
o
2
8
0
Powell, ct
4
0
1
0
1
0
Nixon, rt
2
0
4
0
0
5
2b
Christenbury,
4
0
1
0
0
3
Cruise, if
4
.
Boeckel, 3b
0.0 1 2 0
Holke, lb ....... 4 1 2 8 0 0
1
1
3
8
4
0
Ford, ss . . . .
0
0
0
0
0
Filllnglm,
0
0
1
0
...
0
0
Braxton, p ...
I 0 0 0 0 0
rOibson
Morgan, p ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0

....

P--

W.
... 90

..1

--

St. Louis
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago
Philadelphia

...84

L.
64
67

-- ..81

62
67

.70
.66

72
77

--

............ 49
57

87
97

Pet

.........

yesterdays Results.
Boston,
Cincinnati,
St. Louis, 6; Philadelphia, 4.
Brooklyn,
Chicago,
Only three scheduled.

Washington, 4; Cleveland,
New York, 4; Detroit, 2.
Only two scheduled.

"":

Where; They

''

rlillndelpht
1
0

0

0

1

0

nay.

1

.....

6
0

...

Johnson Holds Speaker's
Hired Men to 3 Bingles

10
0
1
li

....

and

Washington Takes
Long End of Score.

0
0
0

(By The AMoi'inted Preu.)
Sept. 18. CleveWashington,
Totals ......35 4 9 24 9 1 land
was ousted from first place In
x Batted for George Smith In the American league
24 14 1
today when
ninth.
In
beaten
by Washington, 4 to 1.
St. Louis,
Johnson held the world champions
AB. It. H. PO,
z
Batted for Morgan in ninth.
to three hits, their only run being
John Smith, rf
Cliiclnnntl.
due to Gardner's single and passes
AB. H. H. PO. A. E. Fournier, lb.,.
to Sewell. Johnston and O'Neill.
3b
Stock.
5
S
1
3
3
0
Bohne. 2b
Score:
.
.
2b
1
0
5
8
3
us
2
Hornsby,
Cleveland.
Kopf,
Groh, 3b ....... 4 2 2 6 1 0 Mueller, cf ...
AB. R. H, PO. A. E.
1
0
0
Bressler, rf . . ... 3 2 1 2 0 0 McHonry. if . .
If . . 4 0
Jamleson,
2
ss
2
2
4
7
4
0
Lavan,
1
Daubert, lb ...
Wamb8ganss, 2b 4
4
c
4
2
3
3
0
0
Ainsmith,
If
4
.
Konseca,
Wood, cf
0
4
1
2
2
0 0 Pcrtica, p
0
4
Duncan, cf
Smith, rf
4
Hargrave, c .... 4 0 0 4 1 0 Pfeffer, p
Gardner, 8b
4
1
1
0
3
0
1
Luque, p
bs . . .
31 6 11 27 5 2 Sewell,
Total
11
Johnston, lb
37 10 17 27 IS 2
Totals
4
By innings:
o
...
310 000 0004 O'Neill,
0
Philadelphia
By innings:
R
002 030 lOx 6 Coveleskle,. p. .
000 000 800
St. Louis
Boston
0
e
hits Ko- xGraney
402 030 Olx 10
Cincinnati
Summary:
e
hits Bress- netchy, Henllne, Stock, John Smith.
80 1 8 24 15 1
Summary:
Totals
hits Hornshy, John
ler, Daubert, Groh, Powell. Three-bas- e Three-bas- e
x Batted for Coveleskle In the
hits Groh, Cruise, Gowdv, Smith. Stolen base Henline,
Bohne. Home run Daubert. stolSacrifices Fournier, La- - ninth,
Washington.
en base Fonseca, Bressler. Dou- van. Double plays Fournier
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
t;
bly plays Bohne to Kopf to
4
0 1 7 1 0
Rapp to James Smith to Judge, lb
to
to
Bohne
on
Daubert.
3,
balls
Base
4
Kopf
0
0
0
2
3
Ring
Konetchy.
2b
Base on balls Off Luqus, 6; Pertica 1. Hits Off Pertlca 5 in Harris,
0
1
0
1
0
4
Milan, If
Braxton, 1. Hits Off Filllnglm. 1; Pfeffer, 4 in 7; King, 7 in 4
0
0
1
6
1
3
cf
Rice,
10 in 4; Braxton, 4 in two; Mor- G. Smith 2 in 4
Struck out
I 1 0 2 0 0
Groslln, rf
2.
8
out
1.
in
Struck
G.
3.
Smith
gan,
0
0
By Luque Ring 4, Pfeffer
0
1
1
0
Shanks, 3b
1 2
1
0
0
t; Morgan, 1.
1
Bush, ss
0
0
0
Brooklyn
1
1
Chicago,
1
xGharrity
won
St. IiOtils, ; riilladclprilfl,4.
Chicago, Sept. 18. Chicago
ss .. 1 0 0 0 0 0
ORourke,
toSt. Louto, Sept. 18. Hitting with a dounie-headfrom Brooklyn
0
8 0
1
1
8
Plclnich, e
day. This was the first Sunday that Johnson, p
0
1
4
0 1 0
the locals have been victorious it
The initial
home this season.
SALARIES OF GUARDS
28 4 1 27 8 1
Totals
duel between
game was a
z Batted for Bush In sixth.
AT WAREHOUSES CUT Chceves and pitching
B. Grimes.
In.thH
By innings:
second contest
Chicago bunched
000 001 0001
bits off Ruether in the opening In Cleveland
4
000 004 OOx
Washington
were
never
runs
18.
two
Salaries
for
and
Two-bas- e
ning
hits
Washington, Sept.
Summary:
fef guards and watchmen at gov
headed.
Sacrifices Bush,
Shanks, Judge.
'
ernment bonded warehouses where
First game:
Base on balls
Judge.
R. H. E. shanks.
Score:
7.
Struck
liquor is stored were ordered cut
6.
Johnson
Coveleskle
6
1
000
...000
last night by Commissioner Haynes Brooklyn
0000
4.
Johnson .7.
Coveleskle
to permit employment of additional Chicago ....000 000 Olx 1 B 2 out
Plclnich.
Batteries: B. Grimes and Miller; Passed ball
prohibition agents.
By reducing salaries of the 360 Cheeves and O'Farrell.
New
York,
4; Detroit, 3.
Second came:
warehouse agents from 81,500 to
New York. Sept. 18. The New
R. H. E. York
'Score:
$1,200 a year, Mr. Haynes said, an
Americans defeated Detroit
annual saving of $108,000 will be Brooklyn . ..000 000 0101 8 3 today 4 to 2. After Blue drove in
entailed. This would make pos- Chicago ....200 100 02x 5 8 1 Cobb with the tying run In the first
Batteries:
sible addition of sixty prohibition
Ruether, MHJus and hiSf of the eighth, the Yankees
Krucger; Freeman and Killifer.
agents to bureau start of 1,000.
won In the second half. Score:

... 1 0 0
Totals ......32 3 10
Batted for Braxton

fcssNicholson

0

0

0

h.

....

v.
......

...

...
....

4

d;

Dau-fier-

3;

....
....

....

0--

5;

....
....

Detroit.
.
.

88

Totals

Get

j
v

m

iwot-w-

v

III

benefit from

thisw lnui.rnf

lllm

tbw

IH
wiw

w

nam

III

appetite and dteestioo
It keeps teeth white1
breatn sweet
end throat

Yw,

Vl

desry

wi

vjl

Makes poor

v

rOCX

Jrjpk

smokes

taste
tettCf

III
U

I

IIIJ

ill

III
Iff
lit

0
0

2

3

Cobb, cf .
Veach. If
Hellmann, rf...
Blue, lb
Merrltt, ss
Sargent, ss
Bassler, c .
Leonard, p
xShorten .
Middleton,
xxWoodall .

"After Every Meal"

fnrlce-dafl- y

AB. R. H. PO, .A.

6
6
4
.
. 4
4
4
4

Young, 2b
Jones, 3 b

If

0
4
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
2
0

Totals

t35 9 8 24
San tn Ve.
AB. R. H. PO.

..

6
6
4
4
4

...

2
a

.....

Meusel, rf
Plpp, lb
i Ward, 2b
McNally, id
Schang, e
Hoyt, p ,

lb

Arcy, 3b
Davy, rf
Quintana,
A. Rivera,
Martinez,
J. Rivera,
Gomez, p

o

ss

If

cf

4

1

1

1

5
6
5
5
. . 4
4
. . 4
4

2
2

3
2

2

2
8
3

11
0
0
9
2
0
0
4

...
...

0

0
0
1
1

1

1
1

a

l

l l

'.84 4 It IT I
x Batted for Middleton in the
seventh.
xx Batted for Leonard In ninth.

.

By Innings;

...010 000 0J0 4
Detroit
..000 101 02
New York
Three-base
hlWRUth,
Summarv:
.
hit Schang. ' Home
Two bona
base
Stolen
run McNally.
Meusel. Sacrifice McNally. Double play Jonea to Blue. Base on
8.
balls Leonard t. Middleton
Struck out By Leonard , Middle- ton 1, Hoyt 1.
TILDEN AND JOHNSON
MEET FOR 1921 LAWN
TENNIS TITLE TODAY

40 10 17 27 17
Total
By Innings:
040 004 100
9
Grays
003 023 20x 10
Santa Fe
e
J.
hits
Summarry:
Berardinelll
Salazar
(2);
(2),
M. Chavez,
Quintana,
Armijo,
Alarld. Home run Gomez. Sacrifice hit M. Chavez. Stolen bas,
es Gallegos.
Left on
Armijo.
bases Grays, 6; Santa Fe, 7;
Earned runs Grays, 6; Santa Fe,
8. First on errors
Grays, '2; Santa
Fe, 0. Hits Off Teller, 11 In five
Innings. Struck out By Teller, 6;
by Sandoval, 2; by Gomez, 10.
Bases on balls Off Sandoval, l;
off Gomez, 6. Hi by pitche ball
Wild
By Gomez (Parenti).
pitch Gomez, 1. Passed ball
Quintana, 1. Time of'game 2:23.
Umpires Jack Markle, Pete Ala
rld and Oswald Digneo.
Two-bas-

regarded.
Doubt was expressed
tonight
whether the mixed double exhibition match between Mrs. Moll
Bjourstadt Mallory, woman's national champion, and 3. O. Anders,
of Australia, and William M. Johnston and Miss Mary K. Browne, of

California would be played. Mrs.
Mallory was called to New Torlt today.
COAST LEAGUE.

Oakland,
Salt Lake,
Vernon,
Seattle-Portlan-

San Francisco,

8;

6

Sacramento.

Los Angeles,

both

d,

postponed, rain.

!.

18--

2.

14--

1.

games

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
At Louisville,
Indianapolis,
6;

7-- 0.

At Kansas City, l; Milwaukee.
At Columbus, 11-Toledo, M.
At St Paul, 6; Minneapolis, t.
l--

4.

0;

r.

'HURRYUP YOST
SI

AGAIN

F00T0ALLC0ACH
Begins His Twenty First
Year as Pilot of the Uni
versity of Michigan Squad
-- Practice Begun.
Anh Arbor, Mich., Sept. 18.
Fielding H. ("Hurry Up") Yost has
year as
begun his twenty-fircoach of the University of Michi
Forty-rou- r
gan football squad.
men, representing twelve states, reported at Ferry field for the first
practice session of the season.
With memories of conference
teams of former
championship
years fresh in his memory, Coach
Yost, now styled here director or
intercollegiate
athletics, has set
himself the task this year of re
his
peating
past triumphs. But he
has to face one serious obstacle, ho
says, that of developing two new
tackles. Wieman and Goetz, var
sity tackles last year, have finished
their competition and neither of
the freshman tackles Is available.
Considerable shifting of the lineup
is bound to occur during the prac
tice period before these gaps are
filled, the coacM says.
Aside from the tackling depart
ment Yost has available the ma- KILBANE-FRUS-

GIBBONS IS OUT

B
TI

OKI

WEEKS

for at least fifteen days, it be
came known today. His right band
was injured in the seventh and
final round of the battle with Bathere last Friday
tling Ortega
examination to
night. An
day disclosed the fact that the in
while
not broken, Is
jured hand,
seriously bruised and is considerably swollen. Gibbons was forced
to cancel seven fights which he
had scheduled for the next two
weeks, including those with Eddie
Johnson at Pueblo, September 21;
Walter Caldwell at Raton, N. M.,
September 23; Art Magirl at Juar26; Kid
ez, Mexico, September
Palmer at El Paso, September 27;
Frank Mantell at Houston, September 80; Joe Herrlck at Omaha, October t, and Bob Moha at.
Winnipeg, October 9.
Mike Collins, Gibbons' manager,
said the Phantom probably would
not appear in the ring again until
October It, when he meets Mike
O'Dowr at Wichita, Kan., In
fifteen-roun- d
decision match.
Battling Ortega, who was taken
to a hospital immediately after the
bout Friday suffering from a severely cut eye and other injuries,
ha cancelled all fights for the
next month. Ortega's eye will be
operated on as soon as the
has been reduced.
No reply had been received tonight from Johnny Wilson, to
Promoter Rlckard's offer of a decision match here between Gibbons and Wilson next month. In
tb event that Wilson refuses to
sign -for a decision match. Gibbons
will appear here October 21
against an opponent to be selected.
From here he will go to New Orleans, where he will take on HapOctober 81, after
py Littleton,
which he will sail for England,
to
meet Ted (Kid)
November 5,
Lewis at Albert hall, London, November 17 In a twenty-roun- d
bout.
Glbnpns and Collins left for St.
Paul tonight.

VOTE

for II AIWA

Vote

H

DISCUSSED

lnfla-matl-

(By The AmmIsM Pnss.)
PhllKdelnhla. Pa.. Sent II
wortd'i
William T. Tllden, II..
champion, and Wallace F. Johnson
will meet tomorrow for. th
lawn tennis title of America.
Sunshine and stiff breeze today
dried out the court and it was sata
tonight to be in better condition
than when rain halted the final
match of the singles championship
on Saturday. That part of the contest played yesterday will be dis

.....5

st

1 box

0X1

ss-ie-

(By The AuMlated Preu.)

X-r-

i

2

(By The AnoclntrA Preu )
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept, IS.
Mike Gibbons will be unable to

l3l

e-w- s

Alarld, 2b
J. Berardinelll,

FOR

9

(BY THE ASSOCJATKD PRESS.)
New York, Sept. 18. The New were marked by heavy hitting and
York Giants have continued their scoring.
Both New York teams are favor
winning streak, and now enjoy a
four and a half game lead in the ed over their rivals for" league hon
National league. Barring a com- crs in the matter of games to on
plete reversal, the pennant appears played. In the American, Cleve- to be firmly in their grasp.
luni s contests ere to be played on
in thB American league, New trie roa-i- , while the Yankees play
Its
or meir games at nome.
over
Detroit
most
York, by
victory
The week's record In each league,
today, while Cleveland was losing
to Washington, nosed back into the including games of September 17,
leadership by a two point margin. follows:
The Yankees must play almost per
American.
H
P. W, I
fect ball to win the flag. The lour
s
0
here this week between Cleveland ...... ,.V
80
game
3
S8
.7
New York and Cleveland, probably New York
4
St. Louis
69
will decide the race.
,.
38
3
Speaker's team won all seven of Washington
1
67
6
its gamqs last week, while New Detroit
seven.
3
7
of
61
Boston
York won only four out
5
4
61
The Indians found an easy mark in Chicago
7
62
the Athletics and New York suf- Philadelphia ...,7
fered setbacks at the hands of the
National,
n.
White Sox, the Browns and-t- he
p. w. 1m
New York ........ B 6 0 45 88
Red Sox.
8
3
6
23 67
In the National Brooklyn Pittsburgh
.6 6 1 35 74
slumped and so did the Braves and St. Louis
1
5
4
the
and
21 45
the Pirates. The Red Sox
Brooklyn
6
2
4
20 55
Tigers won a majority of thalr Boston
2
3
5
19 49
games in the American and the Cincinnati
2
3
5
27 60
Athletics lost every game.
Chicago
6
The week's games in both leagues Philadelphia
3,3 18 43

110

OF

New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A

Miller, cf .. ..
Pecklnpaugh, ss

Ruth.

2 11 24

2nd and 6th.

Dave" Gomez, Santa Fe pitcher,
this afternoon won his own game
by putting the ball over the left
field fence on the bounce with one
man on the circuit in the seventh.
The final count was 10 to 9.
The game was one of those see
saw affairs; first the Grays and
then the Lopezmen were in the
lead and the crowd, one of the biggest turned out thla season, was
kept on its toes all the way
through. The game was anybody's
until me last out was registered.
Gomez was wild at times and
contributed to the Grays' scoring
in the second with two passes and
one ' beaned ' batsman. Only in
the sixth, however, were Dan Padilla's boys able to group hits.
They they registered four, Including two good for two bases by Ross
Salazar and Manuel Chavez. At all
other stages "Smoky Dave' kept
the binglea well strung out.
The Lopezmen hit "Toots" Tel
ler hard and forced his retirement
at the end of the fifth and "Sandy"
Sandoval, who' replaced him on the'
mound, apparently had trouble getting his slow ball working satisfactorily, until the eighth.
The score:
Grays.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Gallegos, cf . . 6 0
McCanna, If . 4 0 0 0 1
5
0
A. Chaves, "lb,
Salazar, 3b . . 4 8
Parent!, rf . . . 3 1
M. Chaves . . . 4 1
2
2
Teller, p
Sandoval, p . , 1 0
Armijo, 2b . . . . 3 .2
Mose Chavez, C 4 0

Two-bas-

Two-bas-

3.

in

TAKE

(Br The Anorkitml Frem,)
Cleveland, O., Sept. 18. Fight
fans tonight were slowly
re
d
covering from the excitement
by the featherweight cham- bout yesterday between
Jionship Kllbane, title holder, and
Danny Frush of, Baltimore, which
was won by the champion with a
knockout in the seventh round.
Most of the discussion centered
around whether
Kllbane hit
Frush In the groin with his knee
In the first round. The act was
visible to those at the ringside, but
in a signed statement, Referee W.
C. Kelly declared he did not see
the blow struck.
d
The
champion was
resting today. ' He was jubilant
over his come-bachaving accomplished. something few other cham- -'
plons have done.
On February 22. he will have
held the championship title ten
years.
"Kllbane aid not fight a clean
fight, but I must give him credit
for putting up a harder attack
than I had expected," Frush said.

(Political Advertisement)

record-breakin-

gray-haire-

GIE FROM

Coming up from behind In the
last half of the sixth Inning, the
Old Town Stars won their game
with the Belen Stars yesterday
afternoon by a ecore of 9 to 8, after
Belen had kept them at 8 to 0 for
six Innings.
The game was a real pitchers'
battle until the last of the sixth,
but In that Inning Alvarez, the visiting pitcher, blew up and the local
men cashed in heavily. Two runs
were scored by the Old Town Stars
in this Inning, and for the remainder of the game they had everything their way.
M. C. Ortiz. Jr.. clouted out a
homer In the seventh with two men
on bases, and in the eighth he duplicated with one man on base.
Every man on the Old Town Stars
team got one or more hits, and six
of them were good for two bases,
besides two homers.
Dennis Chavez was hit in the
neck by a pitched ball, but was
able to continue the game.
Batteries for the game were: For
the Belen Stars, Alvarez and Lane;
for the Old Town Stars, Lucero and
Guevara.

'

SWIMMING RACE.

Freeport, N. Y.. Sept. 18. Lil
lian Stoddard. 14, of the New York

Women's Swimming association,
d
won the national Junior
swimming championship (or wom
en today. She covered the distance
2

5

seconds.

'

At Tulsa,
At Jopltn,

3;

Sioux City, 10-St. Joseph,

been predicted, there
were a number of close matches in
the first flight of the Country club
golf tournament for the Rosen.
wald cup, which was played yes
terday morning. Eight men sur
vive, and the second flight and the
will be played
next
Sunday.
In the first flight yesterday
morning Coors won from McDon
ald. B up and 4 to go; Van Atta
won from McCanna with 2 up;
won from F. Tierney. 3 up and
2 to go; Murphy won from Allen,
up and 1 to go; Swillum won
from Gioml with 1 up; Otero won
from Naranjo, 5 up and 4 to go;
Herkenhoff won from MacArthur,
6 up and 6 to go. and J. Tierney
won from Culpepper, 6 up and 4
to go.
In the second flight Coors will
meet Van Atta, Eller will meet
Murphy, Swillum will meet Otero
and Herkenhoff will meet J. Tierney. The semi-finflight will be
played Sunday afternoon.
semi-fina-

EI-l- er

Brussels has a school for the
struction of gravedlggers.

miss fire at a critical
moment that it is a
perfectly safe shell to
handle
that wetting
it won't end their trip

when

they're

from a store.

mile s

When they see
name thev, know

quality's
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As your leading Kar3- -,

STUDIO
Be Photographed This Year
on Your Birthday,
Phone 330 Room 5, Grant Bid.

by siMomzm IT
DETERIORATION OF YOUR PAINT
IS STOPPED
People who know how Simonize preserves the luster
of a new car or newly painted car have them
Simonized before using. By so doing the car retains its beauty and has the appearance of a new
automobile.

Let us show you (without obligation on your, part
to buy) what we can do for your car you owe it
to yourself and your car to make this investigation.

OLD CARS MADE TO LOOK

111

that the shell won't'

ls

MW

SADDLERY

2.
6.

is

WESTERNsIk.U

As had

KEEP YOUR CAR LOOKING HEW

IIAUSER'S

gun shells' don't want"
to be bothered about
knowing in detail iust'
exactly why they prefer,
certain orands. What
they DO want to know

'- -

ta

tTESTERN LEAGUE.
At Wichita, 6; Omaha, 1.
At Oklahoma City, 0; Des Moines,

Most men buying shot-

They want to buy 'dependability, uniformity
of quality, satisfaction.
CIO E ITCHES
That's why so many
professional trap shootFEATURE FIRST ers as well as amateurs,
and so many hunt. ;
FLIGHT FOR COP always insist u p

880-yar-

In 18 minutes,

n

SiljO

BELEN.8T08

k,

GIRL WINS

1

',t.

S

cre-ate-

West Copper Avenue

Phone

406-- W

In

ware store we can sell
just about what brands',
of things we wish to,
Many things are offer
ed to us first. We have,
as it were, the pick' of,
the product. That's
why we offer you'

WESTERN SHELLS.
We can stand b'aclc of.
them with bur regular
guarantee we can recommend them to customers whom we want
to keep as cusomers..
If you are already a
user of WESTERN
shells, remember where
ydu can get them. If
you are not, really you
are missing that satisfaction that comes oi
knowing you are using
the best. .We could go
into long, wearisome
details of the records
held by .WESTERN,
1 shells
you don't care
a snap about that

what iYOU want tot

know is that they will
MEET YOUR RE-

RAILROAD FROM ALBUQUERQUE TO SAN
JUAH COUIITY, H. M., 2017 READY
FOR

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

i)

Ninety niiles of standard railroad track almost new, equipment of
every description to operate the same, including two hundred freight
cars, twelve Baldwin locomotives, etc. Worth two and a half million
WUI Sell for FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND

This la Albuquerque's Opportunity.

Early

W will convey you to
the polls.
"
Telephone 647 or 947

BOUT
BY FANS

terlal for a team of championship
caliper. The, pluyers include such
backfield men as Steketee, Dea
Evans,
Uterltz,
Knode, Banks,
Roby, Dumphy,
Usher, Klpke,
Usher
is
and
Landowsky.
Paper
looked upon as one of the most
promising men of the year. He Is
backfield
an
player,
both on utfensivo and defensive.
Cappon and Goebel are re lei
upon for the end positions. "Duke"
Dunne, son of former Governor
Dunne, of Illinois, ana captain of
this year's squad. Is expected to
drop back Into his old place at
guard, although there Is a possibiliAs
ty he may become a tackle.
guards Crawforth, Lipscher, Van
Orden and Petro are available.
Assisting Yost will be several
men known In the sporting world.
These Include A. J. Sturzenegger,
of Harvard; Elton Wieman, a stir
on the varsity squad last year;
Derrill B. Pratt, Boston American
and Angus G..
second baseman,
Goetz, a tackle at Michigan laa-year. This will be Piatt's second
year as coach.
Michigan's two big games at
homo this year are with Ohio state,
October 22, and the University of
Minnesota, November 19. The first
ctnference game Tiere Is expected1
crow
g
to draw a
because of rivalry that has deMichiveloped between Ohio and
gan.
Possesion of "the little brown
Jug," a trophy up at Michigan-Minnesogame for several years, is
the prize at stake November 19.
The Jug s now in the hands of the
Wolverines.
'
The Maize and Blue gridiron men
will be seen In action for the first
time October 1, when Mount Union
college comes here. Case comes
the following week.
The Michigan aorricultura; ol- ltge wlti olash with Yost's men October 15. October 29 the team
v. Ill play Illinois at Urbana and on
Novembjr 12 will meet Wisconsin
'
at Madison.

Trriif

4-- 2

MM

COUNT

Giants, Barring a Reversal, Appear to Have the
i
i
Pennant Firmly in Their Grasp; Series This
uomez uncorics
Homer in
Week
Seventh With Man .on
Probably Will Decide, the Struggle
Between the Yankees and the Indians.
Sacks; Padilla's Men
Score

WIS BEATEN

0
0

BY 10-- 3

(Spednl Correspondence to The Journal.)
Santa Fe, Sept. 18. "Smoky

HIS HITS;

Wl

I.

1
0

1.

WALTER STINGY ;

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
3
1

.681
.629
,611
.493
.489
.483
.414
.343

St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Chicago, et Boston.

men on bases gave the Cardinals
a victory over Philadelphia. Four- nler's unassisted double play In
the first inning came close to a
triple but James Smith was safe
on second after Williams lined to
Fournier. who doubled Rapp, then
tossed to second. Score:
Lebourveau, rf.
King, rf
Jas. Smith, 2b.
Rapp, 3b
Williams, cf
Konetchy, lb ..
Wrightstone, If.
Raner, ss
Henllne, o
Ring, p
Geo. Smith, p..
xBruggy

63
63
70
72
70
75
82
47( 90

l'esterdey's Results.

6;

Where Ttief Play.
Philadelphia et St. Louis.
Boston at Cincinnati.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
New York at Pittsburgh.

Pet.

Ik

......58

Philadelphia

HALF GARIES HI RATIONAL RACE;
AMERICAN CONTEST VERY CLOSE

SANTA FE

v70

...........
....

HEW YORK LEADS BY FOUR AND A

GRAYS LOSETQ

American League.
W.
New York
.88
. . . .
. .80
Cleveland
St. Louis
-- .73
Washington
-- .67
Boston
Detroit
..70
Chicago

.625
.696
.666
.632
.493
.462
.395
.335

NEW YORK DEFEATS DETROIT,

4-- 1;

ft
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MEXICO

QUIREMENTS. Try
them next. trip and sec
'
if they don't.

RAABE&
MAUGER
"If It's Hardware
Have It."

W

First and Copper,
"
Phone 74.

y,
11

V

J
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TAT
You are satisfied witK tKe Bursum record of

You Believe tKat H.

ir

,ni
mm

0. Bursum

ll

IF
twenty-five-

;

if

years in the "sMeiof I3e$: Mexico;

Has accomplished one single tHing in tKe United States SeifirfeT

except to deprive the boys who fought in Flanders Field; where the poppies grow; of ttieit
just rights.

You believe the fifty million dollar Packers pool, which as been 'denounced by all leading bankers of this state as unworkable, will give the stock men of the state one dollar.

F

hi
r

You are satisfied to get one dollar for a hide, five dollars for a sheep and twenty dollars for a
cow.

1

,

F

You approve of the appointment of Sec Romero as United States Marshal in New Mexico- -

1
You approve, of the manner in which H. 0. Bursum defeated the will of the delegates of the
Republican Convention, held in Albuquerque last year, when he robbed Governor Larrazolo of
the nomination for Governor and appointed his own tool, after extracting a promise from him
l
that he, H. 0. Bursum; would be appointed United States Senator;
v

'

IF

You approve of the last legislature's action; personally; conducted By H. 0. Bursum7wHicK rde
feated the school book law, making it impossible for thousands of citizens of New Mexico to purchase new school Books (at twice the price paid- By 'Alabama and Texas' scKool childrenY;
tnereoy qepnving tnousanas oi cniiaren oi tne rignr pi attending tne pupnc scnoois.;
-

IF

If you 'do not Believe Norrrian HapgdocI; formerly edffbf of Collier's WeeEIy; wEen Ke stated iri
the Los Angeles Examiner; in the issue of September: 10th; as follows: "Senator Bursum is a:
complete standpatter. There-i- s not, I Believe; a single subject on whicK Bursum Has voted witK
the Progressive elements. TKe old guard Jias Ka'd no trustier KencKman; Bursum has voted in

M

committee in favor of seating Newberry; In tKe emergency tariff Bill; introduced By Senator
Read and supported By Borah and Kenyon; Republicans; which bill aimed at giving tKe farmers cheaper machinery; Bursum voted against the farrflers and voted for the Packer Bill and
against all the measures in which tKe farmers were interested. If the people of New Mexico want
to give a vote to the reactionary; as against tKe progressive elements, in trie United States Senate;
i
p.ursunif
iney win
rc-cic- tt

,

(rolltlcn) Advertisement.)
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NEWLY APPOINTED
COMMISSIONER OF

HOLMES

SENATORS PROBE

T 01 SLAUGHTER

TWO MINE UNION

U. S. NAVIGATION

MINERS' SIDE OF

TRAVEL FILM OF
DUKE

COT

IDE

lease,

If

Made Into

Will Be

0

Re-

(By Th Asaorlated TreM.)

Herford

U. B. Carson.

D. B. Carson, for thirty years
peneral manager of the Nashville,
Chattanoopa & St Louil railroad,
has ;ust been appointed commissioner of the bureau of navigation
of the department of commerce.
Hu appointment was made upon
the recommendation of Secretary
Hoover. Carson succeeds Eugene
Chamberlain.

1

RACES

AS

TO DESIGNER OF
HARDING CHAIR
(By The Auoeinted

New York, Sept, 18.

Vrt.)
The

chair presented to President
Harding by editors, made from
timber taken from the war slooi
"Revenue," of revolutionary fame,
has been dragged, into court, it be.
dame known today, to determine
who should receive credit as Us
Mor Bartos, designer and manu

Williamson, W. V.( Sept. 18.
Senator
Kenyon's
investigating
committee, boiled down finally to
himself and Senator Shortrldge of
California, went among the people
in the Lick Creek tent colony today to get the miners' side of the
cause of Industrial
underlying
troubles In the Mingo region.
or
more
men and womFifty
en had been questioned, the women being the most eager to talk.
Tomorrow the operators will be
heard.
The tent colony is populated by
miners who have been on strike
fourteen months. George Echols,
a negro preacher, aged 75, showed
the ragged gaps in his tent, put
there, he testified, by "state
or private guards." Inside, he picked up his month'a-ol- d
baby, born In a home with only
the earth' as flooring, and proudly
displayed it to senator Shortrldge.
Wide slashes and bullet holes In
other tents also were pointed out
as alleged evidence of some of the
colony s hardships.
The senators tried to find out
how the trouble might be settled
Most of the miners declared they
had not been amply paid for their
work. Other alleged grievances
were against the
mine
guard system," and the claim of
once
men
the
Joined
that
the
they
union, they were fired.
The witnesses also complained
that many men from the colony
had been put in Jail, and not told
of the charges against them.
"Have any mine guards been
shot by miners?" Senator Kenyon
asked, and the witnesses agreed
that while they had heard such
reports they had no direct knowl
edge.
Senator Kenyon was presented
with a memorial from local coun
sel of the United Mine Workers,
setting forth their side of the case
along with charges against the
operators.
Both senators were anxious to
learn what was happening to the
children In the colony and whether they went to school, but the in
formation was indefinite.
About
two score babies, most of them
born In the tents were brought out.

facturer of furniture, has brought BLACK WITH A RAZOR
suit against A. C. Bossom,- architect, to recover
and costs,
$90
CHASES A GALLUP MAN

claiming he was engaged by Bossom to draw plans for the cha.r
and to superintend its construction.
The designer
that the
alleged
architect promised him $300. He
drew the plans, the complaint
stated, and delivered them to Bos
som for submission to the president.
cinematographer for Paramount-Burto- n He heard nothing more, he
Holmes travel films.
charged, until he read of the pre
Before leaving Mr. Cowling ex- sentation of the chair.
Bartos further charged that Bov
pressed his appreciation for the assistance of Mr. McKee in arrang- som appropriated the plans an!
in
the
and
helping
ing for pictures
specifications to his own use and
has taken credit as designer.
completion of the film.
In his answe the architect de
clared he paid Barton $20 in "full
VALENCIA TEACHERS
settlement and satisfaction of all
of the declaims." on account
VOICE OPPOSITION TO
,
signer's work.

NUMBER 8

(PtCIAk OI.PATCM

TO MOMNIfc

escape from the Arkansas penal
farm, he killed one man and perhaps fatally wounded two others,
all trusty guards, with a rifle smug
gled to him by some one on tne
outside.
Bliss Adklsson, serving eighteen
years for murder, was killed. Jim
Morris and Dewitt
Taylor, the
other guards, were shot through
the body and may not live. Llbburn
Taylor, a convict, was wounded in
the right leg by a guara. siaugn-te- r
was brought from the farm :o
the penitentiary and placed in solitary confinement.
uiton
8 aughter.
who witn
Green, was convicted of the murder
of Deputy Sheriff Roy Brown, of
Hot Springs, about a year ago, was
wanted In Oklahoma, Texas, Mis
souri, Kentucky and Pennsylvania,
according to officers, for bank rob
beries and murders.
According to reports from, tne
obfarm, Slaughter early. today
tained the rifle from its hidlnir
bath
place in one of the large
houses where there were more
than a hundred convicts. He ordered the convicts to lie down, and
1
through a window began picking-off the guards. He Urea a; several of these and then started for
the open. As he reached the door,
opened fire
Sam Payne,
on him with a pistol. Apparently
fearing for his life, Slaughter threw
away his gun and surrendered.
At the Inquest over Adkisson's
bodv the coroner's Jury recom
mended that Slaughter be held on
a charge of murder.
At the penitentiary Slaughter is
said to have remarked that he
"expected to go to the chair.'' He
t
repudiated a statement made
the farm in which he was said :o
have given the authorities the
name of the person who provided
him with the rifle.
Only the loyalty of the small
band of trusties Is said to have
prevented the escape of 200 or
more convicts planned by Slaugh
ter.

Gallup, N. M.,'Sept 18. Harry
Matthews, negro, was arrested here
today by Night Marshal Brown.
after he is alleged to have chased
an unknown white man with a
razor.
Matthews is understood to have
gotten into a crap game on the
dipot platform early this morning,
with several white men, and a dispute arose during the progress of
one member of no
the game,
party upon whom the negro is said
to have centered his attack, was
led away to avoid trouble, but
Matthews is alleged to have fol
lowed him with his razor drawn.
The night marshal arrived on the
scene and Matthews arrest

tituud

-

IkBl

0

WM

good-lookin-

run-dow- n,

It is within the reach of every
woman to be well, healthy and
strong if she will' take Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It
is the safest woman's tonic because it is made entirely of roots
and herbs, without alcohol. (Ingredients on label.) It is 50
yeara old, and its age testifies to
its goodness. A medicine that
has made sick women well for
half a century is surely good to
take. Women from every part
of America testify to its merits.
Send 10c to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y.,
for a trial package and confidential medical advice, or booklet.

RING

(By The Amorlated PreM.)

Kil-ba-

Beaumont, Texas.

'For girls who suffer

I always

recommend
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
I have
Prescription.
given it to my two
girls with most satis- factory results. They
are now in absolutely
perfect health, while
they might have become frail and delicate had it not been
for the taking of Doctor Pierce's Favorite
Prescription at Just
the right time.'
Mrs. D. Dickinson.
1317

Jerome Street.

(Special CorrmixmdMira to The Journal )
Belen, N. M., Sept 18. The Valencia County Teachers'
associa-

Vote Against
Amendment No. 7

.

was ated.
No time for the convention's adadopted:
been set, but the
We, the teachers of Valencia journment hasofficers
international
expect sescounty, assembled on September sions
at least two
continue
will
17, approve good schools with no
restrictions on money used for ed- weeks.
ucational purposes. Furthermore,
we bUeve that proposed amend- NUMBER FREIGHT CARS
ment No. S would restrict educaIDLE SHOW A DECREASE
tional advancement In New Met-lcInjure our schools and be the
cause of higher Illiteracy of our
,
(By Th Afoorlnted Prus.)
population than at present. We
Washington. Sept. 18. A detherefore condemn this amend- crease of 17,312 In the number of
ment and urge all voters to vote freight cars idle, due to business
against It on election day.
conditions August $1, was reportThe resolution was drawn and ed for the week ending September
signed by a committee cpmpoeed 8, the Association of Railway Exof Mrs. L. C. Backer, Miss Carrie ecutives today announced.
In number of cars needing
Armstrong and Mercedes Chaves.
Representatives of each district repairs also was reported.
promised to bring the matter of
defeating amendment No. 8 before
TIIEM HELP YOURSF.LF
the people of their community be- HFIJP
When you consider the steady,
fore September 20.
work
continuous,
demanded of the kidneys, you do
MEMORIAL SERVICES HELD.
not wonder that they must have
Hoboken, N. J., Sept. 18. Mem- help occasionally to filter and cast
orial services for the 2,000 soldier out from the blood stream the
dead who arrived yesterday from waste matter that forms poisons
France on the transport Cantigny, and acids If permitted to remain,
were held today on the army pier causing backache, rheumatic pains,
here. More than three thousand stjff joints, sore muscles, dizsiness.
persons, relatives and friends of floating specks, eallowness and ir
the dead, were present.
regular bladder action. Foley Kidney Pills give relief promptly.. Sold
Ada
Want
results.
Journal
bring
everywhere.
The

.

following: resolution

never-Interrupt-

Electrical Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Always a complete stock of plain and fancy fixtures.
Washing Machines, Irons, Percolators, Toasters.
LET US WIRE YOUR NEW HOUSE.

HASH ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
506 West Central.

M. NASH,

Phone 2.

Herald

Misrepresents
Milne on School

R

Book Issue.

LUMBER
42S NOKTU

MUSI 6TKKKT

the charge of a
political board the kind of
board which was discarded in Utah.
an

The editor of the Evening Herald, by playing up

headline, attempts to mislead people as to attitude
of Supt. John Milne on
the new text book adop
tion, and would apparent
ly draw him into the po
on this
litical mix-u-p

VOTE AGAINST AMENDMENT NO.

7
Rudolph Kuchler, one of the State Land Commissioners of Arizona, which
'
has a commission of three, says : '
Arizona receives $200,000 per year from its state land and it costs $100,-00- 0
to conduct the land office.
In New Mexico we receive over $1,200,000 per year on leases and contracts
on state land and it costs $40,000 per year to conduct the office. The
acreage
is about the same, but New Mexico has only
.

proposition.
All we have tr say is to
compliment Sunt. Milne
for his desire
to be... kept
...
out oi pontics on this as
he has always done.
Any one desiring to
know the attitude of Supt.
Mune o' any o; our other
leading educators of the
ate on this subject can

ONE COMMISSIONER
Vote Against Amendment No. 7,
Which Provides for Three Commissioners

M

.

the

facts mighty
quicK by asking any of
them.
The fact is that practic
ally every school teacher
in the state is disgusted
with this proposition.
Why try to mislead the
people by such a headline
get

as

GLASS, PAINT.
CEMENT. PLASTER
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY

W. E. Winch, Land and Timber Appraiser of the State of Utah for the
past seven years, says:
"One good business man is easier to select than three or five."
"When we had five commissioners each one had several special friends
who could obtain most favorable loans."
"We are now looking after the small rancher, who is the man that is really
building up our state."
"Our policy is new, but I feel sure that at the end of our first year w.e
can show splendid improvements over the old system."
"We have reduced the office force from 20 to 14 one commissioner instead of five and two less in the office force."
"The five commissioners draw $2,900 each per year ($14,500). The new
commissioner draws $4,000."
UTAH CHANGED FROM FIVE COMMISSIONERS TO ONE ON JAN. 1,
1921, AFTER PROVING THAT COMMISSION MANAGEMENT WAS A
FAILURE DURING A
TRIAL.
v
Amendment No. 7 seeks to pat New Mexico's lands under

Constantinople, Sept. 18. Greek
forces in Asia Minor have begun
a general retreat toward positions
they held before their offensive
began. Information Indicates tho
Greeks have fallen back across the
Sakaria river.

put out by the Sunday

Herald, September 18th.
DEMOCRATIC CO.
COMMITTEE.
(Political Advertisement.)

REMEMBER

That the permanent funds received from the sale of state
iarn.l3aieJn)rested by the loan board o which the STATE LAND COMMIS'
SIONER IS NOT a member.
REMEMBER That more than ninety-fiv- e
cent
of
the
sales
of state
per
lands in New Mexico are less than two sections.
REMEMBER That most of the permanent funds are invested in New Mexico Highway and other New Mexico bonds and that the interest you
pay on
bonds goes into the maintenance of your own schools and colleges.
REMEMBER That the state lands, under the present management
bring
in almost as much for your schools ($1,200,000 per year) as all the appropriations made by your legislature ($1,400,000 per year.)
--

,

Don't Vote to Kill the Goose That Lays the Golden Egg
VOTE AGAINST AMENDMENT NO. 7.
.

'
(

l

Everybody wishes her well! Hap
py and radiant she starts out on
life's adventure. She should have
health to begin with. Good looks
in woman do not depend upon
age, but upon health. You never
g
see a
woman who
is weak,
irritable, out
of sorts, fidgety and nervous.
Headaches, backaches, dragging- -'
down pains, irregularities and
troubles of that sort are all destroyers of beauty. Men do not
admire sickness.

Cleveland, O., Sept. 18. Feath
erweight Champion Johnny
will not be permitted to box
in a local ring again, J. B.
chairman of tho Celev-laii- d
anboxing commission,
nounced tonight.
When Ktlbane signed articles to
meet Danny Frush of Baltimore
in a twelve-roun- d
bout here yesterday, it was agreed that the commission should name the referee
and Judges, the two boxers and
promoters agreeing to stand by
the commissioner's choice.

DELEGATES ARRIVING
FOR U. MJV. MEETING THEY DIP OIL UP, IN
tion met Saturday afternoon at the
BUCKETS IN BOLIVIA
(Br The Aoolntf Prem.)
Belen high school.
The meeting
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 18. Del
as called for the purpose of tak- egates
began arriving today for the
(By The AMortatrd I'reM.)
to defeat
ing concerted action
convention oC ths Unital
Washington, Sept 18. They dip
amendment No. 8 at the election biennial
Vine Workers of Anurtca. whkh oil up in buckets when they need
Tuesday. The following program opens Tuesday, with Indications It in some parts of Bolivia, Trade
was goven:
question would be Commissioner W. L, Shurz assert
Vocal solo, Professor Heslltt; that the wage
In the discussion.
John in a department of commerce hand
address of welcome. Superintend- foremost
L. Lewis, president of the Inter book on that country given out toent Charles E. McClure; song, national union, has declared
The surface accumulation of
agalntt
High School Glee club; talk on wage reductions and the convention day.
oil due to natural seepage, the book
amendments. County Superintend
ill probably be asked to indorse declares, is most evident in the
ent Saturnino Baca; violin solo, this
policy. Present wage agree- country west of the Santa Cruz- Mlsa Reynolds; Informal talks,
miners and: opera- Yacuiaba trail.
ments
Mm C, N. Wilson, Mrs. L. C. tors between
March 31, and meanBecker, Adellno Sanchez and Miss while expire
new scales must be negotiGREEKS ARK RETREATING.
Armstrong.

UP

fc...

FROM BOXING IN
CLEVELAND

(Ttj The AuMclated PreM.)
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 18. Bishop
O'Gorman, of Sioux Falls, S. D.,
died tonight, according to a telegram received by Archbishop Dow-lin- g

It

KILBANE BARRED

JOURNAL,

BISHOP O'GORMAN OF
SIOUX FALLS IS DEAD

here.
Bishop O'Gorman was born at
Boston, May 1, 1843. He was one
of the first two students selected
for the priesthood by Bishop CreMen Indicted in West Vir tin, of the St. Paul diocese. He
completed his ecclesiastical studies
ginia Last May Surrender in France, and was ordained priest
st. Paul November 5, 1865.
at
at the Office of Governor Bishop
O'Gorman was an authority on historical questions and the
E. F. Morgan,
of
a "History of the Roauthor
man Catholic Church in the United
(Br The
rreit.)
States." He was one of the memCharleston. W. Va.. Sept. 18.
bers of a commission sent to Rome
C. F. Keeney and Fred Mooney, by former President Roosevelt, to
treat
with tho Vatican on the Philand
president
secretary respective
ly of District 17. of the United ippine matters.
Mine Workers of America, against
dTaD
whom indictments were recently MORE THAN 100
returned in Mingo county, growing
IN RUSS TRAIN WRECK
out of the fatal shooting at Mer- rimac, last May, and whose whereRiga. Sept. 17 (by the Associated
abouts had been unknown since, Press). More- than 100 persons,
train guards, were killed
today surrendered at the office of mostly
when a heavily
convoyed grain
Gov. E. F. Morgan, according to an
was
wrecked at Farstov, near
train
official statement.
Kiev, a few days ago, according to
The surrender had been previ a Kiev radio
dispatch received
ously arranged, the announcement here. The wreck was caused by
added, after Governor Morgan had the removal of rails at a point
promised the two men police pro- where the train, made up of sixty-on- e
to Williams.
tection
down grade.
Deputies
cars, was
sheriff and members of the state The grain was running
being carried to the
took
and
police
Keeney
Mooney Sonets basin to be distributed to
into custody on writs of capias.
the miners.

THEMSELVES

The

of Publicity.

AMENDMENT

OFFICIALS CUE

Auotluted Fmi.)
(Br
Kenyon's Investigating ComLlltte Rock, Ark., Sept. 18.
mittee Questions Men and Tom Slaughter, notorious Oklaho
ma bandit, today added another
Women; Operators Are to chapter
to his long list of crimes,
Be Heard Today.
when, in a sensational attempt to

Finest Type

Tynes Cowling, scenic
photographer who has been makviing films of the Duke City and
cinity for the Burton Holmes travelogues, finished his work here
Sunday and left last evening for
trip.
Los Anpelea on a vacation
The local views, if made Into a
pictravel
Holmes
regular Burton
ture and released through Paramount, will constitute some of the
best advertising that Albuquerque
could pops'.My get.
The views which have been made
of Santa Fe and Albuquerque are
the first that the Burton Holmes
people have made of any American
city.
"These are not advertising pic'.'They
tures," said Mr. Cowling.
are films which people will pay to
see. Naturally we can pick only
locations that are interesting and
hence have selected only Santo Fe
and Albuquerque.
"I came here to make views
Inamong the Indians. I did not
tend to do Albuquerque but ofupon
the
D. H. MrKee
request of Mr.
here
chamber of commerce I camebelieve
to look over the field. I
we have found plenty of good material for a release..
"Every tourist remembers the
Indians at the station and the film
will probably open with that. We
filmed the limited arriving, the
to
travelers getting off and going the
the curio rooms, buying from 'ike
Indians on their way. People
to see places where they Tiavs been
and all will remember that view
If they have been through here.
"We took the pueblos, the dance
at Martlne7.town, native " people
harvesting onions and scenes on
the Rio Grande river at sunset.
The Los Matachlnes dance was
very good. One view was shot
down Main street In a srfreet car.
The Indian school was filmed to
show what I he government Is doing. The ladies rld'ng club was
filiped d irlng a drill."
Burton Holmes will personally
edit the fi'm jnd write the tit e,s
Tne
according to Mr. Cowling.
Burton Holmes travelogues are are
seen by four and a half million
people a week and the Albuquerque film will eventually reach a
larger audience. listed In "Who's
Mr. Cowling,
more than
Who," has traveled
400,000 miles for Burton 'Holmes.
He received the gold medal for
photography at San Francisco In
1915, was the photographer and
chief photographer for the United
service from
States reclamation
of
1910 to 1917, made
pictures
In
the
remaking in 1919
Europe
and was later In India. He Is chief

KILLS

MINGO TROUBLES

Scenes of Albuquerque and
Valley,

ODTLA W,

September 19, 1921.

FRANK STAPLIN, CHAIRMAN.
Committee Opposing State Land Commission.
(Polltlcsl AdverUtsemcnt.)

"Forget It" Says
Mr. Bursum
the copper-riveteconstitution he
helped draw to enslave New Mexico to special interests and a political ring.
FORGET the Hawkins personal injury bill he
railroaded through the legislature to make an injured railroad man defendant before the injuring
corporation.
FORGET the little occurrence at the state prison
and Mr. Bursum's removal as superintendent.
FORGET the missing books.
FORGET the Bursum Vindication bill he got
through the legislature.
FORGET the Bursum Rio Grande Supply company store and the big business it did when the
highway was built with public funds.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's repeated assaults on the
freedom of speech and the press in New Mexico;
the attempts of Bursum and his rin.r to jail editors
in various counties and put independent newspapers
"out of business."
FORGET the attempt to discredit Governor
and the Bursum boast that "I'put him out
of politics."
FORGET the Bursum and Bursum legislature
fight on honest Governor W. C. McDonald, whom
Bursum attempted in every way to insult, heckle,
humiliate and cripple.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's party's unmanly attitude
toward Governor E. C. Baca while he lay at the
point of death in a hospital.
FORGET what Mr. Bursum and his friend did
with Governor Lindsey's well meaning attempt to
inject a little decency into the state government.
FORGET how Mr. Bursum and his gang discarded Governor Larrazolo when the latter appointed a revenue commission to devise ways and
means of making mining companies pay their taxes.
FORGET how Mr. Bursum and his crowd have
tried to drag down every governor who got in their
FORGET

d

Ha-germ- an

way.
FORGET the duly elected legislators thrown out
of office by Mr. Bursum's minions and the "election" of a republican by Mr. Bursum and his friends
to fill a vacancy unlawfully made.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's killing oj a direct primary law in the constitutional convention and
through all the legislative sessions to date.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's ten million dollar mining
babies and the denaturing of the revenue code law.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's political judges who
have used their office to advance Mr. Bursum's
schemes and vent his grudges.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's three different mining
tax laws all devised to help corporations evade their
taxes.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's nomination of his private candidate for governor to get himself appointed U. S. senator and beat down the governor
who proposed a progressive administration.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's biennial pledges and
their biennial violation.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's party's disgraceful
g
t
up of the race issue to get votes by inciting
racial war in New Mexico.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's wild animal bounty
claims in Socorro county.
FORGET Mr. Bursum's appointment of Secun-din- o
Romero as U. S. marshal after Romero had
made education a political football by firing President Roberts of the Las Vegas Normal.
FORGET that Mr. Bursum is chiefly responsible
for New Mexico's present high taxes, special interest
and loss of growth.
peonage,
FORGET all these and send Mr. Bursum to the
U. S. senate on a platform of PROMISES.
ARE YOU READY TO FORGET IT?
Is Mr. Bursum's record an issue, or not?
ARE YOU GOING TO INDORSE HIS RECORD
BY GIVING HIM THE HIGHEST OFFICE IN
YOUR POWER?
stir-rin-

near-bankrupt- cy

VOTE FOR R. H. HANNA!

FAKE BARED AT ROSWELL
Crile Repudiates G. O. P. Circular With False Bursum Claim as to Livestock Pool Bursum
Not Responsible for $50,000,000. Pool.
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 16 Austin D. Crile,
prominent republican leader of Chaves county and
a member of the republican state central committee,
last night at the Jones meeting held here publicly
.repudiates his signature of the circular letter under date of Sept. 3, gotten out by the Bursum state
campaign committee of which O. L. Phillips is
chairman and A. D. Crile is a member, and which
bears the signatures of all members of the committee.

Crile at the Bursum meeting denounced the
Hanna campaign committee for asking Senator Bursum to state if it was true that he had introduced
the bill and done the work which led to the creation
of the $50,000,000 livestock loan pool as had been
claimed by his state campaign committee.
Crile Stated that no such bill had been introduced.
At the Jones meeting Judge James Spiller produced the letter which the Bursum state campaign
committee had sent broadcast to the stockmen and
fanners of the state and read the following state- ment:
."He (Bursum) introduced the bill and did the
work which led directly to the creation of the
livestock pool."
Crile was present and arose in his seat and
stated that he had not authorized his name to be
signed to this letter and knew nothing of it until
it was produced by Judge Spiller.
.

$50,-000,0- 00

IIAHHA'S ELECTION ASSURED
by reports from every part of the state.
Every third wave of the sea is the big wave the
"whopper." Republicans tell of all kinds of
waves for Bursum, but the third wave is coming
from all over the state and IT IS A HANNA
WAVE. IT IS BOOMING, HANNA?
,

(Political Advertisement.)
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BLACK CREPE GOWN

By JANE PHELPS.
OX THE DESEKT.

Chapter 91.
Dick was better, but even bo ho
was far from well. He still coughed, but I could see at once that his
loneliness had worn on him. He encouraged Junior to prattle every
moment when I was not with him.
Once during the first few days he
said:
"I love the desert nt tlmea, Nan.
But at other times the loneliness cf
it frightens me. I feel shut off am'
shut out from every human being.
That is its fascination for some,
perhaps. But I guess I like com
panionship too well to ever care
for tho desert very long."
I could not see why anyone
should live on the desert unless it
was absolutely necessary, but I did
not sav so to Dick. It seemed in
deseribably
lonely to me. The
white (sand all about us. the cacti
and sage bruBh, the cloudless sky
that made vou feel an ache for a
Eood shower all oppressed me.
I saw the physician to whom
Dr. Hill had sent Dick.
"Your husband has Improved:
and now that you are here he will
do even better. But you wish me
to tell you the truth. He cannot
live in a cold climate. He will live
for years here, not necessarily on
the desert all that time. But could
he remain here a year, then I think
it would be perfectly feasible for
him to live In Santa Barbara
(where he had gone at first), or in
any mild climate."
"Then you think he must remain
here a year longer?" I asked, almost frightened at the thought. A
whole year In that place for, of
course, I should not leave him.
"Yes, if he is to live."
That settled it. I could say no
more. So I made my plans. Dick
was living In a tent. He had tried
to be eo economical that many
things could be done to make it
more comfortable. I had a good
floor made, and bought a few
bright colored Indian rugs. Then I
fitted up a leanto I had built to
serve as a kitchen where I could
cook, and store dishes and utensils.
We would eat In the larger tent In
the middle of the day, outdoors
night and morning. I had brought
a few good books, all the latest
magazines, et cetera. When I had
everything arranged Dick said:
"It takes a woman's touch to
make a home, doesn't it. Nan?"
"It was forlorn, dear," I replied,
"but now that I am here we are going to have it just as homey as we
can." I felt sure I could get through
tfle year on the $2,000. Beyond that
I dared not think or look. Of

FOLLIES BEAUTY IS
RICH MAN'S BRIDE

FEATURES EXTREME ARTOFGGOKERY
SURPLICE BLOUSE
REAGHES CLIMAX

THE WOMAN HE MARRIED
course I was confident that I could
nick ud mv business again if neces
sary, but it would have to be In a
strange place among strange people.1
And while I had tne experience,
would lack the help mother's acquaintance had given In starting In
Lansing.
But I had a long twelve months
ahead of me In which to plan.
Dick and I discussed the wisdom
of keeping Junior with us. He was
old enough to commence going to
school, and mother would gladly
take him.
"I'll teach him. It will give me
something to do. And it will do
him good to live up here for a
year," Dick said. "It Is a pity if
my coiicge eaucauon can t be turn
ed to some account."
I at once saw the advantage of
Dick's suggestion.
It would keep
him busy, keep him from thinking
too much of his health, and at the
same time he would be entertained
by Junior, who was full of fun and
me.
"That's a fine Idea, and we will
take up the study of some language
togetner, French or Spanish."
Dick had wanted to do this when
we were first married, but mv mind
had been so taken up with other
things that I had not kept at it
long enough to do me any good.
"I am pretty rusty, but I guess
we can manage to get along," Dick,
who was a good linguist, replied.
Thus we Dlanned to make livable
the year we must spend far from
human companionship.
And I was
surprised how much I found to do,
how fast the time went I took
great pains that Dick's food should
be dainty and nourishing; that he
should sleep In the air as much as
possible we had swung a hammock outside the tent for him
and that he should not become
overtired.
It was surprising how
quickly he began to show decided
improvement.
"It's because I am not lonely any
more. Nan."
"I felt sure you needed us long
before we came. Dick," I returned,
"but it was best for me to stay until I could make things safe for us
for a little time. Now we are together, and have nothing to worry
about."
"No, by the end of the year I
shall be able to work. You can't
imagine what that will mean. Nan.
To work again, to care for you
and Junior, to try and repay you
for all you have done for me."
"Don't, Dick!" I bent and kissed
him. As always the hurt of what I
had done to him In those years In
New York was present In my mind.
Tomorrow A New Home.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Q. What is the costliest insect In
America? Inquisitive.
A. The common house fly
Musca Domestlea. An electric fan
is fine first aid in fighting the
house fly.
Q. Ts it fashionable to put away
the electrio fan on September 15?
Anxious.
A. No, it is no longer the proper
electrio fan. as
thing to shelve the
d
uses, such
it has many
as drying clothes on wet days, drying dishes, drying paint, helping to
distribute warm air on cold days.
Q. How does air make batter

Through the ages the arts of fire
have slowly developed and the
history of human culture might
be said to be largely the history
of the science of food preparation.
Wood, coal, oil and gas have been
Used in succession In the production of artificial heat for the purpose of cookery. Until the last century, fire was the most useful
thing In the service of mankind,
but all too long have the arts of
fire been associated with "kitch
with dirt, ashes,
cinders and soot, not to mention
inefficient equipment.
k
In a modern English
under the heading, "Oven Manage
ment," the writer sounds this
warning note:
"Before any one can become a
good cook, she must be proficient
In oven management," and "unless
the cook can manage the oven.
her culinary operations will, of
course, be sadly restricted" for
this writer frankly admits that
"there are times when ovens seem
to be living beings and extremely
tiresome beings at that; one day
the oven will not heat, another day
It cannot be kept sufficiently cool,
or the heat rises to the top or
stays at the bottom regardless of
the cook s wisnes."
With the advent of electric
ovens, a cange In the methods
of cookery has become possible.
Some kinds of food can now be
the
prepared In advance, placed In
oven and without further attention, the current wilt be automati
cally turned on at a certain time.
The temperature of the oven will
Increase to the desired degree and
there remain constant until the
food Is properly cooked.
Br EIXHSE.
After food has been removed
The past few months have
ovens there Is a considerable
brought the surplice blouse to the from
fore and there can be no question amount of stored heat which
not be wasted, but may be
should
but that It Is fashionable and smart,
advantage. After breakIt has been left to a fall gown, used to which
muffins, biscuits or
however, to show us what the sur fast for
have been rjakea, put
pllce style can really mean. There popovers
oven
dried
the
Into
beans, peas or
can be far more than the simple
lentils, with a little water to be
crossing of the lines in front and cooked
slowly; rice or steamed
ending in a belt at the waistline.
meringues. Af
This lovely black canton crepe puddings, custards,
evening use the
frock shown here gives a new ter dinner In the
retained heat to cook the break
adaptation of the surplice style.
fast cereals such as rice, hominy
The frock has been designed for rolled
oata, oatmeal, cornmeal.
fall and is suitable for street, afternoon or restaurant occasions. The
skirt is straight and plain. The REFRIGERATOR COOLED
blouse is not ornate, but it is made
WITH ELECTRICITY IS
distinctive by the surplice effect
which is crossed in the front and
G
DELIGHT
back and brought around to the
By Edna Kent Forbes.
frnnt ntrnln and looDed. falling In
That wonder abode which is said
deep sash ends to the bottom of the
be only a few generations away
A SUMMER COSMETIC.
weight. 'The specks on your face dklrt. An odd collar maae oi wnue to the
home electrical will not be
are wnireneaos, which are some canton crene sets off the frock and
re- .nf hlflnkhnarin
irtvM a pnlnr srheme which is car- - complete without its electric ao- The coolest and most delightful times a forerunner
,
..
v- .
The housewite who
friReratoi.
ah
Kn
nt
n,
th
lotions that can be use on the skin
are made from tho skin through the dally use of a unit unusual sleeves. Black ana lights in domestic finesse will ex- in. summer-tim- e
lemons. There are many such lo- good cream, followed by an ice white silk fringe finishes the sash clnlni over this apparatus, for !t
her to perform culinary
tions easy to make at home which rub or an application of a mild ends. Black and white is a striking will allow
quite impossible
combination when used by an artist feats heretofore
,ost practically nothing and towhich
astringent.
She can achieve that which a
the
Anxious. Bobbed hair may be as it is here, but the novice should
Vwould be of great benefit
wife was able to accomplish
kin tannea by tne not summer kept fluffed out, by curling the ends beware when combining the two young on
a warm Sunday afternoon
of the longest part of the hair, by shades, for they are impossible in when
un;
she
Is
suddenly found heie)f the
Most generally useful, perhaps,
rolling them ever the kid curlers. some designs.
hostess to six tired, overheated and
the cosmetic that I have called It depends upon the condition U
hungry guests..
lemon squash. This is made from the hair, whether or not any curling
She proved equal to the occasion
the entire lemon, juice, rind, pulp through heated Irons will injure
backed by the electric refrigeraand seeds. Take half a dozen it Hair that is dry and brittle will
tor. Almost Immediately she surlemons, squeeze out the juice, cut show the effects from it.
prised the visitors by serving them
T. C. A. Send a stamped, adtimes
vp the rind and run it several
a dainty luncheon which It did not
through a meat grinder. You will dressed envelope for the informaseem possible could long exist in
net a thick moist pu'p, unfortunate- tion; meantime, massage the chert
that weather without spoiling.
ly full of small lumps. You can. and bust very gently daily, using
"Of course, and why not?" she
however, strain this through a warm cocoa butter. Deep breathing
to the
exclaimed, in response
common wire sieve, and by adding will tone all the muscles of the
of admiration that arose.
chorus
It to the Juice make yourself a thick chest, including those of the bust,
"Since I have had my electrio resubstance which Is excellent as a
frigerator I don't pay any attention
cosmetic. This can be rubbed on
to the heat. This little lunch is
the skin any time during the day CYCLE OF THE HOURS
what is left of yesterday's bridge
Picture the ordinary
SHOWN IN LIGHTING
party. It's a fact!
sewing machine,
"That fruit salad and that mayout of balance and pro- onnaise and whipped cream dressEFFECTS AT DANCES
were made yesterday, as was
portion with its epindling black
to ing
California la Justly celebrated iron stand, heavy and hard
this sherbet. The Iced chocolate
comwas
something
It
was made today, but the whippsd
for its big trees, its moving picture move.
furniYo i
was made
colonies, its climate wmcn is con pletely out of harmony with
end wha. creamone of the bigyesterday.
ductlve to pageants ana outdoor ture of good appearance
advantages of
see,
was
machine
refrigerator Is that It
dancing in day time or at sunset to do with the sewing
was no the electrio
or in tne twmgnt ana tne moon always a problem, if there was
keeps food from spoiling, no mai-ten
room.
It
sewing
how hot it is."
light: but it was Mr. Albert Cas regular
to bs covered
Small cubes of ice, "manufactper and Mr. Edwin Fierce of the unsightly necessity,
Vallejo Electrio Light and Power up when not in use. been appar- ured" in the refrigerator, were anRecently there has
company who inaueea tne direo
other surprise, as was the hostess'
cut down
tors of the Labor temple at Valla ent on the part of manufacturers,
ma- statement that the outfit consumed
Jo to put into the temple a wide effort to beautify the sewing
germs,
waste,
prevented
and
electrified
chine. First it was
current it actualvariety or ugntlng effects for
see that only what electrio
temcomplete program of Saturday now it Is beautified. Tou
ly needed to maintain a low
there
over
desk
v
beautiful
writing
absolutely
night dances.
and
required
perature,
a
Seventeen different effects are against the wall. It resembles
no watching or attention whatever
now possible for halls where decorative piece of furniture of
cover
tne
lift
Just
young folks enjoy dancing as a period design.
popular pastime. Dancing begins and lay it over on the left side,
in tne light of a summer day in then from the hollow part of the
up the head
June with every light in the hall decorative desk, raise
sewing
turned on, then there is the day- of the new motor-drive- n
light effect produced
by extra macaine, bring up a chair and you
large center light and four corner can begin to sew.
Nnt nniv tin there been an ef
lights, all of them white lights.
tnrt n heautlfv th outer case, but
then sunlight; after the sunseone immense hidden red light months and months of patient
then twilight with red and blue labor have been spent in actual im
stars overhead and wall lights be provement of the macnine uoou.
low.
The first steo was the elimination
"Ah I Evening star," say the of ell bad points of former ma
dancers as lights are dimmed and chines, work was tnen Degun Vn
one big star shines predominantly: .11 tha rnnA nointa selected from
then starlight with red and blue good machines the world over. The
stars overhead. Now one hidden best feed was selected and im
light near the floor creates the 11 proved, tho best shuttle was imlusion of a "camp fire," then low proved and also the best tension.
small lights appear all around the When the work was completed, a
"For five years my husband suflemons Are Valuable As a Bleach. hall and that is the "burning for
had been fered
ideal machine
with his stomach. The medest" effect.
Moonlight is pro- achieved that is now offered to the icine he took only gave relief for
and should be left on for fifteen duced by a big white moon with woman who sews. Silent, smootn,
a
while, nothing cured, writes Mrs:
minutes or so. If your skin is ex- blue stars overhead, then there is with built-imotor, perfect in conSarah Baker, of
,.
ceptionally sensitive and the lemon a midnight danoa with blue stars trol, this nfvr electrio sewing maMo.
Nottinghlll,
stings, dilute it with half its own only as illumination;
itself.
class
in
suaaeniy
a
is
chine
by
"Our merchant
e mount of rosewater.
This ii qult.i "midnight in the forest," then a
some
of
bought
'stringent and excellent tor a searchlight Is played over the hall
In India tiger meat is esteemed
Cha m b e r 1 a In's
coRrse grained skin.
from the balcony. "Waning moon" as a food, partly because tnere is a
medicines last fall
Everyone knows the value of shows a
moon overhead, then superstition that it Imparts to the
and also received
lemon Juice as a bleach for the "dawn" ispale
heralded by a pale red eater some of the strength
cunand
some free trial
of day" by
(linger nails. This same lemon star overhead; "break"Sun-upanimal.
characterized
the
that
of
ning
samples
"
all
riuiH:i van db useu; or mo plain hidden red lights.
Stomach
juice of a lemon kept for conven- hidden red lights and one large
and Liver Tablets.
ience in a small bottle on the bath- center white light!
LEGAL
NOTICES
He
gave us some
room shelf.
of them and I
Lemons are also useful to bleach "SCHOOL
SCHOOL DATS"
OF ADMINISTKATOI
wanted my husthe hair. The Juice of half a lemon
Do you remember the old song In the Matter of the Estate of Mary
band to try them
in, the final rinse water of the about school days being golden rule
Elizabeth Peak, Deceased.
He
said it would
fehampoo will keep the hair soft days? It is wrong to send a coughNotice is hereby
given that
do no good. HIi
end fluffy if it is incjlned to be oily ing, sneezing, spitting child to James Henry Peak, Administrator
stomach had been
and will bleach the hair a shade school to spread disease germs Of tho Estate of Mary Elizabeth
h1m
troubling
lighter, particularly if the head is among other little ones. Common Peak, deceased, has filed in the
worse than ever.
dried in the sun.
colds are infectious. Proteot your Probate Court of Bernalillo County,
At last on Friday
A slice of lemon bound over an own and other little ones with New Mexico, his final report as
I told him If he
aching corn every night will cool Foley's Honey and Tar. This safe Such Administrator and the Court
would not take
the fevered spot and soften the family remedy checks coughs and has appointed Monday, the 7th day
those tablets
corn so it can be removed.
colds, loosens phlegm and mucuous of November, 1921, as the day for
was going to send
Gipsy Parched and cracked lip and coats raw, irritating mem hearing objection if any there be,
come
circulation
for a doctor, and
from poor
branes vlth a healing, soothing to the approval of said final report
,RualIjr
una an anaemic condition or tne medicine. Sold everywhere.
and the dlschargo of said
he said he would
system. A mixture of two parts
take them. By Monday he was
fcli'ccrine and one part rose water,
my hand and the seal of like another man. The blues were
Morn- saidWitness
will relieve it; but the tendency U
Probate Court this 16th day of gone, no more trouble with his
It, should be overcome by building
September, 1921.
stomach, and the best part is that
for.
tip the health.' Tennis playing will
FRED CROLLOTT,
the trouble has not returned. I
(Seal)
make the ankles more shapely.
"""""""
of Said Probate Court.
cannot praise Chamberlain's TabCleric
F N. You are five pounds over- .
lets too high, ,

BEAUTY CHATS

HOME-MAKIN-

i

.,(,,

A. Air is entangled In batters by
A
beating the mixture thoroughly,
new electrical appliance is now on
tho market for aereating mixtures
much better and quicker than beating by hand. It Is a practical home
appliance for light batters, waffles,
sauces, salad dressings,
It helps produce better,
fluffier foods by aereating them
and making them lighter.
Q. Once in looking over "A ManI saw some
ual of
excellent methods of mixing, but I
do not have the manual; can you
give them? Mrs. Mary Simms.
A. We are pleased to give you
the following methods of mixing
which experience has shown give
good results:
Method of mixing batters. The
following method may be used In
and
making griddle cakes, popovers
muffins. Even cake may bo mixnd
results.
excellent
in this way with
1
ahv nnrt lft flrw lneredients.
2. Add the milk to the beaten
egg, and stir this mixture Into tho
dry Ingredients.
butter and
3. Add the melted
beat the mixture well.
Method of mixing doughs. Biscuits aM pie crust are best made
by the following method.
1. Mix and sift the dry Ingredients.
2. Cut the shortening into the
dry materials with two knives, or
mix it lightly with finger tips.
3. Add the liquid, mixing it In
with the knives and stirring the
mixture as little as possible.
Method of mixing cakes. Cake
Is generally mixed by the following method, if a cake mixer is not
used:
1. Sift together the flour, tne
baking powder and the salt. a
spoon
2. Work the butter wltn
until it becomes soft and creamy.
3. Add the
sugar gradually,
creaming It with the butter.
4. Add the
esgyoiKa.
flour in
5. Add the milk and
thirds or fourths, alternately.
in the well beaten egg
. Fold
whites.
cream-whippin-

Home-makin-

cook-boo-

.j

Mrs. W. N. W.

light?

Over Heat
Supply Makes for Perfection in the Art of Preparing Food.

Perfect Control

Mrs. Carl Stedraan Wheeler.
New York. Sept. 18 (Special).
Riches have come to another
Broadway star. Friends of Virginia
Lee, member of the "Greenwich
Village Follies" company, have
learned from her that she was mar
ried In Boston a few days ago.
Her husband Is Carl Stcdman
Wheeler, son of Harvey C. Wheeler,
wealthy Boston business man. His
age is the same as the bride's, 21.
They are now making their home
at the magnificent Wheeler estate,
"Fairlawn," In East Lexington,
Mass.
In the marriage license, obtained
at the Lexington town hall, young
Wheeler described himself as a
merchant.
He Is an officer of the
Manton Towel Supply company, of
which his father is president.
The former Miss Lee. whose resi
dence was Riven in the license as
Plainfield, N. J., la the daughter of
ueorge ana Helen Glover.
She is a granddaughter of Sir
Thomas Glover of Barnstable, Eng
land.
When George Grey Barnard ask
ed the management of the "Green
wicn village Follies" to select a
member of the company whose
features and figure were adapted to
a statue of "Eve." Miss Lee was
chosen.

Thursday evening, the wedding
MAINTAINS ELECTRICAL
service being read by the Rev. SidG
STATION ney M. Bedford, pastor of the First
Christian church.
Mr. A. E. Starr Is the young,
The bride is a graduate of the
progressive! manager of an elec- Roswell schools, later attending
WIFE-SAVIN-

year-roun-

IN ELECJRIG1TY

Page Sevetf

trical

wife-savin-

station in

g

Hall-ta-

x,

William Wood college

at

Fulton,

and defines the objects Mo., where she specialized In music.
of such a station with firm con- The groom was for the past two
years connected with the New
viction.
Mexico Military Institute as head
"Everybody knows what a
and
station is," states Mr. Starr, of the business department
He Is now In the
mathematics.
"and considers it important. I
g
an electrical
sta United States service as an ac
tion to be equally as important. countant, located at Albuquerque,
It menns saving women from their for whicn point the newlyweds de- age-ol- d
drudgery, their laborious iParlea nursaay nignc.
N. S.,

life-savi-

wife-cavin-

methods of doing housework by introducing them to modern electrical servants.
"You will remember," Mr. Starr
says, "how our mothers were firmly
convinced that all clothes could
be made clean only by scrubbing
out tho dirt on to hcorrugatlons of
a washboard and by boiling them
in an
boiler. Today
wo know that boiling clothes In this
serves
to set the dirt
fashion often
and make its removal doubly dif
ficult. Tho wash boiler and scrub- honrd are'banished in many homes
and the only manual labor In the
modern laundry 1b the hanging of
tho well wrung clothes upon the
lines.
Take tho sturdy little electric
cleaner," points out Mr. Starr, "It
not only cleans floor coverings, It
will aerate a mattress, it will re
novate furs, rid the pantry of red
ants and perform a thousand useful tasks. The more one uses a
cleaner the more uses will develop
for It In tho work of the household.
are the
Three Important
electric washer, tho electric Iron
and the bifr ironer end the clec- -

According to a calculation made
by a German physician, a man who
has shaved himself for fifty years
has spent 250 days of twelve hours
each standing before a mirror with
his razor In his hand.

i- -
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I

WtanJ

p

1

i
1

ij!

wife-save-

trip cleanrr."

the
Investigate
Federal
Electric
Washer. The machine of no regrets

ALBUQUERQUE MAN AND
ROSWELL GIRL ARE WED
(Srl:tl

Corrpjpondrnre to The Journal.)

Roswell, N. M Sept. IS. Miss
Helen Howard Hill, daughter of
the Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Hill, and
Capt. Richard D. Jones of Albu
querque, wore married at tne Home
of tho brides parents ncre last

Turt

eo.

t

if

yjj

'4 at&jjno.
Mar
M

well-beat-

BIRDS AND BEASTS IN
ZOO PREPARING FOR AN
EARLY AND HARD WINTER

mm

(6; The AMOcltttrd Proa.)
New York, Sept. 18. The birds
that live In the Bronx
beasts
and
zoo are preparing for an early and
hard winter. Although they live in
luxury and don't have to worry
about where their next meal 's
coming from, they are instinctively
hoarding up food.
All classes of animals scent a
stiff winter, keepers say. Tlie
dayss
squirrels are putting in fullliuantl-tlestoring up unusually large
of nuts. The prairie dogs, a
month ahead of time, are secreting lots of food into their underground homes. Robins and blackbirds are flocking together and
showing unmistakable sisns of preparing for migration to southern
climes.

ilrVihiikitf Altum
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Hills Bros
Coffee

'

deserves careful
making. Properly
made you will have
a"WinningCup:

SEWING MACHINE
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MADE BEAUTIFUL
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Electric Iron Has These Big Features

one-side- d,
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Let CuuCura .Be
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THUMB REST

Your Beauty Doctor
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jvfilcK Kelps;
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"

to guide the Iron without fatigue to your wrist

ni

heat is taken from the point of tlie iron,
HOT POINTas
because it is constantly being pushed up into the damp goods. Hence
jth'e hot' point feature of this iron,
v
V
(3).
COOL HANDLE you can iron In comfort for no heat ra'diat'es upward.
you lcrfow most

How She Cured

)

;

Her Husband

1

(4).

n

r

(1),

-

ATTACHED STAND you simply tip the iron upon tlie rear insfea'd of lift- ing tlie iron upon a stand,
(5).
HINGED CORD PROTECTOR which 'docs away with' so much cord

1

Cham-beulaln- 's

ft-

breakage.

DA.

i

Advertise in the
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results.

best

HIGHLY POLISHED NICKEL FINISH
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A Ibuquerque Gas &
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delays to be suffered by those who desire to have a
vou, that shirt was Ironed as niceword with men of affairs in connection with the
ly as if Nurse Jane had done it.
"Now we can go adventuring!"
government.
NEWSPAPER
Uncle
laughed
He
jLN INDEPENDENT
Wlggily.
As an illustration of this, the story is told that
thanked
the elephant, put on his
Published
By
'
a delegation of newspaper men recently watted upon
FOR SALE Ranches
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COM PANT
By WALT MASON.
clean, pressed shirt, and he and
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C. MAOEE.
the president and requested that he make a pre
Grandpa Goosey had a fine time in Ton SALE OH iiE.Vi' Small ruucul
By Howard B. Oarls
the woods. And when they came
President.
l'hon 2402-JSecretary. sentation speech conferring a trophy upon the
back, and told Nurse Jane, she FOR SALE A- alfalfa and
Business Manager
D. A. MACPHERSON
DELIBERATION.
win; he'd think it was some sort
at the press golf tournament.
Copyright, 1921, by McCIure
dairy rancU.
she
said
wished
........Editor-in-Chiehad
had
the
f
C.
they
MAOEE
CARL
Inquire 402 West Gold.
of plant If those girls butted in.
Newspaper Syndicate.
Mr. Harding, "I'm
no,"
"Oh,
the
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responded
iron
handkerchiefs
elephant
The
we
in
foolish
haste
do
oftentimes
to
iOK KALE Five acres Improved land,
I am impelled
REPRESENTATIVES
Oh,
things
while he was about It.
Water right and acequla madre; $359
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111. to play."
UNCLE WIGGILY IRONS A
make heart and conscience sore; seek the marts of trade, where bar
So this teaches us that even an cash. Ranchos
de Atrlsco, 1106 South
And he did play, not as president of the United rash
counter
sales
are
and
RALPH R. MULXJQAN..4g E. 42d St.. New York
SHIRT.
held,
gain
Is of some use In this Broadway.
impulse causes half the waste blow the coin I've made. But Ion?
elephant
matter at the postoffice States, but as a newspaper man. And he did not that prudent men deplore. Like
Entered aa second-claif
the
and
car
world,
HAL.
id
trolley
Trade
or rent, eighty-aur- a
I
to
made
a rule
Grandfather
think such
ago
Gander doesn't catch cold when it runs
of Albuquerque, N. M under act of. Congress of win the prize, though it la presumed he did his best.
ranch, water,
home: fine
autumn leaves the money flies, be yearnings o'er; and in a day said walked slowly upGoosey
to the hollow after
March 17. 1879.
wheelbarrow
to
for
the
place
of
The example
chickens; seven mfies east of
the chief executive is not lost upon cause the Joyous skate won t ask yearning cool, and I am same once stump bunaglow in ,he woods
play tag,
none 1730-tuwn.
next
I'll
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tell
about
Uncle
you
Wlghis subordinates, and the result is relaxation of ten himself, "Now, is it wise, this more. Today I'd buy the car that where Uncle Wlgglly Longears, the
FOR SALE Eight-acrDally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 86c; sion in
ranch, one and
I contemplate? Oh, shall flies our gasping village through bunny rabbit gentleman, lived with gily and the scissors man.
the government machinery grateful to all splurge
mllei west of Barelai bridle,
yearly. In advance, $9.00.
I blow this bundle lank, I've earned tomorrow morn I'll realize that my Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy, his
on main ditch, new adobe home and
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation who have to do with it.
by labors hard, or put it safely in old boat will do. It's impulse leads muskrat lady housokeeper.
garage, water in home,
mile
rating than la accorded to any other paper In New
the bank, where moth and rust are the boys astray; the rash and thrift- Nurse Jane wasn't at home Only
from echool home. Phone
Just
STATE NEWS BRIEFS
Mexico." The American
Directory.
Newspaper
He won't sit down and less gink should buy himself a bale then.
barred?"
Maxim
Litvinoff
Russia
the
is
not
says
BALE
FOR
asking
OR
TRAD!!! Equity In amall
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
"Come on, Uncle
view his wad, and think how much of hay, and sit on it, and think.
Wigglly!"
Improved ranch,
five mlnutei rlda
In the year.
world for advice. Probably not. It isn't very filling. it cost, tho
strain that bend3 his And he Bhould think how foolish called Grandpa Goosey, "let's take
from corner Second and Central; rood
Portales
of
Farmers
Roosevelt
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
a toddle through the woods and county are
d
shoulders broad, the efforts that 'tis to waste the
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and
bones,
garden
tract;
Improvements
busy making arrange- could not be
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to
exhaust. He won't call in his wife while foolish spenders round him see u we can nave an adventure." ments for wheat
replaced for full purchase
planting. Latest price. E. Oarcla,
of all news credited to
the use. for
115 South Second.
and aunt, their counsel wise to whiz, and yonder pauped groans.
"iMope!" answered Uncle Wlggi
are
In
be
will
that
there
reports
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
iy, sort of shaking his pink, excess of
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acres of wheat FOR SALE
the local news published herein.
mllea from Loa Lunaa, N.
twinkling nose, "I'd like to, but I planted this7,000
fall. In tho past four- M. and
: all fenced and under
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can
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Roosevelt county has cultivation, balance In ditch; part in
paiture; good
Why not?" asked Grandpa nad adays
Across the street the hill runs high.
of 6.5 Inches. Be house, four large rooma down
rainfall
atalra un.
Goosey. "Won't Nurse Jane let
The hill runs high and very steep.
to
Jtalra In one room; good out bulldlngat
and
the
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bureau,
:
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you
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Oh. yes. of course!" nnrl Mr tlon ground
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The little houses lie asleep.
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Longears smiled. "But you see I
and
mllea to depot; will give
The efforts being made to defeat some of the
BY REQUEST.
sive method of financing public haven't a clean Ironed shirt,
terms. Address Loa Lunaa, N.
I
Las Cruces Paul Stoes, the reaionable
Their roofs are drawn down like brows,
amendment proposals, is disheartening. Those havSanta Fe, N. M., Sept 16, 1921 Improvements, since it is not un- don't want to go in my oldand
M
B"x 8.
one.
Their window eyes are all shut tight.
Editor Kama Fe New Mexican:
common for interest payments to Nurse Jane will be back in a little young violinist who gave a num
ing a special Interest in the perpetuation of private
They sleep so soundly all day long,
Under the heading "Free Text amount to twice the amount bor- while. She'll iron a shirt for me ber of recitals in the state during
BUSINESS CHANCES"
snaps, which a change in the constitution would take
the past summer, has gone to Chi- b'UH
And then they wake up, Just at night.
Book Bill Killed By G. O. P. at rowed, the result being that for and then we can go."
bAI.E l.aruKe, beat local urn la
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cago, where he will continue his
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a
it's
in many ways, adding bargain. E. separator;
to Chicago is only 96 cents a ton, the retail price of than criticised and censured for
J. Strong, Albuquerque, N. ,
like crossing your legs or wings a
the land office, and is thereby the recipient of one such
no
collers
a
redecorand
ties
and
and
big
Bleeping
porch
Mr.
coal selected and delivered for furnace uso in its action as is done
Roehl
pushcart
you don't want to be tagged, ated the Interior.
He carried
of the "aofest" grafts in the state, rushes into the Chicago Is now quoted at J8.D5 a ton. Perhaps the in his statement and byby the New full of orlndges tawklng to each whenknow."
WANTED Salesmen
other and waving their arms and you"I
$7,600 Insurance on the property,
advertisement, telling operator doesn't get the $2.49 difference between the Mexican in commenting thereon.
Journal with a
said ' Grandpa but
so,"
guess
shoulders
his
to
was
loss
as
if
estimated
at fully SALESMAN ti eover"7ocaf territory aau i
they
total production cost plus freight costs and the S8.55
trying
Very respectfully,
when
the people to defeat the amendment.
iron's
the
"Well,
tawk with as mutch as possible, Goosey.
$15,000.
Guaranteed salary of i
lng dealera
retail price. Perhaps the retailer doesn't get it.
CHARLES B. BARKER.
1100 week for right man. Tha Rloh J
The present organization of the land office is a
and 2 gerls was standing there hot I'll smooth off a shirt for you
each gets only a portion of it. But somePerhaps
and
we'll
ho.
Oh
go
200
arda
Fifth
Co.,
ave.. New York, N. TV I
adventuring.
cartwo
2
Mountalnair
The
first
menace to the public lands and to political decency. body gets it. The consumer pays it.
watching them, being bewty look Oh ho.
ON BONDED INDEBTEDNESS.
Adventuring we will go!" loads of beans of this year's crop WANTED Salesman and solicitor for aa
ing girls. Skinny wispering to me. he sang like
The general policies committee of the anthracite
September 13, 1921.
a
Any change of system, which will break up the presold and well established real aetata ana
moving picture.
were shipped from the local staHay lets pertent we can translate
that whatever price we nay for coal Editor Morning Journal, Albu- wat
ent methods, will benefit the people. We urge the operators$7 asserts
Pretty soon the iron was hot tion yesterday.
agency; a good chance for tm
Beans began com- Insurance
theyre tawklng about.
to $14" the mine owner, on tho average,
"say,
on
stove
querque, N. M.
and
Uncle
the
after
right
Wigin
to
local
next
we
to
the
amendment for the purpose of wrecking the
And
cleaners last Journal.man. Address Insurance, ears
the
ing
stopped rite
never retains more than 43 cents per ton. That may
Dear Mr. Magee: I appreci
Mv
had showed Grandpa Goosey Saturday, and are now rolling in
machine. Once the publlo can get a real inde- be all right, but even the maximum price so men- ate deeply the space you have ac- 2 bewty looking gerls and one Eye giiy
how Nurse Jane
a shirt out rapidly. North of Mountalnair, SALESMAN WANTED For this terr
is at least $1.50 a ton below the retail price corded the Taxpayers' association tallan sed something and waved on tho board to spread
tory, to call on business people; os,
pendent audit of that office, a great publlo scandal tioned
pass the hot flat the harvesting is practically over
his
shoulders
and
and
everything,
in
for
domestic
sizes
of
cellent prospect; a new
It9
a
$3.50
In
Chicago
to
anthracite,
bir
over it, the goose gentleman be- and
its efforts
point
present
will result. Vote for the amendment and thereby ton below the
threshing Is in full Swing. money. Call room 82, Y. proposition;
M. C. A Albuon the north shore, and of view on each of the four I sed, Did you hcer that, Skinny, gan.
retail
price
South of town the harvest is well querque, Monday 9 a. m., or
even farther below the retail price at more remote amendments to be voted on at the he sed it would be a nice day to- p. m.
"open up" this office.
bless
He
But,
your soapsuds.
under way, and in another week WANTED General merchandise salesrane.
Be sure and vote against the school tax limit points. Some one gets that $1.50 or $3.50. The con election next Tuesday Nos. 4, 6, 8, morro it it dont
iron a shirt than
will be humming on all
the 2 girls started to glgle acould no more
man; must speak Spanish, know how
pays it.
and 11. Newspapers contribute a andWlch
can roller skate! The threshers
amendment.
It is very vicious. The supporters of sumer
mosquito
sides.
me
look
to keep stock, and trade; give age, exat
and
and
Skinny,
A letter sent by "The Retail Coalman" in reply to distinct public service by allowing
shirt all wrinkled up, Grandpa
Of
this amendment have been whipped. No one openly inquiries
the
what salary expected la first
beans
thus
the
sed
far
other
perience,
threshed,
something
Eyetallan
concerning the coal situation says that in the discussion of
questions back to the ferst
Goosey dropped the hot flat al- It Is reported that between 500 and letter. The Cuba Mercantile Co., Cuba,
and most
advocates its passage. Make no mistake. Vote May, 1921, the consumption of railroad fuel was in their columns. public
Eyetallan.
on
Uncle
M.
N.
and
paw,
Wlggily's
600
acre
averis a fair
Skinny sed, G, that's a hot one, he
per
"no."
In reply to your editorial on our asked
probably only 81 per cent of the 1920 average; for
the rabbit gentleman said: age. pounds
Those who claim to know.
wat makes him so funny finally
WANTED Houses
"See here. Grandpa! You can't claim
These five amendments deserve your closest at- electrio utilities, only 78 per cent; for coke, only 38 contention for a "pay as you go looking.
on the mesa
the
that
beans
87
per cent; for export, only
Iron a shirt as well as I can! Betper cent. The total policy in road construction, it does
furnished house,
will run somewhat heavier than WANTED
tention. Do not regard them lightly.
Making the 2 gerls giggle more, ter stop!
production of bituminous for the first 190 days of not seem to me that improvements
If Nurse Jane comes this, but one cannot know till they
convenient to shops; no sick. Phone
sed somethis year was 241,548,000 tons, against 320,807,000 by a government can bo fairly and the ferst Eyetallan
she'll make a fuss!"
have passed through the thresher.
tons for the same period last year. As most of the compared with those of a com thing elts, and I sed, Gosh Skin along
HELP WANTED.
"Well, come on to the woods In
WANT to rent October 1, two or
bituminous is used for manufacturing or transport, mercial enterprise. A commercial ny did you get that, he said he lx your old shirt!" quacked Mr. Ganhouse, furnished with bath; rant
to
47
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eat
onions
pects
and
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these
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in
ST0RM0NT
idea
CASTLE
land
IS
came
into
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this
figures
Call 87, between
give
Industry. enterprise makes improvements
der.
must ba reasonable.
When the pioneers
they
slump
licks for suppir.
8
the
to
a.
in
m.
coal
Is
due
and 8 p. rn.
wnicn
an
slump
production
entirely
said
investment
possiupon
the bunny, "I can't
"No,"
asked no government aid. They knew that they the
BOUGHT AS SEAT FOR
And we kepp on pertendlng to
in industry or is the slump in industry due ble earnings are carefully figured.
slump
WANT houses to sell; It your price
WE
well
do
that!"
very
must fell the forests and build houses before they Jn part to the high price of coal? Probably the lat In such a case the Improvement Is translate wat they sed and making
is right wa will find a buyer for you;
"It seems funny!" went on the
ULSTER PARLIAMENT results
the 2 bewty looking gerls giggle, goose
count and we get them. J. D.
could have farms and homes. It required Initiative, ter. Coal production is a basic industry. It cannot a salable asset. In other words
"All
a
shirt
needs
gentleman.
In
of
all
sudd
Stora
18.
and
Belfast, Ireland, Sept.
Phone 410.
Keleher. Sll West Gold
something is to be pressed out flat and
up prices on a declining demand without fur- there is a possibility and probabil
industry and vision to foresee fields of growing grain keep
came
on
mont
Castle
in
tne
down
with
and
East
pavement
grounds
ex.
ther
demand.
that
over
and
above
a
reducing
of
we
a
smooth,
had
profit
ity
heavy
forest
weight
SPECIAL NOTICE
and comfortable homes where the primeval
Belfast, owned by Charles Allan,
It is indeed difficult to get at the root of the penses including interest charges a fearse squash, being a soft now, like a road roller or "
was till recently a member of
held sway. But strong men with the love of land evil of high coal prices. Whenever anything is said Governments make permanent im orlndge, and I looked up and the
And all of a sodden he stopped who
anwas
the
famous
ferst
Workman
Clark shipEyetallan
holding
OILDERSLEEVB ELECTRIO CO.
born in them did not hesitate to tackle the Job. against these prices the complainant is struck down provements for services and its other one
looked from the window of
in his hand looking even and
building firm, has been bought for
of figures to show that he is a liar. The value depends entirely upon the
the hollow stump bungalow.
Each did for himself so far as he was able and by a mass
AND CONTRACTORS
ENGINEERS
Wassa
no
Tou
da
as
matt?
softer,
tne
seat
for
the
siuv.uuo
Ulster
on
blamed
are
the
is
prices
high wages, high freights, sa.'vlce which is rendered. It
"I have it! The very thing! He'll
WE CAN gave you money on electrical
asked no odds. Only when the task was too great high
parliament.
cost of machinery and everything possible ex- not expected that there should be like my langwldge?
cried
shirt
for
you!"
press
your
and get our estimates.
call
service,
up
lets
sed
one
is
Stormont
Heck,
go.
of the finest
Skinny.
sought and help then cept high profits. If we believe everything the coal any immediate return to the gov
for one alone was
1720-Goosey as he fluttered out.
Which we did, wawklng away Grandpa
in the vicinity of Belfast. 1720 West Central, phone
properties
"Who
was asked only that it might be given in turn. When men tell us we will find ourselves bursting into tears ernment, in tne course or time with
will?"
Uncle
asked
Wiga
as
was
we
if
The
Jest
new
ixpresslon
of
the
expense
building
about
sad
as
pllpjht and honoring them
LOST AND FOUND
philanthro- roads should naturally bring
surprised like.
difficulties beset them they solved the problems it their
wawk away enyhow, but giiy, all circus
house will be borne by
pists. They can even weep a little themselves at our greater taxpaylng ability In the going tokind
"The
elephant!" was the parliament
FOUNbA 5u "Liberty Bond 6n"atfeef of.
because they injustice
of funny on our backs answer.
themselves.
the British treasury.
They were
and hardness of heart. But who does not sections through which they run. feeling
comes
"Here
my
friend,
this city. Owner please call at
of not knowing weather
knew that on themselves depended success. Villages know or know of some man or group of men in the Such increase is, as a rule, very on account
Co., corner Third and Cenbig, heavy elephant from the
to throw the 2nd the
READY TO HELP YOIT.
coal trade grown wealthy In the last few years? slow and almost imperceptible. he was going
out
We'll
circus.
shirt
and Identify same.
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your
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more
not
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be
New
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would
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if
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him
let
and
impressive
portions
walk
the grass
Except
Which he dldent.
that demanded them. Whatever progress was made wipe them away with new bank notes. they
gas, bloating, sick headache, sour
WANTED Ranches
Mexico it is difficult to see that
It.
If it isn't pressed nice and stomach
or other ills that- result INCOME property bringing
was due to the efforts of Individuals working alono
It is not the duty of the layman to solve the the building of roads during the
it never will be!"
that
after
smooth
I8L009
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from
Asso
and
the
indigestion
Madrid,
to
had
can
or
to
constipation,
forefathers
he
resulted
in
Sept.
Our
others.
statistics.
do
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(by
with
All
has
refute
can
five
or in
any
problem
past
years
"Well, we
yearly Income, trade for ranch. Ad- try," said Uncle you can get relief from Foley Ca
decara
for
are
Arenn
of
Journal.
ciated
the
coal
value
increased
forces
that
have
Ranch,
doubtful
like.
property
emphasize
high
is
point
Press).
Spanish
Wiggiiy,
prices
no delusions about work. They knew that nothing
"Press your shirt! I'll be most thartic Tablets. They are a genupressing industry and tending to prevent an adjust- taxation purposes.
occupied Nador. southwest of Me-- 1
PRINTING
accomplished without effort.
II la, according
ment of wages In all other lines by helping to make
to incurring in
to official an happy to do It!" rumbled the ele- ine, wholesome physic that affords
reference
With
sure and safe relief withWe appear to have gone far from tho ideas of It difficult for the workman to meet high bills from debtedness through bonds, deben- nouncement.
Yr"iNTER3WWV
WWmjERi0R
through his trunk. So, after prompt,
phant
Too many people believe that there a lower Income. It Is up to the trade to solve the tures or otherwise by the governNador, which waa considered the wiping the dust of the road off his out griping or pain. J. T. Osburn, 110 WEST GOLD avenue, First-clathe pioneer
R.
D.
P.
1, Lucasville, O., writes:
even if It takes a temporary loss with some ment may I quote from "Principles key to the Moorish positions around big feet, he stepped carefully on
printing service. Phone 78.
are shorter cuts to accomplishment than hard work problem,
and Melllla, was reported to have been Uncle Wlggily's shirt as it was "Foley Cathartio Tablets are fine.
If they fail to do so the of Government
lines of industry.
accounting
RENT Miscellaneous
In connection with other
FOR
FoIn-had
trouble.
I
I
stomach
coupled with good Judgment.
took
in
as
the
national
control
the
on
of
out
abandoned
the grass, and
specter
suggested
j
Reporting," published by
by tribesmen when the spread
ley Cathartio Tablets and now I
bill is not so completely laid by that it stitute for Government Research:
the business depression, the logical sequence of the
Spanish offensive began several walked back and forth.
can
eat anything." Sold
FOR RENT Oarage, 828 North Thirl
And, as truly as I'm telling
"Borrowing is the most expen-- i days ago.
world spasm, there is prevalent an idea that by may never rise again to'haunt them.
the condition may be alleviated.
some hocus-pocu- s
Any remedy other than getting busy Is preferred. "REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 192X by Georgs Matthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U, S, Patent Office)
By Gene Byrnes
This, that and the other Interest wants the government to do something. It is true that government
can give encouragement to industry, but the people
I.MS! AaTaTi
themselves must act to gain the advantage of whatever inducements are offered. There is an element
IT M14HTA
that believes that plenty of money would relieve the
OKtV A
situation. 'Russia has more money than any land on
earth, yet the people are starving. Too many people
appear to have lost initiative and want help.
We may
We need to return to fundamentals.
talk and speculate, but unless we get to work farms
Jwill not produce, houses will not arise on vacant lots
not
turn.
mills
will
Instead
wheels
of
the
and the
of looking to the lawmakers, Americans need look to
We need a return
themselves for accomplishments.
of the Initiative of our forefathers who did not know
much about appealing to the government when yiey
had troubles, but did know a lot about how to work.
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THE PRESIDENT PLAYED, TOO.
In Washington there is noted a distinct sence of
difference some say of relief occasioned by the
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required In dealing with the department heads and
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Broadway and Gold. Phone 230

'

Inc.
ompletely furnished.
apartment, with M5.00
porch, furnished
apartment
furnished
apartment,
v:
furnished
Room house, furnished. $27.00
lowlands.
apartment,
furnished
apartment,
1 0.00
furnished
apartment,
....$60.00
furnished

3

WANTED
$0,000 on good first mortgage.
Tell us what you want we may
have it.
D, T, KINGSBURY,

REAL ESTATE.

:

Iioana and Insurance.
mono 907-210 W. UoIU.

j

$4,800 BUI'S,
four room brick
house, glassed sleeping: porch, hot
water heat, built-i- n features, extra
large front porch and the location
is Ideal. For terms see.
ACKERSON St GRIFFITH, '
Realtors.
120 S. fourth.
Phono 414.

A

SHELLEY'S BULLETINS.

brand new

RANCH HOMES

DO YOU WANT AN

acres, good stucco Adobe, all
kinds of fruit and flowers, chicken
houses and yards, barn. This Is
an Ideal country home and can
be bought worth the money on
good terms,

INVESTMENT.

2

6 acres on main
ditch, fruit
COSY COTTAGE
garden, alfalfa,
chicken
house.
cottage, There is no better land any where
We have a cosy, four-roois
and
an
American neighstrictly
two nice porches, good lot, plenty
of shade, garage, a homey little borhood. Good terms.
Terms
at
to
offer
$2,100,
'
home
you
m

see

"SHELLEY

GIXL X WOOTTOX.

'

SELLS 'EM"

TUVAIIIIiWISIIII
An Al home, Fourth
$7,500.00
ward, paved street, fine neighborhood.
Fourth ward, one ol
$8,600.00
the best in the city..
New pressed brick
$7,000.00
If you are
In Highlands.
thinking of buying a home, we
them.
have
FRANKLIN & CO.,
.
Phona 57.
Third and Gold.

A. GURULE

Seven-roomodern house with
two Bleeping porches, large basement, steam heat, corner lot.
Owner Is living in house and Is
over
$100.00
per
receiving
month In rental from rooms. It
will make you a good home and
12 per cent on your Investment.
A. L. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phone 156.

ADDITION
Now on the market:
,
Located south of Eastern addiend
near
tion. South Highlands,
of South Edith street car line.
Gurule is offering these
choice lots tor sale, ranging from
Mr.

10,00
Will

to $225.00.

ell on terms.

a

ICO-ac-

Two other pieces of land one
south of city',1 2 miles, other
nme distance north, containing
I seres each, both Improved;
truu trees and alfalfa. Will sell
also terms.
reasonable

GURULE'& SANDOVAL
114 S. Second.

FOR RENT

Fhone

669.

Dwelling!

modern house.
RENT Five-roo221 North Wilier.
Three-roov.etl furnished
you KENT
home. 135. 1301 South Walter.
collage with
toil REN T Two-loo;
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. IU
East Kama le.
6s Co. give
FOK RENT Leverett-Zap- f
Second
special iiieiitron to rentals.
and Gold. )li.ne 040.
I'OR KENT one, two, and ona three- -'
1309 South
room house,
furnished.
Walter. Cull In rear.
lurmaued nouse.
FOR KENT Klve-rootwo soreened-i- n
$85 per
porches.
month. Apply at 822 South Arno.
Four-rooREM
T
I'OR
cottage, fur- nlshed, In Highlands. A. B. Mllner,
813 2 West Cenyal ave.
with
FOR . RENT
house,
sleeping porch, completely furnished,
light and water, (18 per month. Fhone
I'OR

1611--

FOR RENT Moil, o three, four, five
and
up i intents and houses;
'I
McMIIUon. 206
fine locations.
West Gold.
FOR KENT Furnished modern tour-roohouse, sleeping porch and bath,
garage. University Heights. Inquire 224
South Edith
FOR BENT Bungalow, brand new, nicen
ly furnished; four rooms, glassed-isleeping porch, Areola treating system.
1510 East Gold.
HOUSES FOR BENT List your vacant
Wa give
houses with us for rent
oY
them special attention. Leverett-Zap- f
go., pnone eiu,
FOR RENT Unfurnished, a new four-rooInquire
house, 820 par month.
Orande Wagon
S10
North Broadway.
worm
or
nrosawsy.
sis
yard,
modern house wltn
FOR RENT
sleeping porch! newly furnished; with
neighborhood'
or without garage; nlc
KUUll

luij.

'H"".

..".v.-

-

porch, in
sleeping
furnlsUsd,
highlands, at 124 North Mulberry. Call
worth1 xwoum, pnone
Bt
modern adobe,
FOR BENT Four-roomodern apartment,
$26.80; three-rooH.
$18.80. J.
Peak, Insurance, Loans and
entale. 714 West Central, phone 888.
three-roosuburban
FOR RENT
fine piece of
bungalow, furnished;
reasonable to right
ground, all
party. Call 117 McKlnley, phone 1898-frOR KENT Modern
apartment house,
seven rooma and bath, two soreened
porches, well furnished and close In. In.
qulra John Lshner, room 80, Armljo
building, phone 477.
i'OR SAX. El OR KENT By owner,
brick, corner lot, shade trees,
screened porches, cemented baaement,
fine location, $4,500; terms; five-roo- m
brick, partly furnished, screened porches,
lawn and shade trees, $51.80 per month.
(83 West New York,
with

'

WANTED

D, KELEHER,
REALTOR.
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410.

J

$2,000

S1ELLEYE1EALTIC.

A REAL nOME.
In the Fourth ward, 6 good, large
and
porch, nearly
rhone 4S0-XI
West Gold Are. rooms,white sleeping
finish, hardwood floors,
new,
THIS BEAUTIFUL LOT
built In features, breakfast room,
Has three apple trees, two shade
furnace garage, priced to sell.
FOUR-ROOalfalfa. In
trees,
trees, cherry
It. McCLLGIIAN,
MODERN
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addiFOR RENT
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442-.RESIDENCE
ON SOUTH
tion. Price only $650. $20 cash,
Investments, Notary
Real
Estate,
acA
savings
then $19 per month.
Public, Auto and Fire Insurance. Beautiful brick home on East SilHIGH ST., $3,750.
count and Investment.
ver avenue on lease, $85.00 pet
4 large rooms,
& CO.
LEVERETT-ZAPbath, screened
month. This. Is a beauty with lawn,
front porch, extra large sleep8CDDEN SERVICE.
Phone 610 to Seo It.
the West) ren- garage, etc
ing porch; coal range and gas Tha Red Arrow (alt over
on Kodak finishing
range go with the house, also ders sudden service
Work
demand
to people who
quality.
shades to all windows; outbuild& Co,
Leverett-Za- pf
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
trees,
ings,
wasidewalks,
6
noon
next
Work In before p. m. mailed
house on West
$3,750
ter; sewer, lights; this Iscity
a very day. Address work to
Second Street and Gold Avenue.
desirable place. Close to CenTHE BED ARROW,
Fruit, close to Fourth street,
Phone 040.
tral avenue. Terms if desired. Albuquerque
Las Vegas
modern in every respect, with
See us.
(Wa want a representative In TO'JH
garage.
DIECKMANN REALTY
CO . territory.)
REALTORS,
.i
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
modern
BARBER-MAITLAN- D
$4,000
CO,.
Notary Public.
Five-roo1 6,800
bungalow. Hardwood
briclc, close
309 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 670.
In Highlands.
Finishing a new bungalow each
doors. Garage. Nice place on
bungalow In
$5,70p
Oak
week until December.
West Iron. Very easy terms.
'University Heights.
feafloors throughout, built-i- n
Seven-rooIn
brick
$4,750
tures,
porches;
Five-rooglassed
sleeping
house In
ward.
Third
$2,200
1
'
Five rooms and sleepall brick houses; Ideal location:
$3.750
on West
good neighborhood
ing porch, frame, Fourth
To
hear
from owner of modon
prices right; terms arranged.
be
can
had
Iron. This place
ward.
erately priced homes who want
terms that will surprise you.
Four rooms and two
$2,500
to sell for cash. Address
CO.,
sleeping porches, new
Investor, care Jonrnal.
118 S. 4th St.
Phone 744.
frame. In Highlands.
"Let Us Show Tou."
We have several ranches for
sale or trade for city property
Pond & Michener, I

Phone

7ZS--

115

J.

S. Second.

J.

Position

A LIFETIME HOME
Pressed brick, cement basement
and walks, six rooms, bath, hall
t,
on
and porch, new and
corner lot In good locality. For
price and terms see
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1522-OPPORTUNITY COMES BUT
ONCE.
New three-rjiocottage, not
quite finished, in South
on corner lot. Terms
$100.00
cash, balanc8 $30.00
per month, 8 per cent Interest
Included. (Just rent.) Priced at
$1300.00. Call from 10 to 12 a.
m. 1008 South Arno.
HiKh-land-

brick cottage at a
Fine four-roobrick, Fourth
bargain. Five-rooward. Furnished. It you want a
home, a beautiful corner, shade
house. Let us
trees, seven-roojhow you.
W. H. McMILMOX,
206 W. Gold.
m

m

pebble--

Five-roor-

Five-roo-

We Have Far Sale at

WOT

m

SAYI

117 W. Gold.

SALE

FOR
CANNING

tomatoes

Phone

B0

FOH

Miscellaneous
for sale.

Phono

2404-J-

at

double Harness, at Hell's
l.lvery tfarn.
tOK KALE Banjo. Cottage 47, Presbyterian Sanatorium.
BALE Thresnlng
FOH
machine, J75.

t'OU tiALK

P. O. Box 412, City.
TKY euDUI H MILK.

ilKST I.N TOW.V
Phone 241I-RFOil BALE Airedale puppies. 8. J.
Vivian,
phone 2404-JFOH BALE Water motor.
Inquire at
Morning Journal office.
FOR SALE
Small tractor, new condi-- tlon.
J. Korber 4k Co.
ItEAL MEXICAN enchiladas. Mrs. JJurn-bac21814 West Silver.
fc'Olt BALE Seooud-hun- d
wagons and
light rigs, cheap. 1202 North Arno.
FOK BALE Thirty-gallo- n
barrels, new,
Southwestern Junk Co.
I2.B0 each.
One
BALE
hot blast
Moore's
FOR
heater; good as new; reasonable, 1615
South Edith.
Hamilton player piano and
FOH SALE
rolls; also one tool box, complete.
thirty1441-Phone
liAltOAIN Oenulne diamond ring; will
sacrifice for cash. Address "K. H.."
care Journal.
FOH SALE 1j. C. Smith typewriter; perfect condition; bargain.
Apply 703
North Fourth.
FOR BALE Cheap, good team, wagon
and set of double harness. Inquire at
208 West Sliver.
FOH BALE Best strain of English wolf- G T. sender, East
hound pups.
Vaughn, N. M.
FOR SALE Two 33x4 U. 8. Royal Cord
tires at a bargain; never' been used.
Inquire 101 B. Walter.
FOR BALE $760 brand new player
piano. Will take $360 cash for It. Ad
dress M. K., care Journal
ditcher, fur.
FOH BALE One five-fo,oawnun-Cleaning aucnes; v price
Address u a., care journal
tone
grafonola for
FOR SALE 1120; rich
rnone
I8D cash; In good condition,
1291-- J;
call at 1029 Forrester.
season
before tha
BUY VOUR GUN
opens; fifty shotguns and rifles to
select from. I1 west pom.
fur
citron
FOR SALE Iloine-grow- n
Phone
making cakes and preserves.
S417-RD. K. lientson rancn.
a,
I'OR SALE Large slie mahogany
cost 1125, sacrifice for 176, with
a, few recorfls.
eat .mast wenirai.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot-tafresh milk In gallon
slso
oheeae;
lots,
Ewaynes uairy. rnnne
FOR BALB Stock ol flrst-olaamounting to (800, for loss
than wholesale price, 11 North Cedar.
ruga, the
IOU WILL find our Navalo
2
North Elm.
cheapest and best.
2128-JIT
North
Mulberry.
and
phone
J
phone

J730--

Three" compartment,
areal tank, suitable
for uss on wagon or truck for hauling of
or
oil
gasoline, rnnnt
water,
Heel and arch cushions
SOFT SPOTS
foot
prevent fal'en Insteps, cures allLeather
F. Kelehar,
Thomas
troubles, II.
1057-- J.
Co., 408 West Central. Phone.
HCiOff
PAINT
OOOD for all klnda of roofa, II per gallon.
The Maniano Co., 110 Bouth
Try a built up
Walnut, phone 1834-- J.
'
root, win last as ions
FOR SALE New Homestead portable
oven and coffee urn; suitable for
hotel or sanatorium) also cash
relglster, have no use for these articles
and all are priced to sell. Phone 420.
pOR

SALE

m

FOR SALE

7.

BALE

Houses

brick

house, on

Guthridge & Be!',

Phone

311 W. Gold

1023.

HEIGHTS

Wanted

Phone

G0BER, SHORT &G0BER
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance,
220 West Gold.
Phone 666

FOR RENT
jK KEN i'
Copper.
FOK RENT
it

AUTOMOBILES.
FOR

BALE

Ford

Roadster.

camp
FOR

SALE

Phone

1478--

Chummy

roadster,

Cavalry
cheap.

bargain

Is

a

RENTOffice

gWNTrMACEStrea

One of the most complete small

homes in the city. Fivo-roobrick stucco, with all kinds of
built - In features,
breakfast
room, fire place, oak floors,
vapor heating plant, basement
wl:h fruit cellar, largo concrete garage, with work room
and laundry tubs connected. All
windows and doors are doubled
Classed, electric cooking, electric
water heater as well as connect
ed to heating
In fact
plant.
housekeeping In this home is
like playing. Lot 100x142 feet,
has lots of flowers, plants and
young trees. Located in
HE1GHT3 near car
line and faces east. The owner
town
and wishes us to
has left
soil this place at once, so If you
want something nice see thlt
place.

& Co,

Leverett-Za- pf

REALTORS.
Real Estate and Insurance.
Second Street snd flold Avcnuo,
Phone 640.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
AII'OBNKM.
JOllN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
So ms is, 17 and
Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-J- .

l.

HIVKICIANH

AND

SUKtirMlNS.

I.

Ul RTON,
Disease of ne Stomach.
Suite. 9. Harriett Building.
Kit. S. C. CLARKE,
Eye, Ear, Moso and Throat.
Barnett Building.
1'hon
Offlc Hours
to It a. m., and S to B p. m.
iih. HAKUAitex CAtrnvRiuiri,
Olflc
Oram Bldg., Room 1. Phon (71
Residence 1 23 East Central.
Phone o71.
UK. B.

t,

640.

r

sTATgbTftaTr

Small

home,
large lot, $300.00 will handle.
$1,500.00

REALTORS.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Second Street and Gold Avenue.

WANTED Position nursing. 411 West
Santa Fe.
WANTED Odd Jobs ot work. 201 East
Lewis, phone 604-BARBER will work In homes or sanatooi-- m
rlums; reasonable, Devnn. rn,
CHECK.'
CLOSE
and
Wis 'AUDIT,
OPEN,
ZANII.
WILLIAMS
keep books.
room 8 Mellnl DBIiaing. rnone
WANTED Lady teacher wanta positlun;
certificate;
experienced, tlrst-grad- a
tutor In ranch horn preferred. r Ad
care
dress Teacher,
journal,
TOR SALB Five hundred shares ot City
Electrls Railway, below par. Dr. R.
POSITION WANTED For experienced
oMIoe help, bookkeepers, stenographers L, Hust, N. T, Armljo building.
A
i80
W.
Y.
C
and typists. Apply at
m., and
North Second, from I to 10
li to J p. m.
USB VELVA .ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
Roof Koter Root Cement, stops leaks.
TO LOAN
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
il?)BS7"'i1n 'loan On watoliee. eila- - Paint) Valspar Enamels, for automobiles;
satisfaction
Paint,
monda. guns and everything valuable HomesteadThos.Floor
F. Keleher Leather Co.,
assured,
Mr. B. Marous, ill Boutn Birsr.
401 Wast Central, "hone 1067-- j.
on
watohee
dlamnnds,
UONBT TOs LOAN
and gold Jeweiryi liberal, reiiaoia, ouo
MACHINES
IvimRESSTaNlLWATrNd
241
Identlal. Gottlieb Bear, 101 North First
Agents
6ffioArur"toms,
VOli KENT
heat J"ali FOURTEBN-apartmekitchenette bulld-In- g
Respnnslbl
people all over
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dla-- ' WANTED
the West to represent the Red Arrow
water; above Matson's store. Central
for eale or trad for good ranch,
elesned; ports snd supplies for- all
Rug gleaning, furniture repairing, furmonda, watches. Liberty Bonds, pianos,
Address Albu- niture packing, stoves repaired,
C H.
fhunt avenue.
Lowest rates. Rothman e, Kodak finishing service.
Inquire J. Korber'i Auto de New Mexico or Arlsona, Address at. U makes; all work guaranteed.
futomobllea. rirstt
B car Journal,
4iL Ervln Bedding Company.
MorcUead,
Bonded to (he state. querque, or B. Las Vegas plant.
partment,
phou 718, , :o West Lead.
,
,

WNEY

A fine modern brick,

close in, six large rooms, garage,
chicken yard, etc.
Six room frame, mod$4,250.00
ern, close in, $1,000.00 will handle.

& Co,

Leverett-Za- pf

for sale, or trade tor smaller
norm miiin. Phone 2401-R- I.
BUY A HOME
V
car. 114 North Edith.
A GOOD FORD
touring car and (300
FOU SALE
car, 1918
In a town that's growing. A good
boms; leaving city. Phooe
y.
1422 South Third.
model, 8300.
brick house with all of the
'
J4j
In
1818
built-i- n
FOR
SALE
fine conMaxwell,
features in a good location.
FOR BALE Residence, 711 North Fourdition; can be seen at 609 West Lead.
reasonable. Also a
teenth street; nice looation. Inquire Five. rooms,
bath and sleeping Terms house
in Second ward, extra WILL pay spot cash fur Fords anU uth;r
within.
porcll, front and back porches, brick
A barlight cars. 616 West Central. Phone 434.
FOR SALE Five-roorange, shades, lot and furniture for $4,500.
modern stuoco good
5
FOR BALK
Bulck touring car.
gain.
house, at a bargain. Call at 823 Bouth etc. Only $3,700, terms.
first-claCo..
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Arno.
Lots and Ranches for
city.
. Sale
Rentals.
FOR BALE By owner, three-rooMcdonald & woksiiam,
house,
If you want to buy, sell, trade or FOR SALE Stripped Studebaker with
Real Estate and Insurance.
modern, furnished; terms. 1100 Bouth
will trade.
Phone
light truck body;
Walter.
Phone B66-108 S. Third. rent, see
v
42(1.
Four-rooI'OR SALE
L, PHILLIPS,
house, garage,
J,
Foit SALE Some extra goo uaea cars,
shade and other
cheap
REAL ESTATE.
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co. 608
fnr cash. 611 Bouth Improvements,
Elm.
HELP WANTED
354-West Central.
110
S.
Phone
Third.
FOH BALE Flve-rooi- n
cement buugu- FOR SALE 1K21 Hudson sport model,
low. atrictlv mnriftrn! In Rn h
m.
Male.
worth $2,300,
will sell for $1,850.
garages; cash or time 1439 West Ceo' WANTED
Man to work on trays and
4011. W.
Phnn
irui.
in yard.
Apply Preebyterlan
DKIVEKLESS FORD
FOR SALE Four-roofc'Ult RENT ll'urulsned, cuatm apartmooern frame
300 ROUTH BROADWAY,
phone 1078-house: heat nnnrfltl.n. ,.,.. ,
ments, ill Nortb Seventh.
driver's license required.
Strong younfr man. with soms
Fourth ward. Address J. J. o care WANTED
1 OK RENT
to
Well
In
work
furnished
store.
clean
apartexperience,
general
Journal.
WANTED
TO TRADE Vacant lots for
Address B. H. Kinney, Tokay, New Men.
ments at 401 Soutlr Edith.
light touring car or roadster. Address
FOR BALE A three-roo, FOR RENT Furnished
bouse, partly WAvrcr,
healed
..i.u.
K.
apartJournal.
J.
.rare
furnished, with sleeping porch and
ment, close' in. 133 North Fifth.
position for the right man. Write
FORD roadster, guod as new, July
large front porch; good chicken lot. 601
mi
T. Johnson, 111 North Fourth, Al- - fc'Olt KE.NT
Harry
two small apartments,
East Grand.
purchase; demountable rlma; spare new
complstely furnished. 1005 West Cen- tire and cover. Apply quick. J. Korber
FOR BALK Owner leaving town; good
tral.
& Co, Auto Depart., phone 7R3.
I WILL conduct all house furniture
five-roohouse;
porches; modern;
sales at AUCTION, for a ft ner cent FOR KE.NT Nice furnished two-rooTwo Bulck llglit sixes. Isle
FOR SALE
basement; newly decorated; garage; lot cornmlssion.
C W. SUTHERLAND, CITY
with
and
apartment,
sleeping
porcti
models,
$7(0 and $850; Ford speed"1'piy lit outn Arno.
AUCTIONEER, phone 21D at tUft West both, lip South Walter.
Ford
$200;
ster,
truck, $190; one-to- n
FOR SALE Four-roobrick bungalow, Centra avenue,
AT THE WASHINGTON
Kord truck, worm drive. 116 West Oold.
1002 Weet Cenv n I'unn biiu iwg screeo WANTED
A long-terfarm tenant for
We build
tral, email apartment, furnished. Call RADIATOR
SPECIALIST
ed porches; completely furnished; gar- farm and grazing land. In ex- at apartment No. 1.
special radiators for speedsters, put
24 miles from FOH RENT
mountain
cellent
or
valley
In
new
old
one,
core
Furnished apartment, four
repair it.
your
FOR SALE By owner, five-rooframe
good opportunity for catrooms and bath, 401 South Seventh, We do welding. Guarantee Auto and
stucco; has fireplace, built-i- n bookcase Albuquerque;
O.
desirable
consider
convalescent
McCabe,
at
K.,
Radiator Company,
phone 1644-- J,
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward. tle; would
If a capable orchard man; would also
216 North Third, phone 1870-Phone 1S03-t
tor
furnished
apartment,
Rent-Roorent either of two good housea on land.
with Board
FOR SALE By owner, modern eight-roolight housekeeping, with garage. &01 For
Address H. B. Hammond, giving refer South
Fourth.
house. Fourth ward; a good buy ences and
FOR RENT Room with
board, 608
Albu
Box
658,
experience,
for home or Investment; priced right;
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
West Silver.
querque, N, M.
terms. 1027 Forrester.
rooms; modern; no sick; adults. 1104
FOR RENT
Sleeping porcb and board
Fetuule.
North Second.
house, modern,
jFOR SALE Five-roo1207 final Central.
siassea sleeping porcn, two soreened WANTED A competent saleslady at FOR HKNT
rurmstied looms loi TAULE BOARD All
61s
and
Porches, garage
once.
1 ne Economist
lawn; owner leaving
light housekeeping; adults; no tick
Phon 1472-West Fruit.
vuj. on mast central.
WANTED
to help care 724 South Beoiind.
Reliable,
girl
Room and sleeping porcu.
FOR SALE At
wonderful
saorlft,,.
of
and housework. 618 Bouth FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchen- FOR RENT
Have, von IS.NAA
fn
ati
with board. 1686 East Central.
a? ,nn Kdlth. baby
ette and glassed-i- n Bleeping porch. 608
modern home; all convenlencea; close' ,n;
FOH
J380-RENT Sleeping porch with board
WANTED
Experienced saleslady, Span- weet Iron, phone
no terms. A agrees J, A., care Journal
and room, garage. 623 Bouth High.
mod-r- n
ish speaking. New York Jobbing Store, FOR RENT Desirable tnree-rooFOH SALE It's a modern seven-roo115 South First
furnishsd apartment;
best resi- GOOD HOME COOKING, sleeping porca.
oncx, oullt ror a home, with all confront room, no sick. 1027 Forrester.
dence section. Phone 888-- J.
ofveniences and hot water heat; In a de- WANTED Stenograpgher, girl with
and ooard, with
RENT
fice experience; stats salary expected. FOR
Furnished apartments; FOR RENT Room
sirable location) priced to sell. Phone
board. 610
Address Box 10, care Journal.
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque
2148-R- .
sleeping porch; flrst-ela- ss
East Central.
North Second.
10 a month Hotel, zl6Vi
Room
BOARD
EARN
and
FOR SALE
modern house, on
while attending school; catalogue free. FOR RENT Nicely furnished modern FOR RENT Nicely furnished rouma wan
East Central, close In; hot water heat,
flrst-olathree-rootable board. Phone 1827-Business College, SOtVs South
two sleeping
In flrst-olaapartment;
condition; Immediate pos- Mackay
110 South Arno.
Angelea.
porches. 888 South Broadway
session If sold at once. Apply 702 East Main street,
Central.
MIRAMONTE9 ON THE MESA
WANTED Toung strong American girl FOR RENT Two-roomodern, furnish-e- d
to assist with housework; good home
HOTEL for tubacular persona
FOR SALE Beautiful
apartment with garage, hot and PRIVATE 2400-Jnew
421 South Broadway.
Phone
water.
for
cold
and
excellent
the
girl.
training
right
m.oaern
pressed brick home; corner Phone 970, 111S West Central.
Ideal location Mr
FOR RENT Two furnished cpartmeme, JAMESON'S RANCH
lots; hardwood floors throughout; built-i- n
now
three rooms each, with sleeping porch
few reservation
healthseekers;
features! furnace. STUB. In wn mni fruit WANTED Woman to keep house and
2238-1353-or
men
cook
and
fir
for
three
four
Phon
reasonable.
available.
(officials)
place;
trees; terms; owner. (21 West 8llver.
First-class
accomIn ooal mining town.
FOlTTSENl' Two-roomodern furnieU-e- d
GRAND VIEW RANCH
FOH BALE Two email houses on one modations
and a good place for someno sick. 1117 West THE plac to reouporate; modern ac
lot. renting for 60 a month; located
Address B. H. Kinney, Tokay, N. Kent; apartment;
body.
one
west
block
Robinson
Phone 2407-Rcommodation.
parlc
on a nice onrner In southern highlands; M.
FOR VENT
A three-rooand a
will take half cash and balance on
FOR RENT Room and sleeping purch.
furnished
time. Address J cars Journal, or plmne
with board for convalescents; gentle
Male and Female.
apartment, modern.
1578-- J.
Inquire Hotel Savoy men only; private horn. Phon 8148-18 upwards, for Postal Mali 808 South First
CLERKS,
FOR SALE A brand new bungalow, in
room
Service.
FOR RENT NIc
1120 month. Experience un- office.
with sleeping
southern highlands;
suitable for
furnished
and necessary. For fret particulars ot ex- FOR BENT Apartment,
porches with board, for convalescents.
Civil
or
R.
tnre
two
rooms,
Mrs.
tnre persons;
very modern; three rooms and large aminations, write
Reed, (11 South Broadway, phon
Terry (former
glassed-i- n
Half cash, Service examiner), 2t Continental Bldg., modern, nicely furnished; porches. Phone 626.
sleeping porch.
.
,
n hAtflnfM nn llm.
1422-1122 East Gold.
Washington, P.
HOME for health-seekeREAL
'
private
Journal, or phone 1678-- J,
FOR RENT On furnished boueekeep-In- g
family. University Heights, $68 per
DRESSMAKING
FOR SALE Unlveraity
ot three rooma and month. Women preferred. Mrs, J., care
one
apartment
Heights,
three-roobath and sleeping porch,
bath; also on furnishsd suit, two rooms Journal,
and bath. Inquire mornings. 803 South DELIGHTFUL SLEEPLNU PORCU and
furnished, 12,100. Terms; one four-roostuoco house,
Fourth.
breakfast
room, bath,
bedroom, with board. In furnace-hea- t
borne or by
at
WANTED
Dressmaking
sleeping porch, front
13,300;
FOH
porch,
RENT On new modern furnished ed home; reasonable; also table board.
Mrs. Moon.
Phone J403-Jterms.
the day.
W. J. Rice, phono 141, Mo- glassed-i- n
sleeping
apartment,
large
1420 East Sliver.
Phon 1422-of all klnda; expert lady porch; oonveneltnt to ssnatorlums.
i.anna s orrice.
DRESSMAKING
Ap1811 East A CLEAN, wall furnished double-bedde- d
BT OWNER,
tailoring. Beading and embroidering ply Woodlawn Apartments,
modern house in
room, suitable for two business peop,,
Phone 161-Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire- a specialty.
pnon 1010-board If desired; good English cooking.
place, large screened
porches, three FLEATINQ. accordion, aids ana box;
Mrs.
Jack Elliott, 828 South Edith.
Poultry-Egr- g.
light airy bed rooms with extra large
mall orders. N. Crane, tit Nortb FOR SXLE
closets; fronts east on large lot with Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814.
GOOD MOWS FOR HEALTHSEEKERS
rtbbitj
lawn, trees, eta; everything In excellent SPECIALTY In baby clothes and school FORSAIFryTnhUkeVsnf
We will reduce our rates, September
Phone 2405-RPhone
condition; terms It desired.
month; modern
olothesi also lining and mending ladles' FOR SALE fur bred Rhode. Island 16, to $00 and $6t perflrst-olas1977.J.
s
board
and
111
accommodations
and gentlemen's clothes. Mrs. Davis,
Reds,- four months old,. IS
a pair. with nurse eel vice: make reservation
FOR SALE New modern bungalow. West Iron,
.
Gold.
d
Fourth ward; five rooms and sleeping HEMSTITCHING and all kinds of rnone lvzs-jWest
now, Casa
Cro, $11
JSo per
poroh, lawn and trees, two largo olosets
at the FOR-, SALE Dressed springs,
nleatlna and braiding don
Furnished
HEALTHSEEKERS
and linen oloset, fireplace, large screened Williams
W' '
...V FOR
,,u
'
and
corner
Broadway
Millinery,
rooma with sleeping poronta, hot and
springs to on party, 80c. Delivered. 117
porch off kitchen, with or without new Gold, phone 1073-In
steam
cold
each
water
ssa-room,
,
reason-never
Boutn
running
Arno.
used by sick;
pnone
furniture)'
h at, axoellent board, tray servloe, call
able price; easy terms; might take oar
FOU SALE Pullets and layinsr heus.
CARPENTERING
nurse
suo
bath
J.
trained
1676-bells,
house;
large
for part first payment. Phone
36c; Leghorns and Ancona hens, $1.28 In
reasonable. Casa
attendance,
for carpenter work, C and 11.60; fat hens, 88o, six or more 270. de Oro, 60S andprice
OOOD PROPERTT. by owner, who is PHONE 1561-J- .'
Gold.
West
61$
16 North Second, phone 1816-- J.
P. Roberta 111 East slants re.
leaving city; pressed brick resldenoe
RENT Nloely furnished rooma
with beautiful living roema, (our bed PETT1FOKD THE ODD JOB MAN. FOR SALE Six months' old Mammoth FOR
with or without batbi lusts aoross from
two
Bran
rooms,
Toms, weigh fifteen pounds;
glassed sleeping porches,
Ph. me 1H71-- J
Any kind of work
five-roohot water ,heat for winthe
beat
consider
would
poetofflce;
stock
In
furnace)
west;
get
your
breeding
Odd Jobe carpentering, palnt- - stock now; few choice birds for
WANTED
$10 each ter; best of horn oooklng, served family
pressed brick home In good looation as
2412-Ring anaroor repairing, mono mub-- j.
On' South Second, two
PIron
style; room and board $48 to $50 per
part 'payment.
month; board by meal, week or ticket;
business corners; also corner, 125x100 FOR HOUSE OR HOOF PAINTING
first-cla410 West Oold, phon
meals, 60' eenta
reasonable prioss.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Work;
Inquire
feet, desirable for apartments.
819-1223 West Central.
Oeorge T. Brown, 1020 Bouth Broadway. WILL take
a lot Inside city limits as
iRoomi first paymsnt on a small bom. Fhone
?OR
SEWING

'a

$4,750.00

home,

-

BUICK

'

A good
$3,760.00
$750.00 cash.

Have you been watching the
UNIVERSITY
GROW this summer. Well there
Is a reason, Just ask any one
who lives up there. New homes
are started almost every day.
So now is the time to buy your
lots as they will never be any
cheaper, i.nd the choice locations go to those who buy first.
Lots $10.00 down and $10.00
per month.
AND
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
INVESTMENT AT THE SAME
TIME.
We are always ready to show
you

m

m

s.

PROBLEM

HERE,

Y

M

F

NO SERVANTS

well-buil-

WE SELL THEM

BARBER-MAITLAN-

ranch with good
anitavy spring water; wlU sell
tor. reasonable price.
About 12 miles due east of
close to mountain.

Aii

J,

house, full- Buys a good
size lot, shade and fruit trees, good
etc, located on North
Eighth street. The terms are right.
H. F. GILMORE
Real Estate and Insurance.
Thone 442-214 W. Gold.

dashed

-

The reasons why this home will
Ideal location opposite
sell;
Highland Park: modern
home with fine porches, south
front, extra lot. Look at It.
Then make your offer.

BJS1S

TO.

THET,

CASH

adobe plastered, with
sleeping porch, also largo front
porch, this little HOME is completely furnished and is all ready
for some one to move right in and
enjoy, the balance of the purchase
price can be paid for at the rate
ot $35.00 per month. Situate North
Second street, close to enr line. Call
A, C, STARES,
IW1 Estate and Insurance.
319 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 108.

,

$5,-00-

house, hot

and

hk;hlm;WORKS.
$1050,00

porch, screened; large screened
back porch; walks, shade and
In good repair. This house Is
located close In, In Third ward,
and can be bought for only
with good terms.

Illchlands.

least

tihk a nvnnen

A REAL BARGAIX.

FOR RENT.

tha

Four-roo-

Eight rooms, modern; furnace
heat; fire place; all kinds built-i- n
features; large cement front

rtANCHES. '
We have some verv i'ln ranchet
closa In, located close to good
on
school, and can bo boughtmarvery good terms. If In the either
ket for a ?ood ranch,
large or small, let us show you
what we have,

made by us.

-

A GOOD BRICK HOUSE.
rooms, modern; small
Six lar

basement; three good porches;
Baraga; full sized lots. This
property t .located Just two
blocks from Central avenue;
jloae In In the highlands, and
can be bought right for a quick
sale. This plaoe will make a
dandy home or can be made Into
two apartments, with very little
expense.

e

NOTICE
Tires are a seven
tire; all adjust-

Rooma

Furnished room.

el6

YVvit

Furnished room; reasunat
North Fifth.
W, M, SHERIDAN, M. D,"
RENT Furnished room, close in.
Practice limited to
24 South Walter.
GETOTO- - UKIWKY
DISEASES,
FOH RENT Two large airy sleeping
AM) DISEASES OF THE SK1X
,07 Hnnth Arno.
Wassarmiin Laboratory In Connection,
FOlt RENT Furnished
houaekeeplug Clllr-en- s
Bank Blog. Phone 88ft,
801 South Arno.
rooms.
FOH RE.N'T Two large
CHIROPRACTORS
any sleeping
renms 707 South Arno,
5T3
I'OR
Furnished rooms.
RENT
Ctilronmctor.
South Walter, phone 1667-19 and 20 Armljo Building.
FOH RENT Neatly
furnished
room, M. 8. E.N (IE,
I. C,I'bona Connections.
117 South Third.
close in.
Chiropractor.
Booms 13 and II.
full RENT Three furnished rooms 201 West Central
modern. 1011 North First.
WANTED Miscellaneous
FOR RENT Front room suitable for two
gentlemen. 327 North Fifth.
WANTED
To buy reclining wheel chair.
FOH RENT Large room with sleeping
Phono 5H0-214 North Walter.
porch.
To buy small shoe repair maWANTED
FCR RENT Nicely furnished front room.
chine. Call 305 South First, phon
I7-625 North Fifth, phone 1885-FOR RENT Large outside room, clean, WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take
207
real bed.
West Gold.
1314
home.
Bouth
Walter,
phon
iiM.SilED rooms; hot water heat; no S173-Three-Inch
sick: no children. 414 West Silver.
WANTED
fatal wagon anil
complete set slngl
buggy harness,
Foil RENT Furnished roums; bath, Phone
2403-Jphone: no children. 414 West Gold.
FOH RENT FurnlBhed room, furnace WANTEDWatches, clocks and Jewelry
to repair. 117 South First, phon 917-heat: no sick. 307 South Walter.
the Welch Man.
One to four unfurnished Brassfleld,
FOR KENT
WANTED Money on first-clu- s
real
124 South Edith.
rooms, like new.
estate, 11.600, 13.000,
5,000.
FOH RENT
Furnished, room and kitch- W. H. McMlllion, 206 West(2.500,
Oold.
enette. 1724 West Central. Phone 252.
WELDING
AND CUTTING
of metals;
FOH RENT Front room, suitable for
also welders' supplies end carbide for
215 "j South sale. N. M.
one or two gentlemen.
Steel
Co., Inc., phone 1947-Second.
MAX BARGAIN
STORE!, at 116 South
FOR RENT Two rront roonie for light
First, will pay the highest prices for
(0$ West your second-han- d
housekeeping; no children.
clothing, shoes and
Silver.
furniture. Phon IRS.
FOTt RENT Nice sleeping room with BETTER
KODAK
FlNlSillNli It IS
bath and telephone privileges. Phons
better. Return postage paid on mall
1926-209 North Edith,
urdera The Barnum Studio,
West
FOH RENT Front
room, furnished; uentrai, Albuquerque, N. at.
233
bath.
HIGHEST cash price paid for eecond-han- d
private entrance, connecting
North High, phone 870-bicycles. Bring us your old wheels
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms; and get caste. Broad Bicycle and Trad- rates by day or week. Over Pastime Itig Co., tso South Second, phone JJ.
Tlrenter, 2J(4j West Cen'ral,
RtJO "CLEAN EH3
FOR RENT Well ventilated eoutheust MATTRESSES
renovated. 13.50 and np,
one
furnlturs
or
two
for
bedroom,
gentlemen
repaired and packed, stove
128 North Walter.
employed.
iBsirvu. e.rvin oenuins .n,, pnone 111,
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping WANTED
Careful Kodak fluishiua.
Twlc dally service. Remember, satis-faotlporch, furnished for light housekeep
Send your finishing
Weet
608
guaranteed.
Silver,
witb
gas.
ing
to a reliable, established firm.
Hanna
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished St Henna.
Master
Ptwitngraphyrs.
rooms in modsrn'fiame.
Apply to Mrs.
Fred Ham, 623 North second.
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private
l''OR SALE Iron cot and mattress; good
adjoining bath; to employed
as new. 317 South Arno.
man: no sick. $16 South Seventh.
FOR
SALE
Dining room table, six chairs
FOH RENT Two large rooms, furnished
and sldebord. 423 West Iron.
for light housekeeping; no elck or
FOR SALE Library
small children. 603 North Fourth
table, rugs and
73-kitchen cabinet Plron
419
rooms and
BLU1N HOTEL Sleeping
West
Hazeldlne.
the
day.
by
housekeeping apartments,
r.
602 4 West Central.
FOR SALE Medium large
week or month.
Ilk
new, or trade for smaliar else.
desirable room In a
FOR RENT One
S04 North Fourth.
Apply
genolose
In; employed
private home,
tleman proferred; no sick. 807 West Gold. FOR SALE Furniture for seven rooms,
draperies to cooking utenslle; house
NIc larg room lu modern
FOH KENT
for rent If furniture is sold. Address
home, convenient to meals; furnace
'
heat. Room vacant Sept. 20. 10$ South Bargain, care Journal.
Arno.
FOR SALE Sectional bookcase, Ivory
furniture, roll-to- p
FOR RENT
Nice, large, well ventilated
desk, china cabiroom; private entrance; adjoining bath, net, dressing case, chlfforobe, coat and
no
children. gas ranges, guns, rifles, revolvers, vioIn modern bouse; no sick;
lins, large stock of good used furniPhone 1114,
two-roouousekeep-In- g ture. 126 Bouth First.
FOR RENT NIc
apartment, close In; no sick; no FOH SALE One Clark Jewel gaa range,
C2i West Lead, phone
elevated oven, splendid condition; about
small children.
2001-fifteen yards congoleum, on library
FOR RENT
Furnished room, new nous., table, one dresser, chiffonier, porch curheat; suitabla tains, porcb chairs, kitchen table. 900
good location, furnac
for two; reaaonabls; board convenient. North Fourth, phon 230S-116 North Mnple.
FOR RENT Clean,
comfortable, light
and airy furnished room: reasonable
rates; on block from Bana F (hops.
TIME CARDS
220 Snnth Third.
FOH KENT High-clas- s
room, north,
south and aat exposure ; south steeping porch; private home In best residential district. Phone (70.
FOR RENT New modern apartment, one
room and purch;
antrance;
prlvat
board if desired; prefer lady employed.
12H7-- J,
614 East Lead, phon
WnSTilOUNDDally.
Arrlv. Depart.
rurnisiied. dru Train.
WOODVVOHTH
Newly
1
No.
Tit
Scout... 7:31) puj 1:10 pm
room
and housekeeping apart
clean
No. I
am 11:10 am
ments, by day, week or month. Reduced No. 7 Calif. Llmltd.!0:40
Fargo Fast. 11:10 am 11:45 am
111 South Third.
summer rates
No. J The Navajo. 11 49 am 1:10 am
g
FOR RENT Furnished light housekeep-lnSOUTHBOUND.
room; large, neat and comfortable; No. 10 El Paso Bid,
10:10 pm
private entrance; elose In; suitable for No. 17 El Paso Exp.
11:50 am
two ladies or oouplej no sick, all West
EA8TBOUND.
Marquette.
.
Vo,
1:18
The
t
pm t:4l pro
Nsrajo.
FOR RENT Unfurnished, two desirable No, 4 Calif. Limited 6:00 pm 1:40 urn
rooms, with glassed-i- n
sleeping rooms No, 18. r. Eight.. T:lt pm 1:0 pm
and garagei light and water paid; ne No. 10 Tb Scout ... T:0 am 1:10 as)
rROM
sick; no children; rent reasonable. 1011
No.
From El Paso t il pra
Nortb Hecond.
No. 10
From El Paso 1:00 am
No. 10 connects at Beiea with No. ft
for Ctnvla Pscos Valley. Kansa City and
VViWiiiTEHS
Oulf
Coast
aii makes ov.rhaoud
No. II connects at Belen with No, II
snd repaired
Ribbons for evsry maExchine.
from Clovl and point
and south
Albuquerque
Typewriter
0l-change, phon
Ill Bouth Fourth, af Clovla.
207

FOH

ilft

FCRATEPuiniture -

Typewriters

Page Ten.
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HAM SALE

Today and tomorrow we put on another of our big
e
sales of
hams. Many people know the
goodness of these hams. Never sold so many before
as we have this fall. Quality with a price always
produce good business. This shipment of hams will
be medium size and the price is whole hams, 33c;
half hams, 34c.
n
Celery have the promise of more
today.

5

CRESCENIGROCERY

ROBERT JONES

Phone

We
Sell

57

Tho Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodle, Spaghetti and

Skinners

other Macaroni Products

l

iilii0 PASTIME
AXK COOLED.

WILLIAM FOX Presents

RUSSELL

WILLIAM

in
A Dramatic

RIVER"

"SINGING

Photoplay of Lawlessness and Justice In the West
LATEST NEWS AND A COMEDY

THE

REGULAR

WELFAREFIGHT

EVER

FIRE"

I

ADM1SSIOX

Pbon 4 and 6.
Colonel and Mrs. J. O. Albright,
who were married at Buffalo last
Thursday, arrived last evening and
are to start housekeeping here at
once.
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Andrews and
Mr. and Mrs. Leopold Meyer, from
this city, were among guests at the
Hotel Clark, of Los Angeles, last
week.
Four dollars, full wagon load
limited amount
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Mineral Lodge, No. 4, Knights cf
Pythias, will meet at 8 o'clock to
r.ight. The rank of esquire will ue
conferred on a class of candidates.
There are undelivered telegraii'S
at Western Union for J. S. McCrory,
Miss Jennie Lee Williams, C. R.
Evett and A. C. Hake.
H. T. Cowling, representing the
Burton Holmes Travelogues, left
last evening for Los Angeles on a
vacation trip.
Everett M. Beckwlth, of this city,
stopped at tho Hotel Rosslyn when
visiting in Los Angeles last week.
Special communication of Temple
Lodge, No. 6, A. F. and A. M., at
7:30 tonight. Work In the V. C.
and M. M. degrees.
Coal Supply Co.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Theaters Today

The
bedbug has become a near cast
problem. It is apparently a new
breed of bug, inbred from those
imported by Russian, Persian and
Tartar refugees. It is driving hotel
keepers, their guests and housewives to the utter despair and hopelessness born of sleepless nighM.
It has invaded the palace of ths
sultan and added to the worries of
his grand chamberlain.
The fight
against it is regarded as insolva- blo as that of the dispute between
the Turks and the Greeks. It is
smaller than the type of pre-wdays and some of those who have
examined the new bug assert that It
has wings and flies like a mosquito.
Its activities defy mosquito netto bite
ting. It appears able
through such netting. It doesn't
secrete
In
Itself
the
always
bedding
but may stow itself in the ceilings
and from their drop upon its vis
tims. It doesn't come singly but
in swarms, attacking from all directions.
The bug has appeared among
the soldiers of Greek and Turkish
armies. A newspaper correspondent with the Turks defeated the
bedbug by the use of a rubber
blanket.
Eeither the odor or
slippery surface of the blanket
proved disagreeable obstacles.

Wanda Hawley and Walter

Hlers in the leading roles; also a
two-pacomedy, "Blue Sunday,"
and a reel of "Weekly Events."
Ljrio Theater Presenting Gertrude Atherton's first screen story,
"Don't Neglect Your Wife," produced by Goldwyn, for the last
time today; also "Red Hot 1 ovo,"
rt

a

comedy.
for
Pastime Thcuter
the last time today, William Rus-Fe- ll
in "Slngirg River," a William
also the
drama;
Fox western
comedy, "Where's the Fire," and a
reel of "Latest News."
two-pa-

rt

COLORED REPUBLICAN
CLUB IS FOR BURSUM
Members of the Colored
club have
servative Republican
O. Uur-supledged their support to II. contest.
In the senatorial
Their announcement 'ollows:
"We, the members of the Colored
Conservative Republican club lave
give Senator
pledged ourselves to
Holm O. Bursum our uncomprothe
at
polls on the
mising Bupport
We mean at all
day oftoelection.
stand by every
times
advanced by the grand old party.
"Be It known by '.he leaders of
we
the party in this town that and
6tand for nothing bu; truo
ilorl raTiiihlicanism.
"The rally planned by the club
for Monday nlgnt win not oe
Con-

m

.

DE MOLAY LOSES TO
HIGHLAND SLUGGERS
The De Molay team was defeatSluggers yesed by the Highland IB
to 10. The
terday by a score ofat the
South
game was played
Broadway grounds. The batteries
and
Sine;
were: Sluggers, Lopez
De Molay, Tcndley and Harwood.
The feature of the game was a
The
home run by S. Candelarla.
Sluggers and Centrals will play
next Sunday.
.
NATIONALS DEFEAT
SLUGGERS 8 TO 5
The Duke City National yesterday defeated the Highland Sluggers at the Matter's grounds Uy
score of t to E.
Lovato, pitching for the Nationball with this
als, pitched
exception of one Inning, when the
Sluggers scored four of their.., I've
air-tig-

runs.

Batteries for the National
Lovato and Sanchez,

CAFETERIA

ar

TOTHEATRE

Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Corner Fourth and Central.

LAST TIME TODAY
FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

Sept

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

G. E.

y

Realart Presents

fanda Hawley and falter Hier, in

17th, Last Day

We will put in genuine Factorv- made Main Springs and guarantee
which I referred. And all four
them for one year for
$1.00
with the strong Simmons college were active members of the Bi
team at Abilene, Tex., and closing
Woman's Legislative Com
Wiseman's
Watch
partisan
Shop
the season Thanksgiving day witn mittee, one of tnem tne cnairman.
215 South Second Street.
the Arizona Wildcats at Tucson, N. This
committee
M. M. I. faces the hardest schedule was formed to work for the bills
In its football history.
of especial interest to women and
This is the first year that the children, at the last session of our
cadets have met Simmons on the legislature, one of tne bills boing
1
eridiron.
For years Simmons col the child welfare bill.
contender
a
been
has
strong
I quote from the report of this
lege
for the west Texas championship, republican chairman of the BI
In 1920 Arizona was the undis- - PARTISAN committee:
nuted chamDlon of the southwest,
"Because of the wording of the
Besides these formidable rivals, the Sheppard-Towne- r
bill, the departinstitute will meet their old rivals, ment of health insisted that they
Albuquerque, N. M.
Texas School of Mines, at El Paso, wore entitled to the funds to be re
and the New Mexico Aggies at Las ceived from the provisions of this
Memorials
of the Better
f!ru ces.
bill. As it was the work of the
Kind
The annual game with West women over the country that had CENTRALS WIN FROM
Texas normal will be played at brought about such a bill before
OLD TOWN NINES BY
nnswell. A team representing Bat congress, and the women of New
We pay the freight to vou
terv A. stationed at Roswell. will Mexico had done tneir lull snare
SCORE OF 15 TO 2
be met on Armistice
day. One in urging its passage and the pubother game to be scheduled will be lic health department of the naThe Albuquerque Centrals won
played on the home field. Open tion and of the state had taken no
dates have been offered Wayland interest in its preparation nor In from the Old Town Nines yesterIts passage until Just at the very day by a score cf 15 to 2. The batcollece and C arendon college.
Centrals, Garduno
Eiitht letter men. Lackey, Corn last, after the work seemed to be teries were:
Wllflev. Hinkle. Godfrey. Bowyer, over and the money was in sight, and Vigil; Nines, Anaya and Pena.
this committee did all possible to
Eastham and Uhli have
Taxi & Baggage 158
school. The loss of Ward, center GIVE THE WOMEN OF THE 158
STATE A FAIR DEAL. A bill was
on Van Surdam's second
made
would
have
which
western, and McQuattcrs. captain prepared
Armory Hall, 9 p. m.
45 feet from Central Avcnuo.
elect for 1921. will be keenly felt, this child welfare board the re
DEPENDABLE WATCH
At a meetine of the letter men ceiver and disburser of the funds
REPAIRING.
Thursday and Friday.
half of provided by the Sheppard-TownJacobson,
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.
the season of 1913. was eieciea bill, but this was fUUUHT BIT
Jacobson's speed in the TERLY by the health department.
captain.
G.
Music by the Syncopaters.
BKUUUHT TU
back field will do much to offset AND POLITICSa manner
JEWELER.
that we
the loss of McQuatters, star KiCKer. BEAR in such on
107 So. Fourth Street.
the plan of the
Step lively.
N. M. M. I. men have learned to finally decided
3rd door north of Postoffica,
Henenrt on the Sneedy Jo Ford in public welfare board with the co
th ninches and his election has ordinate divisions of child welfare
to me and health."
riven added confidence
These are the words of one of
tpnm.
Fiftv-flv- e
tne the signers of the republican ad
men answered
"The Women Who Sign This
first call for practice. With the and
First Class Shoe Repairing exfor Statement Know the Facts."
first snrlmmaEe. competition
call for and
The point to it all is why Is It
pert shoemaker. 9 We
Lady Cashier.
nlaces on the squad became un
deliver. Phone HO J.
Must Speak Spanish Apply In
necessary to see Mr. Bursum if you
usually keen. The veteran ends, want
SOUTH
ST.
312
SECOND
our
a bill
legisby
person.
McKemy and Robinson, did not re lature? Why passed
contlnue the
KAHN'S
enter school. Stratum, XNunneiee,
can
man
who
of
this
GROCETERIA.
Hurff, Barnett, Love and Harrison even defeat legislation aemanaea
shown ud well for these posi bv a
Why
governor?
republican
and
Pool
Wright
tions. Lackey.
now to
not seize the
Clock and Jewelrv
are candidates for guards. The overthrow this opportunity
n
govern Expert Watch,
All
Also Engraving.
tackles will be well taken care of ment forever, and give the people Repairing.
Boone
work guaranteed.
Opposite
by Eastham, Davis. Moore,
chance?
a
two
of
veteran
a
and Corn. Corn,
Most sincerely,
Washing and ironing to take
Phono 903-years at the tackle position, weighs
122 S. 4 th St.
MRS. R. P. DONOHOO.
home. Also clothes rough dried
only 165 pounds but has
PHONE 918-all opponents. He
and
Reasonable Prices.
is a typical example of the N. M. VOTING PLACES FOR
Medicated Turkish Bath
M. I. fighting spirit which has kept
ELECTION TOMORROW
tho cadets in. the front rank of the
Tickets
of six !mths, Including
football teams of the southwest.
body massage, for $10. for balVoting nlaces for the Albuquer
The center position will be ably
ance
of
this month. Trained
yes
handled by Uhli. veteran guard of que precincts were announcedcoum?
Nurse and Masseuse.
frect orouou,
last year's strong eleven, and Arm- terday hy
MRS. TKRH1 DEAMER, Prop
I.'s clerk. The voting places In prestrong, a brother of N. M.of M.1919.
508 H W. Central. Phone 685-cinct No. 12 are as follows:
center
cor
Grande hotel,
This will give the institute the nerDivision
Broadway and Tijeras avenue.
heaviest line in years. Among the
Los Lunas, N. M.
RAZOR BLADES
1105 East uenirai
Division
candidates for quarterback
pre venue.
Send or bring your dull blades for
Wilfley, Bowyer and D, B, Smith.
Division
city nail.
Wilfley piloted last year's eleven,
3.1c
,
Boatrlght Rubber Double Edge
Division
which lost only to the University
401 West Coppvr Single Edge
25c
office,
a
company's
of New Mexico.
Bowyer is also
'
avenue.
(Per Dozen)
letter man and an excellent kicker.
razor
Have
honed and set by
Max Noranaus- garyour
Division
Jacobson and Hinkle, veterans of
experts. Work Guaranteed.
101 Nortn xweixiu mrai.
i
the undefeated team of 1919, are ge,
KOBZA
BROTHERS
.n.
in
The
the
voting places
precinci
working as halves. Godfrey,
At Ruppc's Drug Store.
follows:
as
bo
26
wiU
been
has
institute's best plunger,
Williams- Millinery
Godfreys Division
shifted to fullback.
200 South Broadway.
store,
Jacobson's
and
plunging power
Stateson garage,
Division
a strong
speed will give the cadets
Walter stree.
offensive. Skipwith, a veteran of South
L. V. JViCAaams
Division
Roswell high is showing well in 1116
East Central avenue.
with
Blake, a veteran
practice.
Division
Superior printers,
two years' experience, has written
the in- 110 West Gold avenue.
his intention of
We have Just received a nnlqne
Hudson garage
Division
Leaves Albuquerque., 7:45 am
added
power
stitute. He will give
assortment which consists of the
Arrives In Ranta Fe. . .10:45 am
Fifth street and Gold avenue.
to the cadet line.
VERY LATEST
4:80
Santa Fe
leaves
schedpm
difficult
most
the
Facing
DESIGNS
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30 pm
WAGE REDUCTION OCT. 1.re- an institute
by
ule ever faced
A
Before making your selections
Rochester. N. Y.. Sept. 18.
600
eleven and with the first game but ,inilnn In lvnires of
20
see
than
less
our display.
ten days distant, the squads have
into effect in
cent will be
been working at a rapid pace. But per Eastman kodakputplants on Octoa few days were given over to pre- all
ber 3, it was announced here to
Office Singer Clear Store.
liminary practice and the squad day.
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
210 West Central
with
every
faces its first scrimmage
man determined to make a place
SHOP
Cm EI.ECTRIOtl3 SHOB
Smith Second.
for himself on the eleven which
Phone
meets Arizona U. at Tucson.
Free Call end Delivery.

Fletcher

Monument Works

er

Schuitr,

American Shoe Shop

Prices on

" HER

WANTED

twenty-ycar-ru-

one-ma-

INDIAN

STURDY OAK

"

This Is Wanda's Best Picture

SELF-SERVIN- G

Added Attraction:

FOGG, The Jeweler

Navajo

WANTED

,

"BLUE SUNDAY"
Comedy
"WEEKLY EVENTS"

J

Regular Prices

J.

ht

BLANKETS
All Sizes and Colors.
Mnko Your Selection Now foi
Christmas and Save Money.

HUNIHG MER-

Roth man's

CANTILE CO.

Music and Jewelry Store
117 8.

First

St.

Phone

SHIPPERS OF
HAY AW
ALFALFA

9I7-- J

an

FOR VICTORY

ui

0!

STAGE

SILVERWARE
Makes the Best Gifts

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Chairman W. C. Oestreich
of
Bernalillo county speaking
last
elecon
eve
and
of
the
the
night
tion, predicts a majority of between 700 and 90f0 for Hanna in
this county. He said:
"Naturally all of us are actively
engaged In directing political campaigns are likely to be charged
with
but if Hanna
does not carry tho county of Bernalillo Tuesday with a plurality
in excess of 800 I am scheduled
for a big surprise.
"Two weeks ago we were facing,
I confess, a feeling of depression,
and a more or less uncertain situation as to what the public reaction to our Intensive campaign
would be; but there Is no way to
adequately express the complete
revolt '..at has come within the
last ten days turning the tide toward Hanna.
"You ask me to what I attribute the condition that I feel prevails here," continued
Oestreich.
"It is not fair to say any one thing
has done It all. Senator Jones'
great speech that set the people
to thinking in terms of what a
democrat, even in tho minority,
could do for our people has been
a great help; the expose of the
Bursum claims is another; and
then the general feeling among
democrats and independents
that
Hanna had an even chance ten
days ago with the wave coming
our way still, put enthusiasm Into
our workers who heretofore had
been quiet and apparently
ultra-optimis-

"B" Theater Repeating for the
last time today, "Her Sturdy Oak."

vith

Reduced

OESTREICH LOOKS

Mr. McKenzie has now under
construction a modern Spanish type
adobe stucco home on the corner
avenue
and Silver.
of Harvard
Davis and Durling, contractor!.
Miss JulU Moore has Just moved
Into her new home on Harvard avenue.
Mr. J. E. Manton has just starte-construction on his new home on
Cornell avenue, which is to be of
the California bungalow type.
Colonel D. K. B. Sellers, who has
spent the past week in Santa Fe.
returned home on Saturday.

WUIHJIIIIIIIII

BRACY'S

(By The Associated Press.)
Constantinople,
Sept. 18;

Herbert

LOCAL ITEMS

l'l.I'y'M'fcl''Wt'llMIWI'.fWIIIIIIi.!)''!.

EAT AT

Hospitality Ball

ALSO

"WHERE'S

TALKS OF CHILD

They know, then, that but four
(Special Correnpondonce to The Journnl.) of the twenty that sign the ad
Roswell. N. M,. Sept. IS. Open were present at the meeting to
lne the season on September 24

Coal and Sonth Walter

Phones

CUE

BEDBUG HAS BECOME A
NEAR EAST PROBLEM

the republican women's ad in
Season Opens With Simmons theInJournal
of the 18th, and elsethe paper. Several statewhere
College on September 24 ments inmade
by me seem to bo
and Closes With Arizona questioned. And
the ad assorts
that "THE Women Who Sign This
Wildcats Thanksgiving.
Stateiiont Know the Facts."

home-grow-

S15 Marble Avenue.

110

ELEVEN M

FACES HARDEST

high-grad-

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

Ml-1-

.September 19, 1921i

--

Phone

SINGER TAXI

Gottlieb & Beer,

B67--

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
hone 939.

REPUBLICAN SPEAKING
PROGRAM IN COUNTY
FINISHES YESTERDAY

The campaign of republican
finspeeches over the county were
ished yesterday, according to the
To replace thai broken window
Baron
of
John
announcement
glass. ftlbnquerqne Lumber Co..
Four
of
In
speaking.
charge
423 North First
Burg,
Phone 421.
river
the
in
held
were
meetings
precinctfl.
"After the campaigning," said
OUR
Mr. Burg, "I believe we will carry
the county by from 5.000 to 8,000 WATCH
plurality. Bursum is strong everywhere and the size of his majority Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
only depends upon our success in of the Santa I'e Time, Service
Department.
getting out the vote."

Let Us Send a Man

COAL- -

When exposed to the weather becomes slack and loses a
large amount of its heating quality.
Order your coal from
us and get It direct from the cars or from weatherproof bins.
You will soon see the saving in your fuel bills.

GALLUP, SUGARITE,

VANN

Denver, Colo., Sept. 18. Robert
Brown, cashier of the Old City
Bank and Trust company of Denver, charged with embezzlement
of $1,500 of the institution's funds
on March 12, 1919, was acquitted
by a Jury In criminal court here today. The trial was Brown's fourth
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ANAYA
The funeral of Ernesto following the Jury's verdict today.
Anaya, who died Saturday morn- ' NEWSPAPEK MAX KILLED.
ing, will be held this morning from
Washington,
Sept. 18. R. 3.
the family residence. Burial will Morgan,
of the New York Herald,
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At Champion, Hawkins, San Jose,
The funeral of Skinner's,
SAABEDRA
Ideal and Pappe's. Price
Carlos Saabedra, Infant son of Mr. OS
cents.
and Mrs. Carlos
Saabedra, who
died last Saturday, will be held this
morning at 8 o'clock at the family
residence.
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Santa Fe R'y

WANTED

young men ane
women to train for Motion Pictures. Only those of good char
acter and facial expression need
apply.
9 to
Apply at Armory Building,
12 a. m. and 3 to 5 p. m.
FOTO PLAY STUDIO.
Twenty-fiv-

e

COO

pair Field Shoes

$1.95
$2.00
$1.25 and up

....$3.05
Navy Blankets
$1.50
Wool Underwear, suit
$1.00
Khaki Breeches
to
Mall orders
Prompt attention

Army Store,
Liberty
117 N.
First Street

The Law

the

man-mad-
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ill
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manded her to stay
with her husband,
who had treated her
with cold and selfish
neglect.

don't
neglect
your
wife
Gertrude Atherton

But the law of her
heart urged her ot
the side of the man
who had made her
barren life blossom
with the flowers of
his devotion.
did she

,

Coitrude
Atherton
Picture

fol-lo-

directed hy

Wallace Wipi'sley

man

and every woman
will want to se this
remarkable drama of
the irresistible forces

Phone 35.

of life.

ATTENTION

PAIRY

FARMERS?

Highest Market Prices Paid for Butter
Fat and Your Check by Return Mail.

DAIRY

ALBUQUERQUE

ASS!!.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Liberty Army Store
SPECIAL
O. O. Breeches
O. D. Shirts

r

TO 11 P. H,

LAST TIME TODAY

Every

BRILLIANT

1

OONTDTCOUS

Which

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY,

REPAIRING

CASHIER ACQUITTED ON
EMBEZZLEMENT CHARGE

SWASTIKA,

All Sizes

Lyric Theater

DAWSON

COAL

Unexcelled for heaters and furnaces.
Yields the most heat
and burns to a pure ash v Ithout Clinkers.

GOAL

A

SUPPLY COMPANY
4

Let Our

Added Attraction

PHONES

TWO-PAR- T

REGULAR

5

"RED HOT LOVE"
COMEDY
PRICES

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home

1.

The LEAST EXPEHSIVE COAL

r

LOVELESS Mrs. Sidney May
Loveless, age 63 years, died at a
local hospital yesterday
morning
following un operation. The body
was taken to her home In Eetan-ci- Our Watch Rack? The Largest In
N. M., yesterday afternoon for Town.
There's a Reason Why.
were burial, c. T. French was In charge
WISEMAN'S WATCH 8UOP
of funeral arrangements.
215 South second St.

Have You Noticed

a,

More heat units per pound. More pounds per dollar
That's what You Find in

CERR1LLOS

THE SALARY YOU EARN.
Tour Earning Capacity will Depend on Your Ability to Do Thlrjrs Better ""han the Other Fellow
Can Do Them A COURSE IN THIS SCHOOL WDULD QUALIFY YOU for a Real Job. W Teach
BusinoM as it Is done in the busy office. Call an! See us.
i

L. A. MAY,

Manager.

E.

L

HOSKING, Principal.

EGG

COAL

In times of sunshine prepare for cold.
order today.
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Place your
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